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Chapter 1  

Indiana and National Yard Waste 

Management Legislation and Rules 
Chapter Includes: 

Indiana Code 13-21 

Indiana Code 13-20-9 

Open Burning Rules 

National 

 

Indiana Code 13-21 

There are numerous laws, regulations, and rules that apply to the management of yard wastes. As 

understanding of yard waste issues evolves, revisions in these laws will undoubtedly occur. 

Local laws and regulations should also be researched when planning programs. These may include local 

zoning rules and procedures, health department regulations, open burning regulations, dumping, and 

nuisance laws. 

The Indiana General Assembly adopted IC 13-21 and the waste reduction goals codified as IC 13-19-1-2 

which mandates the establishment of State and district solid waste management plans. These plans must 

contain procedures and requirements for developing, implementing, and financing programs. 

IC 13-21 established two goals to reduce the amount of Indiana’s solid waste bound for final disposal, 

which included both incineration and disposal in landfills. This act was designed to ensure that Indiana’s 

solid waste management policy prefers source reduction, reuse, and recycling over the final disposal 

options of landfilling and incineration, while recognizing that we still need to plan for final disposal of 

waste that has not been reduced, reused, or recycled. 

These primary categories of solid waste management options are listed below in order of preference: 

Source Reduction: The practice involves reducing the amount of solid waste generated through actions 

that affect the source of solid waste. Backyard composting is a form of source reduction, for example. 
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Reuse: The practice is the direct reuse of a material without further processing. It differs from source 

reduction because it acts on the materials generated rather than directly affecting the source. Reuse would 

include the use of collected grass, leaves, or wood chips as garden mulch or landscaping materials. 

Recycling/ Composting: Recycling and composting involve the collection, processing, remanufacturing, 

and reselling of materials found in our waste stream. “Recycling” generally includes mechanical, 

chemical, and thermal processes for metals, glass, plastics, paper, and other materials. In contrast, 

“composting” is a biological reprocessing method suitable for organic materials.  

Final Disposal: The predominant final disposal method in Indiana today is the landfilling of solid waste. 

Incineration, including waste-to-energy methods, is the other method of final disposal utilized in Indiana. 

Pursuant to IC 13-21-1-2 the Indiana Department of Environmental Management shall develop a twenty 

year state solid waste management plan that includes the establishment of statewide goals for source 

reduction, alternatives to final disposal, recycling, composting, availability of markets, and general 

criteria for the siting, construction, operation, closing, and monitoring of final disposal facilities. These 

reports will contain criteria and other elements to be considered in the adoption of district solid waste 

management plans, as each district should have their own long-term solid waste management plans, under 

IC 13-21. 

Under IC 13-21 a number of task forces, funding mechanisms, and educational provisions were created to 

assist in some yard waste programs. Additionally, IDEM  is authorized to develop educational programs 

to teach student, consumers, and businesses the benefits of solid waste reduction and recycling. 

Indiana Code 13-20-9 

This act requires that vegetative matter resulting from landscaping maintenance and land clearing projects 

may not knowingly be deposited in a solid waste landfill.  

The restriction does apply to the following: 

● Leaves 

● Brush 

● Wood vegetative matter 

● Grass entering a landfill with an IDEM approved landfill methane gas energy recovery system 

The restriction does not apply to: 
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● Wood vegetative matter bagged, bundled, or otherwise contained and less than 3 feet in length 

and combined with other solid waste 

● Christmas trees 

● House plants 

● Vegetable food scraps 

● Vegetative by-products not derived from landfill maintenance or land clearing projects such as 

from flower shops or funeral homes 

● Grass entering a landfill with an IDEM approved landfill methane gas energy recovery system 

● IDEM-approved composted vegetative matter to be used as cover material for the solid waste 

landfill. 

Open Burning 

Open burning is defined under 326 IAC 4-1-0.5(6) as “the burning of any materials wherein air 

contaminants resulting from combustion are emitted directly into the air, without passing through a stack 

or chimney from an enclosed chamber.” In Indiana, open burning is generally prohibited, however there 

are exceptions. 

The Indiana Air Pollution Control Board has adopted rules regarding the open burning of materials that 

result in emissions of regulated pollutants. These rules apply everywhere in the state, except in areas 

where other state or local laws, regulations, or ordinances are more strict, or in areas which have applied 

for and have received a prior approval for the burning activity from IDEM. 

Many communities, particularly urban and suburban areas, have banned the burning of yard debris 

because of health, fire, and air pollution concerns. As communities become more aware of the benefits of 

recovering organic materials from yard debris, the trend has been away from burning. However, limited 

burning is still practiced in some areas, where burning has not been completely banned.   

It is critical to check with state and local officials to make sure you are in full compliance with local open 

burning requirements. The following is a brief summary* of the state open burning exceptions: 

*This is not a comprehensive list, it is a list specific to yard waste related items. 

The following types of fired are allowed: 

● Recreational or ceremonial fires, but only if: 

● Clean wood, charcoal paper, or minimum petroleum products are burned 
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● The local fire department and health department was notified 24 hours in advance if they 

pile to be burned is more than 125 cubic feet 

● The fire is not ignited more than 2 hours before the recreational activity is to take place 

and is extinguished upon the conclusion of the activity 

● The pile to be burned can not exceed 1000 cubic feet 

● The fire is not for disposal purposes 

● The fire is not within 500 feet of a pipeline or fuel storage area 

● Burning, for the purpose of heating, clean wood products or paper in a noncombustible container 

that is sufficiently vented to induce adequate combustion and has enclosed sides and bottom; 

burning on the ground in this case is illegal. 

● Vegetation from a farm (unoccupied area), nursery, orchard, tree farm, cemetery, or draining 

ditch. 

● Wood products derived from pruning or clearing a roadside by a county highway department. 

● Wood products derived from the initial clearing of a public utility right-of-way in an 

unincorporated area. 

In all of the above cases, there are restrictions relating to the conditions under which the open burning is 

allowed. All of the various allowable open burning activities described above can only be performed 

under the following conditions: 

● Only paper or clean wood products 

● Burning must be done during safe weather conditions, not during high winds, temperature 

inversions, or on pollution alert days 

● Burning must be done during daylight hours 

● Fires must be attended until completely extinguished 

● Fires must be extinguished if they create a hazard, nuisance, pollution problem, or threat to public 

health 

● Fire fighting equipment adequate for the size of the fire must be nearby 

● Burning activities also must comply with all other federal, state, and local laws, rules, and 

ordinances 

Burning may also occur, with prior approval of the commissioner of the Indiana Department of 

Environmental Management or the commissioner's designated agent may be authorized, in the following 

specific conditions: 

● Emergency burning of clean wood waste, vegetation, or dead animals resulting from a natural 

disaster 
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● Burning of natural growth derived from a cleaning operation 

● Prescribed burns 

● Burning not exempted may be permitted with prior receipt of a variance application and approval 

of the commissioner or the commissioner's designated agent. 

Any person who allows the accumulation or existence of combustible material, which constitutes or 

contributes to a fire causing air pollution, may not refute liability for violation of the open burning rules 

on the basis that said vandals, accidental, or an act of God. 

National 

There are currently no federal regulations that specifically address yard waste management strategies. 

Yard waste management is entirely regulated on the state and local level. Although not regulated on the 

federal level, the Environmental Protection Agency views composting as a key component of integrated 

solid waste management.  
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The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regularly publishes the document “Advancing 

Sustainable Materials Management,” showing the use and reuse of materials in the most productive and 

sustainable way across a life cycle. The 2014 edition of this publication indicated that the United States 

generates nearly 258 million tons of municipal solid waste annually. Of this total, 34.5 million tons of 

yard trimmings were generated. 20.6 million tons of this 34.2 million tons of yard trimmings were 

composted, about 130 pounds per person- a recovery rate of 60.2%. This statistic is particularly 

interesting when looked at another way: Yard waste is estimated to be 13.5% of the municipal solid waste 

stream by weight. Yet yard waste represents 23.6% of the MSW recovery/recycling stream by weight. Not 

included in these numbers are lawn mulching and backyard composting which are both considered 

“source reduction” by EPA. Since 1990, nationally, there has been almost a 5-fold increase in the 

composting of yard trimmings.  

Historically, Indiana composting facilities process 1-2 million tons  of yard trimmings annually. Almost 

50% of compost or mulch produced each year is given away by local governments as part of their reuse 

and recycling efforts. 

Yard waste includes grass, leaves, wood or tree trimmings, and brush trimmings. The following is a rough 

average, by weight, of these components: 

● Leaves are the largest component representing approximately 50% of the weight. 

● Grass averages over 20% of the weight. 

● Tree and brush trimmings represent approximately 25% by weight. 

In 1989, EPA published “Yard Waste Composting- A Study of Eight Programs.” This report provides 

case study information about yard waste composting alternatives for communities faced with growing 

solid waste management problems. The yard waste streams of eight communities in the study showed 

widely varying characteristics. Leaves ranged from 20% to 50%, grass clippings accounted for 5% to 

64% and brush ranged from 19% to 45% of the yard waste stream. The wide variation in the residential 

yard waste stream emphasizes the need for communities to study the composition of their own yard waste 

characteristics before planning any programs to manage this portion of the waste stream.  

Additionally, unlike other parts of the municipal solid waste stream, the volumes and weights of collected 

yard trimmings vary greatly over the course of the year. During the growing season, yard waste can 

amount to 50% or more of the residential solid waste stream in some Indiana communities. The majority 

of grass is collected over summer months. The majority of leaves are collected in fall months. The 

collection of both drop to near zero in winter months. Although more steady in generation over the course 
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of the year than leaves and grass clippings, tree trimmings still see a slump to near zero over winter 

months and small spring and fall peaks.  

 

Source Reduction 

Source reduction is an important component of a comprehensive yard waste management strategy. Source 

reduction encourages those activities which beneficially utilize yard waste at the site of the “waste 

generation” and keeps it out of the waste stream. Yard waste source reduction programs depend upon 

strong public education and can be very effective.  

Composting can be considered a source reduction technique if conducted on the individual level since the 

materials are diverted from entering the waste stream. If practiced at the community level it can be 

considered a recycling technique.  

“Don’t Bag It” or “Leave It Lay.” These are programs, which encourage residents or lawn care crews to 

discontinue mowing practices that result in bagging grass clippings, and other yard wastes for disposal. 

People generally bag grass clippings because they believe that it will result in more attractive and 

healthier lawns. Lawn care experts have debunked this myth. By leaving the grass clippings, as they 

decompose they put nitrogen potassium, and phosphorus back into the soil. Therefore, your lawn will 

need less water because grass clippings reduce water evaporation. An aggressive public education 

program to spread this message can change residential and community landscape practices.  

Programs which encourage use of yard waste for landscape enhancement. Through public education, 

residential and community groundskeepers can be given alternatives such as use of grass clippings or 

chopped leaves as mulch for weed control or use of broken or chipped wood mulch for pathways or 

gardens. They can also be taught that some plant materials should not be used for mulch, as these plant 

materials host insects and/or disease.  

Backyard composting. Backyard composting offers an excellent opportunity to reduce the amount of yard 

waste set out for collection.  A small composter located at the home can decompose a significant part of 

the yard waste and possibly other non-meat food wastes from the home. If the homeowner has been 

properly trained in the operation and maintenance of the composter there will be aesthetic problems. In 

particular, odor from the composter. Backyard composting can be supported by local government entities 

through public education and/ or subsidies. The relatively small investment needed to help residents begin 
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home composting is repaid to local municipalities many times over in reduced collection and 

transportation costs, composting, and disposal costs.  

Incorporation of yard waste into soil. Yard wastes can also be incorporated directly into garden or other 

ground and allowed to decompose slowly. The methods and benefits of this practice may be e to residents 

and community groundskeepers through public education. This technique is discussed in more depth later 

in this manual. 

Xeriscaping. This type of landscaping utilizes plants that need little water and produce small amounts of 

waste. As such it is a form of source reduction both for its water savings and for its reduced quantities of 

yard waste.  

The United States Composting Council looked into the effectiveness of backyard composting programs 

across the United States in 1996. Their conclusion was that for an average cost of $12/ton in education, 

communities realized approximately $56/ton in savings, producing a net benefit of $44/ton.  

 

Averaged Costs For Backyard Composting Dollars Per Ton 

Expenditure on home composting education $12 (Cost) 

Avoided collection costs $23 (Savings) 

Avoided disposal Costs $32 (Savings) 

Value of volunteer labor $1 (Savings) 

Total net benefit to communities $44 (Savings-Cost) 

Backyard composting has further savings for the community: 

● Lower residential trash bulls in pay-as-you-throw communities. 

● Reductions in air, land, and water pollution. 

● Reduced traffic congestion. 

● Personal responsibility and community pride. 

● Self and family educational benefits from home composting. 

● Improvement in health and appearance of the soil and the landscape.  

● The resident may also pay less for waste disposal, especially if the community has volume-or 

weight-based disposal fees. 

Because backyard composting requires time and space to process and turn, not all residents will want or 

be able to participate. Although piles can be left to compost naturally, poor maintenance can result in 
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unpleasant odors. FInally, some residents may not have a need for the finished composted material and 

others may not want to take the time to build and properly maintain a compost pile. For these reasons 

backyard composting should be one of a group of yard waste management options available within a 

community.  

As with any program, there are challenges which must be addressed to implement yard waste source 

reduction programs. Time and money must be committed to public education because most source 

reduction requires a change in landscape management habits by the resident or community 

groundskeeper. Public education must clearly explain what new habits are needed and why these changes 

are important to the individual and the community. In addition, there may be expenses which will be 

incurred by the individual and/or community for items such as mulching mowers, chipping machines, and 

backyard composting units. 

Composting 

In the 2013 “Municipal Solid Waste Facts and Figures”, EPA reports that there are about 3,120 

composting programs across the country. Out of the 30 states that reported across the United States to 

Biocycle magazine in 2010, 2,284 facilities were composting yard waste. The vast majority of these 

operations are in the Northeast, Midwest, and South-the states that tend to have landfill disposal bans 

against yard waste.  

What is composting? Composting is the natural process of decomposition of organic materials. It is a 

form of recycling in that waste products are broken down into a humus-rich material, ”Compost,” which 

can be used as a soil amendment. Most composting programs focus on yard trimmings, which include 

leaves, grass clippings, small branches, and other woody materials. 

Composting is a natural form of recycling in which biodegradable organic material is broken down by 

microorganisms, such as bacteria and fungi. Organic materials are placed in a pile or a row where 

decomposition takes place, the rate depending on the amount of oxygen, moisture and balance of nutrients 

in the pile. The metabolic activity of the microorganisms changes the chemical composition of the waste 

and generates heat. Certain controlled conditions must be maintained to ensure a productive compost pile, 

however the process is a natural process.  

What are the key composting “inputs?” The key inputs are simple, but the careful balancing of these 

inputs us why composting is both an art and a science. The key inputs for composting are: oxygen, water, 
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heat, carbon rich materials (“browns”), nitrogen rich materials (“greens”), and microorganisms such as 

bacteria and fungi.  

The composting components which are broken down in this process generally fall under one of two 

categories “browns” or “greens.” “Browns” are dry materials such as wood chips, brush, or dried leaves. “ 

Browns: tend to be higher in carbon and lower in nitrogen. “Greens” are fresh moist plant materials such 

as grass clippings and most vegetable food wastes. (Although not “green” manures are also a rich source 

of nitrogen for a compost pile.) “Greens tend to favor nitrogen in their carbon-to-nitrogen ratio. A 

composting pile should have a properly balanced carbon-to-nitrogen ratio. It is generally accepted that 

this ratio should be 30:1. That is 30 parts carbon to 1 part nitrogen. For now, it is sufficient to understand 

that a proper ratio is achieved by a good balance of :greens” to “browns” within the compost pile.  

By balancing moisture, balancing the green-to-brown ratio, and ensuring the pile has plenty of oxygen, 

microorganisms will begin to “eat” the organic materials-utilizing all the inputs in their biological 

“digestion” of the yard wastes. This process is thermophilic, that is, heat generating. Thus a successful 

compost pile will generate high temperatures, in effect “ cooking: the waste into a finished compost. The 

microorganisms within a compost pile can be thought of as the “liberators” of the nutrients that make 

plants grow successfully. Which is why finished compost is an ideal soil amendment.  

Too much brown in the green-to-brown ratio can slow down this “ cooking” by not generating sufficient 

heat. Too much green can cause an “overheat: which may cause all the oxygen to be used up and the pile 

to go anaerobic. In very rare cases, this pile “overheat: can become so severe it causes the pile to combust. 

Keeping a pile moist but not soaked is also key to proper decomposition. The wetness provides an ideal 

environment for the microorganisms that complete the decomposition process.  

The composting process can greatly reduce the volume and weight of material. THis is because during the 

composting process the compost pile will release a great deal of carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and water vapor 

into the atmosphere. Complete composting of yard trimmings will result in approximately a 50% 

reduction in weight and approximately a 75% reduction in volume.  

It should be noted, that the type of composting discussed within this entire manual is aerobic, that is 

decomposition in the presence of oxygen. Aerobic composting is the biological decomposition of organic 

materials under controlled conditions. Anaerobic decomposition, primarily occurring in landfills 

generating methane and carbon dioxide, is another biological process, one that occurs in the absence of 

oxygen. The process of anaerobic decomposition is commonly utilized by wastewater treatment plants. 
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Anaerobic decomposition is used to “treat” or “cure” wastewater treatment plant sludge before it can be 

used as a biosolid. 

Composting can be beneficial for numerous reasons. The composting process converts organic wastes into 

beneficial products, while at the same time destroys pathogens and weed seeds. Compost, when added to 

soil, improves soil quality because it increases the soil’s water holding capacity, decreases compaction 

potential, increases permeability, and reduced erosion potential. Compost also provides nutrients in an 

organic form, which are made available to the plants throughout the growing season.  

Community Composting 

Although composting yard trimmings appears to be relatively simple, a successful program requires 

planning and dedication. This manual is intended to help you through these steps. Community composting 

is similar to home composting  as a landfill diversion technique. However, in this case, the operation of 

the composter is a cooperative effort, shared by the community as a whole, and would likely need to be 

registered with IDEM. There also must be a collection and/or delivery method for the materials. 

A drop-off site may be located at the compost site or at several convenient sites throughout the 

community. A drop-off site will reduce collection and transportation costs, but is likely to also 

significantly reduce participation as well. A drop-off site, in conjunction with a collection programs, can 

provide valuable benefits to the yard waste composting operation. Residents who may miss a separate 

collection can deliver their yard wastes to the drop-off site. The drop-off site may also be used as a 

product distribution site. 

Curbside collection is more expensive than drop-off but typically garners higher participation and 

diversion rates. Something to consider in weighing the benefits of a collection program is that curbside 

collection program costs can be offset by: 

● Decresed disposal costs (tipping fees); 

● Increased landfill life; and 

● Potential revenue from compost and/or mulch sales 

Whichever collection method is used, a large scale community program can divert a substantial amount of 

organic materials from final disposal. Large scale composting, however, does require an appropriate 

composing site, appropriate equipment, and development of collection, operational, and end-product 

marketing strategies. The cost of equipment and labor must also be carefully considered. 
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How does compost benefit the soil? COmpost is not a fertilizer but it is a useful soil conditioner and can 

be an effective alternative to fertilizers. Compost improves the soil’s structure, texture, nutrient balance, 

aeration, and water-holding capacity. In clay soils, the compost will help to loosen the soil. In sandy soils, 

it will help the soil retain water. It also improves air circulation within the soil and can help moderate soil 

temperature and enhances nutrient and water-holding capacity. By promoting soil fertility and healthy 

root structure, compost is an effective tool in preventing and correcting soil erosion and can inhibit weed 

growth. Finally, compost also suppresses some plant pathogens. 

Chipping and Shredding 

Chipping refers to a breaking up of large and medium yard debris, by a heavy-duty mechanical chipper. 

The volume of loose tree limbs and brush as well as other woody wastes may be put to several beneficial 

uses. Wood chips are used directly as mulch, garden cover, and playground or other landscape cover. 

Wood chips may also be used as ingredients in composting operations, as bulking agents for sewage 

sludge/ biosolids management, or as a fuel source. 

Shredding refers to the breaking up of this same debris, but via a piece of equipment that physically 

shreds the waste. Shredders commonly employ a hammer mill to pound trees into shreds. The primary 

advantage of shredding is that it maximizes surface area which is optimal for composting. Shredding 

equipment is also able to handle some contamination from dirt and rocks. The primary disadvantage of 

shredding is cost. Shredding equipment is usually much larger than chipping equipment and is 

significantly more expensive to purchase and maintain. 

A variety of wood waste processing equipment is available for large and small operation. Wood waste is 

currently processed on a regular basis by tree services, utility companies, local governments, sawmills and 

other scrap wood processors. In addition to the normal wood waste generated by residents, there are some 

circumstances which result in large volumes of wood waste generated during a short time interval. These 

include Christmas trees and storm debris. Communities must be prepared to handle this wood waste in 

addition to normal wood waste.  

Wood waste programs allow beneficial use of chipped or shredded materials while reducing the amount 

of waste material which must be landfilled. Costs involved in a wood waste processing program include 

the capital cost of chipping or shredding equipment and other associated equipment such as front end 

loaders, trucks, screens, and conveyors. Personnel costs must also be considered. Wood waste may be 

either collected from the site of generation or accepted at a drop-off site. A plan for the use of the chipped 

material must also be included.  
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Land Application 

An alternative method for the beneficial use of yard waste is through the direct incorporation of raw 

uncomposted leaves, grass, and other non-woody landscape wastes into soil. The raw yard wastes 

decomposes slowly over a period of time and become incorporated back into the soil. Land application of 

yard wastes may be used as an alternative to or in addition to composting operations. Land application is 

most suitable for communities with farm lam nearby. 

Yard waste land application programs must be managed so as to prevent any aesthetic or environmental 

problems from occurring as a result of the application of the organic materials. Management techniques 

must address runoff, leaching, and odors. Land must be located, evaluated, and included in the program. If 

land is not available at the time which the yard wastes are generated, adequate controlled storage of the 

yard wastes must be provided. 

Land application is an option only if the material is incorporated into the soil long before a crop is 

planted. The material being applied into the land needs to be a uniform product and free of all 

contaminants such as yard waste bags, stones, brush, or other debris. 

Calculations must be made to determine how much material is appropriate and practical to apply. These 

calculations would depend in part upon the anticipated rate of decomposition for the yard waste material, 

soil analysis, previous material applications and the requirements of crops that may be grown in the 

future. 

Unlike composting, land application of yard wastes does not require labor and equipment expense once 

the material is applied to the land. However, a comparison of the two yard waste management methods 

must include the location of land application sites, additional hauling to remote sites, costs for applying 

and incorporating materials, costs for temporary storage and any site monitoring and reporting which may 

be required. 

Land application returns valuable organic matter to the soil and keeps it out of disposal facilities. Because 

the material is incorporated into the soil, marketing of an end-products is avoided. However, because 

decomposition takes place in an uncontrolled manner, soil characteristics such as temperature, moisture, 

oxygen levels and carbon/nitrogens ratios, can fluctuate. This may adversely affect plant growth, 

especially if crops are planted in the soil in which the yard waste has only partially decomposed. 

While incorporation of yard wastes into the soil has occurred for years on an informal basis, this yard was 

management method should be used cautiously and conservatively. The local Soil Conservation Service, 
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the Soil and Water Conservation District and the County Extension agent are excellent sources of 

technical information relating to land application. 

● Soil Conservation Service: http://www.in.ncrs.usda.gov/ 

● Soil and Water Conservation Districts: http://www.iaswcd.org/ 

● County Extension: http://www.ces.purdue.edu/counties.htm  

 

Combustion 

Another method to manage yard debris used in the past is the burning of these materials in an outdoor 

setting. In most area of Indiana, burning of yard wastes as a yard waste management strategy will not be 

an option because of state and local burning bans. These bans were enacted because of air pollution and 

fire concerns.  

If a burning ban is not mandated at the local level, there are still State rules that must be complied with as 

specified in Chapter 1: National Yard Waste Management Legislation, since uncontrolled burning of yard 

debris can result in the emission of particles, carbon monoxide, and nitrogen oxides, which are regulated 

pollutants. This is particularly problematic if the yard debris is wet and compacts. Both of these situations 

will cause the burning process to be incomplete, causing excessive ash and smoke. As with any burning, 

in addition to air emissions, ash remains to be managed. Wood ashes can be beneficial to the soil or even 

a compost pile, however, they must be properly applied. Combustion is not recommended as a yard waste 

management practice in Indiana.  

The other legal combustion option in Indiana is yard waste in municipal solid waste bound for Indiana’s 

waste-to-energy facility. The BTU value for yard waste is low when compared against MSW as a whole. 

Yard trimmings average out to a BTU value of 2,876 BTUs/pounds verses 4,500-5,500 BTUs/pound of 

mixed MSW. Although yard waste disposal in incinerator units is not included in SEA 25’s landfill ban, 

this method of management is poorly suited to leaves and grass. As stated in the 1989 U.S. EPA 

publication, “Yard Waste Composting-A Study of Eight Programs” the high moisture content of this 

waste inhibits complete combustion and results in the availability of little net usable energy for energy 

generation. Burning of these materials contributes to carbon dioxide and nitrogen oxide emissions. 

Landfilling 

http://www.in.ncrs.usda.gov/
http://www.iaswcd.org/
http://www.ces.purdue.edu/counties.htm
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The landfilling of yard waste is generally not necessary since composting recovery programs have 

become quite popular. In addition to yard waste being banned from landfill disposal by legislation, there 

are a number of other reasons it is reasonable and sound policy to keep yard waste out of the landfill: it 

saves landfill space, yard waste contributes greatly to methane production (a potent greenhouse gas), yard 

waste increases the acidity and quantity of leachate at landfills. Keeping yard waste out of the trash truck 

and the landfill simply saves money and helps to protect the environment. 
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Introduction 

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regularly publishes the document “Advancing 

Sustainable Materials Management.” The 2013 edition of this publication indicated that the United States 

generates nearly 254 million tons of municipal solid waste annually. Of this total 37.06 million tons is 

http://www.compostingcouncil.org/
http://www.epa.gov/garbage/dmg2.htm
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food waste, or 14.6 percent of the municipal solid waste stream by weight. These numbers translate to 240 

pounds of food waste per person per year. In stark contrast to yard wastes recovery rate of over 60%, the 

recovery weight for food waste is a were 5.0%, approximately 1.84 million tons annually. By weight, 

food waste is the third-largest component of the municipal solid waste stream. Because of its low 

composting rate, food waste is the largest component of discarded waste by weight.  

According to a study by the University of Arizona Garbage Project, each American throws away 1.3 

pounds of food a day, which amounts to 474.5 pounds per year per person. This is more than twice the 

estimates of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). In either case, with this high generation 

rate and low recycling rate, there is great potential for increases in the recovery, recycling, and 

composting of food wastes. Food waste composting is still in its infancy, primarily held back by the cost, 

vector control concerns, and the inherent rapid decomposition (and related bad smells) of food wastes. 

Food waste recycling presents special challenges because food residuals begin to break down in the 

collection container and these collection containers can become a significant source of negative odors. 

Food waste includes uneaten portions of meals, trimmings from food preparation, and activities in 

kitchens. Sources of food waste include restaurants, food courts, and cafeterias; institutions such as 

schools, prisons, and hospitals; pre-consumer food wastes from supermarkets/ grocery stores and other 

food sale operations; and households. This waste includes meat, dairy, and vegetable products. This 

manual will restrict its discussion to the composting of the vegetable matter portion of this waste stream. 

Although there are composting techniques available for both meat and dairy, these composting techniques 

are more complex because of the need to destroy more pathogens and a far greater likelihood of bad 

odors. Food waste is categorized as either pre-consumer (such as preparatory food scraps) or post-

consumer waste (such as leftover food or plate scrapings).  

Nationally there were approximately 347 food waste composting sites in the year 2014, and the number is 

growing. Most food waste composting sites are on-site operations at institutions such as prisons or 

colleges. 180 communities have instituted residual food scrap collection programs, up from a handful in 

the last year. A small number were off-site composting facilities. These facilities generally had 

throughputs less than 5,000 tons. The vast majority of yard waste composting sites across the country do 

not accept food waste for composting. More recently, a handful of states have established food waste 

disposal bans.  

Many yard waste composting sites nationally cite a willingness to accept food wastes, but with a 

condition. In the start-up they want financial assistance in establishing in infrastructure to expand into 

food wastes. Cities like Portland, Oregon have been able to document that helping provide these funds 
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(primarily via grants) can help “jump start” the composters to expand into the area of food waste 

recycling. This is an important lesson for Indiana as it looks to grow food waste composting programs.  

Source Reduction 

Source reduction is an important component of a comprehensive organics management strategy. Source 

reduction encourages those activities which beneficially utilize organics at the site of generation and 

keeps it out of the waste stream. These source reduction programs depend upon strong public education 

and can be very effective. 

The next statement may seem counterintuitive: Packaged foods create less food waste. Research 

conducted by the University of Arizona’s “Garbage Project” has found the majority of food waste is fresh 

vegetable waste (often unprepared, rotten, and in the original packaging.) There is a much lower level of 

waste for packaged food products like frozen vegetables. So unless you are sure you are going to use a 

fresh vegetable on a given day you may be practicing better source reduction by purchasing a frozen 

package of that vegetable.  

Residents and other small scale generators of food waste can compost at home or on their own property. 

By composting food waste onsite, homeowners and small businesses can significantly reduce the amount 

of waste for disposal and save money from avoided disposal costs. 

The easiest way to compost food scraps is direct soil incorporation. Place chopped food scraps in a hole or 

trench, cover them with at least 8 inches of soil. Individuals can simply dig a trench in the garden in the 

fall and gradually fill it over the winter. By spring, the bedding will have rich nutrients added to the soil.  

Another option for food waste management is incorporating the food waste into a yard waste composting 

pile. Composting can be considered a source reduction technique if conducted on the individual level 

since the materials are diverted from entering the waste stream. This can have excellent benefits for 

backyard composters. If a backyard composter exercises a “leave it lay” grass clipping method their 

compost pile may be excessive in “browns” (high carbon) materials. Food waste, which tends to be rich in 

“greens” (high nitrogen) can help fully balance the backyard composting bin. 

Recovery 

Both in Indiana and nationally there is a broad network of food banks and pantries ready to accept surplus 

food products. Often these food rescue agencies can pick up surplus food on either an on call or regularly 

scheduled basis. Although this is not “reuse” it certainly deserves a similarly high place in the waste 
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management hierarchy. Approximately 1.8 billion pounds of food is diverted annually to these food banks 

and pantries. “Good Samaritan” laws protect good faith food donors from liability in case of food 

spoilage. EPA is encouraging these surplus food donation programs and has a document, “Putting Surplus 

Food to Food Use: A How-To Guide for Food Service Providers” to help the implementation of a food 

recovery program. In looking at these programs, there is often a lack of infrastructure to handle perishable 

food items and prepared foods. Helping build this infrastructure can lead to a waste reduction solution-

keeping food products from ever becoming “food waste” in the first place. There isn’t any other higher or 

better use: the first and best option always is using food as food. 

Composting 

The composting process can reduce material volume by as much as 70 percent. Because of the high water 

content of food waste, it tends to achieve this 70 percent reduction level more so than yard waste. 

Composting operation can range from small backyard source reduction efforts to large community or 

commercial ventures. 

Increasingly, communities around the country are having interest in food waste. Nationally states like 

New Jersey and Minnesota lead the nation in food composting. San Francisco, Portland, and Seattle are 

three cities with very successful food waste composting programs right here in Indiana as well. Numerous 

schools and universities are implementing food waste composting and out Indiana Prison system has a 

number of very successful composting operations that include food waste.  

On the curbside recycling front, a number of programs have begun to collect a “third stream” of materials. 

The three streams being: (1) Recyclable Materials (usually the traditional mix of paper, metal, glass, and 

plastic products), (2) Compostable Materials (food scraps, yard waste, non-recyclable paper products, 

even vacuum cleaner bags and lint), and (3) Non-recyclable, non-compostable trash.  

Many pilot programs have seen as much at 30% decreases in their disposal. Some waste audits have 

indicated that 90% of grocery store waste is either recyclable or compostable. A pilot program in Boulder, 

Colorado that closely tracked operational costs found that the cost was $11 to $12 per pick-up. A 

participating grocery store in this pilot composted 67% of its total waste stream. To operate in the black 

the participating compost facility need to charge a tipping fee of $16.50/ton. In Colorado, where land 

disposal is available for $12/ton it was still a premium to compost. However, here in Indiana a tipping fee 

of $16.50/ton is well below landfill disposal fees. The Indiana Recycling Coalition launched the “Indiana 

Food Scrap Initiative” to reduce food waste in Indiana in April of 2016.  
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Purdue University Food Waste Management Pilot 

Purdue University operated an excellent example of a food waste composting program. Food waste was 

initially put through a food pulper that grounds the food into a consistency similar to slaw. The free water 

within this mixture was then removed by putting it through a centrifuge, the remaining material fell into a 

bin at the end of the equipment floor. The food waste was then loaded into a mixing truck. The next 

mature compost was added to the mix. The mature compost absorbed unpleasant odors from the food 

materials. The truck had a mixing apparatus that ran the length of the truck bed. The food material and 

compost mixture was mixed and taken to the composting site where it was allowed to mature into a rich 

compost. The rich compost was then used for the University farms and community gardens.  

Beginning in 2009, Purdue launched an effort to generate electricity from food waste. All of the food 

waste returned to the washroom from student’s dining hall trays was converted into energy at the West 

Lafayette Sewage plant. Reducing costs for both the University and the plant by providing clean energy.  

San Francisco “Three Stream” Collection Program 

To help San Francisco meet its 75% recycling goal by 2010, residents receive a green, plastic, wheeled, 

and leak proof cart, free-of-charge for their compostables, a blue cart for their recyclables, and a black 

cart for all other trash. 

Businesses participating in San Francisco’s composting program also receive a green cart in addition to a 

25% discount on their regular garbage rate for separating their compostables. Any business (including 

florists, restaurants, markets, and cafes) are eligible to participate. Thousands of businesses currently are 

participating. It is estimated that 250 tons of compostables per day (91,250 ton annually) are being kept 

out of landfills by businesses alone.  

 

Portland, Oregon 

The addition of food scraps to existing yard waste collection programs can lead to the need to alter certain 

components of the overall organics recycling/composting program. The City of Portland, Oregon found 

the following changes were needed in the overall organics management system when they implemented 

food waste composting within their metro region: 

Collection: Portland shifted to a uniform weekly, year-round curbside collection frequency for all 

organics, even during seasonal periods of very low yard debris generation. Processing: Portland had to 
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identify a yard waste composting site willing to process food wastes. It was the City of Portland’s 

experience that only a limited number of facilities were willing to make this change. 

End Markets: The quality of finished compost from Portland’s new program generally had a higher final 

nitrogen content than yard-waste-only finished compost. This higher nitrogen content is seen as a 

premium for some buyers and users. This finished compost is packaged and sold at Portland-area retail 

stores. 

In 2000, Portland had nearly 45,000 households participating in their program. Food waste diversion in 

200 was over 20,000 tons. Portland businesses are able to compost all kitchen scraps and food-soiled 

paper products. The tipping fee in the Portland area for organic matter is $40/ton compared to $70/ton for 

MSW disposal. Thus there is an economic incentive to participate in Portland.  

Characteristics of Successful Programs 

Food waste has the lowest recycling rate of all compostable materials. This presents challenges and 

opportunities for communities interested in initiating a food waste collection and composting program. 

The following are some top suggestions culled from sources reviewed on food waste management. 

For Business Programs: 

● Provide a financial incentive to haulers and/or customers. Offer a clear incentive: reduced trash 

fees or reduced tipping fees. Show business managers how the organization can benefit from 

participation. Collection programs must demonstrate how they will assist businesses during the 

initial start-up process. Buy-in from business managers is critical to success. 

● Start small to demonstrate the program, but make the program sustainable.  

● GO for the easiest participants (and cleanest waste stream) first. Pre-consumer waste is more 

quality-controlled and will have fewer variables. Also, a small number of customers can provide a 

very significant volume. Start with the supermarkets, produce markets, and food service 

organizations. Grow from there into restaurants, focusing on food prep scraps first and post-

consumer food waste last.  

● Give the collection customers options. Flexibility in frequency of pick-up and size of bins will 

help to ensure success. Frequency of collection is KEY as only a few days need pass before the 

start of negative odors, the potential for leaks, and the introduction of insect and animal pests. 

● Make the program as simple, easy, and convenient as possible. Color coded containers and use 

pictorial graphics instead of written messages.  
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● Provide free on-site assistance and staff training when setting up a customer for the food scrap 

program. Address the generator’s concerns quickly. 

For Residential Programs: 

● Educate residents about the benefits of composting. People need to know how and why they 

should participate. Educate about how composting works and how the end product is used. Teach 

people how to keep odors down and prevent vermin infestations. 

● Make it easy to participate. Schedule regular pick-ups while providing clear instructions. 

● Create a “buzz” from the beginning. Make food waste composting an “exciting: extension of 

existing recycling and composting programs. 

● Provide an economic incentive for people to participate. 

● Make sure homeowners have appropriately sized containers available in their kitchens. 

● Provide attractive, closing, leak proof, collection containers free-of-charge. 

● Commingle food wastes with yard wastes to help reduce odor and increase the volume of 

recovery for composting. 

● Educate residents to the valuable end products produced via the composting process. Encourage 

residents to use finished compost as a way to “close the loop.” 

Vermicomposting 

Worm composting of food scraps is another excellent option. Worm “composting” uses worms as the 

decomposition vehicle instead of microorganisms. Worms and food scraps are ideally suited for each 

other. Redworms in bins will convert food scraps into worm castings which are a valuable soil 

conditioner. Worm composting is also an excellent option for apartment dwellers that cannot have their 

own backyard compost pile but still want to not dispose of their food wastes. 

Combustion 

Vegetable matter food wastes have high moisture contents combines with a low BTU value make them an 

uninviting feedstock for waste-to-energy facilities. 

By contrast, compostable food wastes make a much less inviting feedstock for a waste-to-energy facility. 

Mixed food waste average a moisture content of 70% and a heating value of 1,797 BTUs/pound. Fruit 

wastes are the least inviting of all, averaging a moisture content of 79% and a heating value of 1,707 

BTUs/pound. 
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It should be noted, however, that fats and meat wastes-components of the food waste stream not desirable 

in composting operations-have moisture contents and heating values that would be valuable to a waste-to-

energy facility. Fats average a moisture content of 2% and a heating value of 16,135 BTUs/pound. Meat 

wastes average a moisture content of 38.8% and a heating value of 7,623 BTUs/pound. 

Residential municipal solid waste averages moisture content of 21% and a heating value of 5,000 

BTUs/pound. 

Landfilling 

Landfilled food waste weighs 2,000 pounds per cubic yard. The decomposition of food and other waste 

under anaerobic (without oxygen) conditions in landfills produces methane, a greenhouse gas 

approximately 21 times more potent than carbon dioxide. Landfills are the largest human-related source 

of methane in the United States, accounting for 34 percent of all methane emissions. Diverting organic 

waste from landfills not only extends the life of the landfill, but also can significantly reduce greenhouse 

gas emissions.  
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Presenting the Message 

Evaluating Educational Efforts 

Social Media 

Master Composter Programs 

 
 

Introduction 
 

Consumer education is a critical component of any community-composting program. A successful 

education program can often be the difference between success and failure in a community.  

 

Most yard waste management programs are developed with the involvement of the solid waste 

management districts. Recycling has created new public education challenges for local government. 

Recycling and composting programs require the transmission of significant amounts of information to 

residents in order to secure participation. Both mandatory and voluntary recycling and composting 

programs have been implemented throughout the United States with wide variation in success rates. When 

successful programs are studied, one factor that stands out is that these successful programs generally 

have aggressive, well-conceived public education programs. While the specific yard waste management 

methods utilized will vary between communities in Indiana, the development and implementation of an 

effective public education programs will be critical to each community’s success.  

 

The key factors in development and implementation of an effective public education program is the clear 

establishment of the value of the program to the public. If the public clearly understands and believes in 

the value of the yard waste program, they will make the appropriate decisions to support and participate in 

the program.  

 

Identifying and Knowing Your Audience 

The first step in the development of a public education program is to identify the audience and to 

determine what information they need. For example, if funding is a major problem, the community could 

offer low-cost or free backyard compost bins, in addition to instructions on how to use them properly. Or 

citizens could be offered free or low-cost compost maintenance tools, which are used to aerate compost 

piles without the physical work of actually turning the pile. Technical Assistance to homeowners could be 

provided by a hotline or other mechanism. 
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A basic marketing principle is that people remember 20% of what they hear, 30% of what they see, and 

50% of what they see and hear. Based on this principle, the message must be presented clearly, through a 

variety of channels, and repeated often.  

 

In developing the message that will be used to establish the value of the yard waste program, it is 

necessary to address the benefits of the program on a local or a personal level. For example, a program to 

promote letting grass clippings remain on a lawn could highlight the following personal benefits: 

 

● That the health and appearance of the lawn can be improved; 

● That the individual will save time not bagging clippings; or 

● That purchased fertilizer requirements can be reduced. 

 

Local community benefits could include: 

● Precisely calculated avoided disposal tipping fees based on local costs; 

● Precisely calculated increased life of the local disposal methods; or 

● Returning some control and responsibility for waste management (i.e., yard wastes) to residents 

 

It is also important to establish that while one individual’s efforts may seem insignificant, the individual 

efforts of many residents combines can be significant. For example, an individual recycling one 40 pound 

bag of grass clippings hardly seems worthwhile. However, if one bad is recycling every week from April 

through October, and all the surrounding neighbors do the same, this one seemly insignificant bag has 

now made a significant impact on the solid waste stream. Assuming a city of 15,000 homeowners would 

take a similar action that weekly diversion of a 40 pound bag translates into a landfill diversion of 2,228 

tons of grass clippings. Examples such as this, based on reasonable assumptions and local statistics, can 

be valuable in showing that many individual efforts can make a significant impact and further establish a 

real value to individual participation in the program. While these advantages are highlighted, remember to 

state what problems may arise and how they can be remedied with the least amount of effort. 

Breaking Barriers 

Another key to developing a successful educational program is doing everything possible to reduce 

barriers to successful implementation of a program. The following are 4 common barriers that are 

valuable to “break down” in the development of an education program: 
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Lack of Knowledge: Those who are less knowledgeable about a program are less likely to participate. A 

clear understanding of a program is likely to increase participation. Some communities use the technique 

of educating residents about where their recyclables and compostables go and what products these 

materials are ultimately made into. This education element has been shown to increase participation rates. 

Most participants in recycling and composting programs are also unaware of changes in the programs that 

occur over the years, tending to stick by the rules of the program at the time they began, This can often 

lead to them not realizing new materials have been added to the “accepted” mic or a belief that more 

preparation of materials are required than what is, in fact, needed.  

Lack of Convenience:  Anytime a program can be simplified in one way or another, it is likely to increase 

participation. Keeping a program simple and educating the public the simplicity is key to a successful 

program. Sometimes the lack of convenience is simply not having time to go and get a recycling or 

composting bin. Door-to-door programs handing out these items can help provide a convenience and 

eliminate an excuse for not participating.  

Convincing People they are Making a Difference:  A belief that one is “making a difference” has been 

directly tied to increased participation rates. The more people see recycling and composting as a way to 

make a difference, the more likely they are to participate. Any education that directly ties the individual's 

actions to an ultimate positive outcome will be beneficial to the program as a whole.  

Presenting the Message 

Once the message has been developed to your pilot audience, it can be distributed in many ways. Some 

channels that should be considered to reach the general public are described below. 

As programs are approved and move into implementation, it is important to reach as many persons in the 

general population as possible. The message can be targeted to various groups, based on their degree of 

community involvement. Local media can be one avenue to reach the public.  

Presentations to civic and other community organization are a good way to reach a segment of the general 

population. Send a letter to all such groups offering to speak about a topic that is of major importance to 

the community.  

In addition to specific seminars, demonstration exhibits at community centers, events and fairs can spread 

the word, both by showing techniques and providing take-home literature. Permanent demonstration sites, 

such as in a park location, school grounds or other public and private locations can also be very effective 

because they provide long-term educational opportunities. Test plots for bagging and not-bagging grass 
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clippings could show some homeowners a comparison, not only of how the lawn may look, but also the 

savings in grass bagging, labor disposal costs, and fertilizer needs. 

Specific educational literature can be distributed at libraries, lawn care and equipment sales centers, parks 

offices, and other appropriate locations. Direct mailings or front door hangers can also be utilized, perhaps 

in conjunction with related information, such as recycling schedules. In addition, a notice of the collection 

dates, instructions on how the yard waste should be handled, and where they are to be placed can be done 

by the following methods: 

● Publish a map with designated areas and tentative collection dates based on favorable weather. 

● Distribute information sheets describing the composting project in detail and general information 

about the rationale and process of composting. This material should be presented in non-technical 

language that is easily understood. These sheets can be mailed out upon request and can be 

distributed at community events. 

● Develop a poster to publicize the program. (Consider that many stores will not want to display 

large posters in their windows so it may be wise to print smaller posters.)  

Evaluating Educational Efforts 

For each method used, it is important to track the success or failure of the method. What kind of response 

was elicited? Did it reach the audience it was designed for? Was the effort worth the cost, in terms of 

participation? By evaluating the results of the efforts, it will aid in developing future educational 

approaches. 

One approach is to directly ask participants how they heard about the program that they are participating 

in. Once fairly successful approaches are discovered, keep doing what works. To expand and build upon a 

successful program, keep the same basic message but with one change. Compare the results that the 

changed brochure elicited to that of the original. By utilizing this type of continual testing and 

modification, promotional materials can be focused to generate the greatest response. 

Social Media 

Social Media can draw a crowd to your mission. Many media outlets such as: Facebook, Twitter, 

Instagram, and Pinterest are being used in the place of print media to reach a larger audience. These 

medias can be used to post “How-To” videos, post updates on drop-off days, and keep people in the know 

when it comes to cost for different services. 
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Master Composter Programs 

Many states have a “Master Composter” programs. These programs provide an established training 

criteria and they turn interested volunteers into composting experts. Here in Indiana the Purdue 

Cooperative Extension Program offers a “Master Gardener” program that includes elements of “Master 

Composter” programs. Both “Master Composter” and “Master Gardener” courses tend to be 8 to 12 

weeks in length. The classes feature hands-on activities and classroom lectures. Participants learn all 

aspects of composting. Lessons include turning yard waste into finished compost, creating mulch and 

garden soil, and education on different types of composting piles. Both “Master Composter” and :Master 

Gardener” courses have an annual community service commitment as a “graduation” requirement.  
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Source reduction programs are those activities that allow yard wastes to remain at its generation site and 

out of the waste stream. Some examples of source reduction include residents leaving their grass clippings 

on their lawns, using grass clippings and/or leaves as mulch, using chipped twigs as a garden path or 

playground cover, and utilizing piles of brush for wildlife habitat. Composting can be considered a source 

reduction technique if conducted on an individual level since the materials never actually enter the waste 

stream. 

Benefits and Drawbacks 
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Benefits of source reduction include saving bagging time and money, returning precious nutrients and 

organic matter back to the soil, reducing the need for fertilizer applications, and keeping the materials out 

of the waste stream. In addition, when citizens receive educational materials about yard waste source 

reduction practices, they can also learn some important environmental lessons, such as the cyclical 

processes of nature.  

In most cases, source reduction will require residents to evaluate their current yard care procedures and 

make necessary changes to reduce the amount of waste materials generated.  

Documented Cost Savings 

The United States Composting Council looked into the effectiveness of backyard composting programs 

across the United States in 1996. Their conclusions were that for an average cost of $12/ton in education, 

communities realized approximately $56/ton in savings, producing a net benefit of $44/ton. 

 

Averaged Costs For Backyard Composting Dollars Per Ton 

Expenditure on home composting education $12 (Cost) 

Avoided collection costs $23 (Savings) 

Avoided disposal Costs $32 (Savings) 

Value of volunteer labor $1 (Savings) 

Total net benefit to communities $44 (Savings-Cost) 

Backyard composting has further savings for the community: 

● Lower residential trash bulls in pay-as-you-throw communities. 

● Reductions in air, land, and water pollution. 

● Reduced traffic congestion. 

● Personal responsibility and community pride. 

● Self and family educational benefits from home composting. 

● Improvement in health and appearance of the soil and the landscape.  

● The resident may also pay less for waste disposal, especially if the community has volume-or 

weight-based disposal fees. 
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Leaving Grass Clippings Lie 

It has many names: Grasscycling, don’t bag it, mulching lawn mower, leave it lay. But whatever the 

name, it comes down to one simple concept: just leave grass clippings on the lawn instead of collecting 

them. It has only been in the past few decades that residents have removed grass clippings from their 

lawns.  

Collecting grass clippings has been mainly attributed to the popular but false notion that grass clippings 

contribute to thatch build-up. Leaving grass clippings on the lawn all season long does not contribute to 

the buildup of thatch, described as the layer of partially decomposed organic matter that builds up 

between the soil surface and actively growing vegetation. Thatch develops if organic matter is generated 

faster than soil organisms decompose it. Thatch can be encouraged by soil compaction, lawn rolling, and 

poor watering practices. Aerating the soil in the late summer or early fall is the ideal way to manage 

thatch.  

As the grass clippings decompose, they release nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium, back into the soil, so 

less fertilizer is needed. The lawn will also need less water because grass clippings tend to reduce water 

evaporation, and grass clippings also keep the soil temperature cool, which promotes better growth. 

In addition to “leaving it lie,” small amounts of leaves can be chopped and left on lawns. Also, some 

mulching mowers are designed or have special attachments to allow for the chopping of leaves. However, 

if large quantities of leaves are left on lawns, they can mat down and smother the grass. Large quantities 

of leaves can be shredded and collected for use as mulch or collected for composting. 

Annually an average lawn will produce about 200 pounds of grass clippings per 100 square feet. 

This amount of clippings will supply about one pound of actual nitrogen per 1000 square feet, 

which is in the range of ¼ to ⅓ of the annual nitrogen needs of a lawn. A typical “leave it lay” 

household diverts 1 ton of grass clippings from disposal per year. 

More Source Reduction Techniques for Lawns 

Many lawn care experts have recommended altering our current lawn care practices in order to maintain a 

healthy lawn, and to avoid excessive clippings. The keys to a quality lawn are proper mowing height and 
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frequency, fertilizing primarily in late summer and early fall, and recycling clippings. The end result is an 

attractive lawn, less work, and a cleaner environment.  

Fertilizer should only be applied when the grass needs it. Late summer and fall are the principal times to 

fertilize lawns. By fertilizing lawns at these times instead of the late winter or early spring, root growth 

instead of top growth will be encouraged. The lawn will have a lengthened period of green in the fall, will 

have earlier spring green-up without excessive shoot growth, and the plant's energy reserves in the roots 

will remain high during spring and summer, which can result in a reduced incidence of summer diseases 

in the plants. The long days and high temperatures of summer are very hard on grass. Root reserves are at 

their lowest level by late summer, so this is the optimum time to fertilize, not late winter or early summer. 

Appropriate Landscape Design 

Appropriate landscape design refers to designing around naturally occurring plant habitats. The results in 

landscaping that is healthier, more resilient, and easier to manage. There are three components to selecting 

plants with this method: (1) Design plant communities instead of planting individual plants; (2) Choose 

plant species native to the area; and (3) Cluster plants that are adapted to similar condition of light, 

moisture, temperature, and soils. Appropriate landscape design can be less expensive, take less time to 

maintain, and can reduce the amount of mowing, fertilization, and pesticide application required.  

Organic Mulch 

Mulching is the utilization of material on the soil surface around garden plants, flowers, or trees. Mulch is 

any material like grass clipping, leaves, tree and shrub prunings, or wood chips that is spread over the 

surface of soil to improve the health of plants, suppress new weed growth, reduce shock to plants from 

weather extremes, reduce erosion, and aid in garden appearance. Additionally, after the growing season 

has ended, mulch can be turned into the garden to add valuable organic matter to the soil. As mulch 

decomposes, it becomes compost, which feeds the soil and provides ideal living conditions for worms and 

other soil organisms that promote health soil and the needs of plants.  

Mulch can suppress weeds, thereby reducing the need for garden maintenance and chemical weed 

controls. When weed-free mulch is applied correctly, weed seeds in the soil won’t germinate or will be 

unable to penetrate the mulch layer. Since mulches help to keep the soil loose, any weed seeds that do 

sprout can be easily pulled out. A thin layer of finely shredded mulch is more effective than a similar 

layer of unshredded, loose material.  
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Mulch keeps the soil moist by reducing the amount of soil water lost at the surface through evaporation. 

The benefit to residents is that less watering of gardens is needed to keep plants healthy. Organic mulch 

that has been incorporated into the soil during previous years also helps the solid to soak up water. Mulch 

serves as a cushion for garden soils and can minimize soil compaction caused by walking on wet soil. 

Mulch prevents soil from washing away or becoming hard by heavy rains. However, if mulch is kept too 

wet, excessive amounts of molds, fungi, or undesirable organisms can begin to grow. If the growth of 

these organisms becomes a problem, occasionally stirring the mulches or mixing them with a drier 

material may remedy the situation. On the other hand, applying very dry mulch can temporarily cause 

moisture to be soaked up from the soil.  

Mulch acts as a soil insulator, and helps to maintain a constant soil temperature. This keeps plant roots 

cool in summer and warm in winter and can save sensitive plants during periods of extreme heat of 

freezing and thawing. This insulation quality also allows soil organisms to continue their activity at an 

even rate. Mulch should be applied around established garden plants in med-spring, when the soil has 

warmed up sufficiently for active root growth. If a mulch is applied before the soil has warmed up 

sufficiently, it will keep the ground cool and delay root development. Mulch can be applied directly to 

some new plantings, such as potatoes. Other plants, like tomatoes, should remain unmulched until the 

plant is well started. For items planted in the fall, mulching immediately will help the soil retain heat and 

allow for a longer period of root growth before the cold weather sets in. 

Grass clippings can be spread in thin layers over vegetable and flower beds, or mixed with leaves and 

spread in a thin layer. Since more residents who have gardens also have lawns, grass clippings are among 

the most commonly available and inexpensive mulching materials. 

It is usually best to use dry grass clippings as mulch to maintain the soil’s nitrogen level and avoid 

unpleasant odors. If using fresh clippings apply them loosely so they do not mat down and generate an 

offensive odor as they decompose. Applying a thin layer of green mulch will temporarily utilize available 

soil nitrogen while it decomposes, although the condition is usually short lived and should not stunt plant 

growth. If grass is applied very heavily, however, a nitrogen deficiency may result. If lawn herbicides or 

pesticides have been applied, do not use grass clippings for at least eight weeks after the application date. 

If used before that time, the treated clippings could adversely affect plant growth in the garden.  

Leaves can be spread around shrubbery in the fall. Shredded leaves make a better mulch than whole 

leaves, because they do not mat together as much when they are wet. Unshredded leaves can be mixed 

with another light material, such as straw or grass clippings, so they do not become a soggy mass. Mixed 

leaf mulch can be applied for winter protection or perennial plants. 
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Wood chips can be used around trees and shrubs or can be used as garden path cover or cushioning 

materials around or under playground equipment. Wood chips can be created by utilizing small backyard 

chipping machines or by otherwise breaking up twigs and sticks. In addition, wood chips may be available 

through a local tree service or utility company, or from a community chipping program.  

Residential Backyard Composting 

Home composting take sthe yard waste disposal problem and stops it at its source. It reduces the amount 

of yard waste that municipalities need to collect as part of their municipal composting programs. By 

avoiding municipal collection, processing and distribution costs, home composting represents the lowest 

cost management alternative. 

However, home and municipal yard waste composting should be seen as complementary activities. Home 

composting help to familiarize the public with the concepts behind a large scale municipal program. 

Because home composting diverts at least some yard waste and provides hands-on experience with the 

composting process, a home composting education program is an important component of an overall yard 

waste management strategy. 

Some materials can be easily recycled at home. Grass clippings are best left on lawns where they recycle 

their nutrients. A combination of green wastes, such as grass clippings and brown materials, such as 

leaves and garden wastes, will start an ideal compost pile. If grass clippings are composted alone, they can 

generate offensive odors, while composting leave alone will take a very long time. Fruit and vegetable 

food wastes are another example of materials that are easy to compost at home. However, addition of 

meat scraps, grease, and eggs will attract rodents and scavengers, especially if these food wastes are not 

properly incorporated into the compost or the compost is not protected from intrusion by animals. 

Therefore, do not add these non-plant food stuffs to a home compost pile, so that a pest problem does not 

result. Due to possible disease transmission, pet feces should not be composted in the backyard compost 

pile either.  

The Do and Don’t Backyard Composting Guide 

Do Compost: Vegetable and fruit scraps, egg shells, coffee grounds, tea and tea bags, weeds, wood ashes, 

grass clippings, leaves, nut shells, and brush. 

Don’t Compost: Any material containing animal fats, dairy products, meat and meat products, plastics, or 

synthetic materials. 
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The microbes that do the decomposing work get carbon from the materials in the compost pile. If 

nutrients are lacking, the speed of decomposition is slowed, with nitrogen being the nutrient most likely to 

be in short supply. This makes awareness of balancing the carbon-to-nitrogen ratio important. If there is 

too much carbon and not enough nitrogen, decomposition takes place very slowly. If there is too much 

nitrogen the pile will overheat and become anaerobic, which will cause odor problems. 

Residents don’t actually need to measure carbon and nitrogen. Typically, they just try to keep things 

balanced by adding carbon-rich “brown” materials such as leaves and woody waste and nitrogen-rich 

“green” materials such as fresh grass clippings and kitchen vegetable and fruit wastes. To keep things 

balanced, many composters build their compost pile by layering organic materials. 

An example layering format would look like this: 

● Layer 1: 3-4 inches of dried “brown” organic material such as leaves 

● Layer 2: 3-4 inches of “green” materials such as grass clippings, green plant materials, or kitchen 

vegetable scraps 

● Layer 3: 1-2 inches of manure 

● Layer 4: 1 inch of soil to ad microbes to the pile 

Composting can be done in a pile, a bin, or a pit, depending on what is convenient. Ideally the smallest 

compost pile should be at least 3x3x3 feet. This size will allow for moisture retention and enough 

insulation that the pile should be able to heat via the decomposition. Smaller piles are likely to have 

difficulty heating up. Larger piles have the advantage of better “cooking” because of the added insulation 

created by their larger size. However, the larger the pile the greater the likelihood that the pile will 

become anaerobic if not turned frequently.  

To save space, hasten decomposition, and keep the yard looking neat, a composting container or structure 

of some kind is generally desirable. There are many different types of home composting systems that can 

be used by residents. These can range from simple passive compost heaps in a corner of the yard to 

contained piles, which may be turned periodically to keep the pile actively composting. You do not need a 

bin to compost; open piles can work. However, bins help keep piles neat, can help to retain heat and 

moisture, and may be the most appropriate in many urban situations. Compost bins include wood pallet 

containers, containers made from fencing or block materials, or even barrel-like containers that can be 

turned upside down. 

Some sample compost bin designs are included over the next few pages. The type of structure or method 

you chose to make compost is really a matter of personal preference. If you are the do-it yourself type, 
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you may want to build your own structure using materials like wood, welded wire, concrete blocks, or 

wooden pallets. Pre-fabricated ready-built bins and drum turning unite are also available from local 

building supply stores and garden centers or through mail-to-order catalogs. Many manufactured bins are 

being made from recycled plastic. 

What does finished compost look like? Finished compost, that is compost that is ready to use, is dark 

brown to nearly black in color. It is crumbly and humus-rich. It has something of a sweet earthy aroma. 

The original materials being composted should be largely unidentifiable in finished compost 

How long will it take to compost?  This is highly dependent on how much the pile is managed and what 

environmental factors are occurring. Winter slows composting, summer accelerates composting. Dry 

conditions slow composting, wetness will accelerate unless the pile becomes saturated which will again 

slow composting. Having a proper balance of brown to green will also greatly influence composting rates. 

With active management and ideal conditions, composting can happen as quickly as four to six weeks. 

With less management or less than ideal environmental conditions, composting may take 12 to 24 

months. 

How long will it take me to maintain the compost pile? Once it is established the compost pile can require 

as little as 5 minutes of maintenance per week. To speed the compost process, 15 to 20 minutes a week in 

maintenance time may be needed. 

Where should a home composter be places? The best location for a compost pile is a spot in your yard 

that receives about equal amounts of sunshine and shade during the day. 

Simple steps to make better compost: 

1. Cut the organic matter into small pieces before adding it to the pile. Adding materials such as 

horse or cow manure, hay, and grass clippings will accelerate the process. 

2. Periodically mix all the compost materials together with a pitchfork or garden rake. 

3. Keep the compost pile moist but not soaked 

4. Provide adequate aeration by turning the pile frequently. As long as the pile is staying warm and 

is not too wet every week or two should be sufficient. 

A typical compost pile as described above will not attract pests or create unpleasant odors. 

How is the compost used? Apply the compost the soil in a layer one to three inches deep. Mix the 

compost into the soil well. It is best to add no more than one pound of compost per square foot of soil.  
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Home Composting Bins 

The type of structure or method you choose to make compost is a matter of personal preference. If you are 

a do-it-yourself type, you may want to build your own structure using materials like wood, wire concrete 

blocks, or wooden pallets. Prefabricated ready-built bins, tubs, and drum-turning-units are all available 

from many local stores, garden centers, or mail-order catalogs. Many manufactured bins are made of 

recycled plastics. 
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Chapter 6  

Wood Wastes 
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Compost or mulch? Many composters prefer to keep wood materials such as brush and tree limbs out of 

the compost pile. Wood materials are harder for microbes to decompose and it composts slowly without 

shredding and careful balance of the carbon to nitrogen ratio. 
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What is mulch? Mulch is a wood waste placed over the soil to reduce evaporation, reduce erosion, prevent 

weeds, and insulate plants from extreme temperature changes. They have the added benefit of making a 

garden look well managed. It is not a true form of “composting” but it is an excellent method of managing 

certain wood waste products. 

 

Wood waste in the yard waste stream represents 6.2% of the MSW stream. Tree products such as limbs, 

trunks, and stumps, and untreated wood products such as wood pellets, and wood packaging such as 

creates, are the major sources of wood wastes. 

 

The colorization of wood mulch has also become very popular recently. A vegetable oil based die is 

sprayed on the mulch prior to the sale of the mulch. Colors can range from natural wood brown, to reds, 

to blacks. There are strong markets for mulch. Many communities give away their mulch, but there are 

strong markets for the sale of the product.  

 

What is the difference between compost and mulch? Compost is ready to be incorporated into the soil and 

will enrich the soil. Mulch is a material used to cover the soil in order to maintain moisture and 

discourage weed growth. Compost can be used as mulch, but mulch should not be used as compost. Once 

branches are chipped, the chips can be used as mulch in gardens and flowerbeds. A two-inch layer of 

wood chips shades the soil, reduces weed seed germination, reduces water loss, and helps maintain soil 

temperature. 

 

Procedures for On-Site Wood Waste Management 

Sometimes the best solution in wood waste management is not removal. The wood waste residues provide 

valuable nutrients to the soil. Often it is better to grind the waste on-site where it was generated and leave 

the waste spread out to allow it to provide nutrition to the soil. However, wood chips influence soil’s 

nitrogen content, so it is important to be aware of the carbon to nitrogen ratio of the wood waste being 

managed and be sure it does not adversely impact the soil. For stups, breaking up in place can be a better 

solution than removal-which is costly and difficult. 

Procedures for Collection 

Brush and wood wastes do not readily compact, therefore, curbside collection of loose brush and wood 

waste is difficult. Brush can be collected in bundles and taken to a central site for reuse or chipping, or it 
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can be chipped by a mobile unit on the collection route. Chipping on route offers the advantage of 

minimizing handling and transportation costs, but eliminates the possibility of salvaging wood wastes for 

reuse as wildlife habitat or as firewood.  

Some communities buy tow-able wood chippers and rotate  them on regular schedules to different 

neighborhoods or contract this service from private companies. Wood chippers can also be used to 

manage Christmas tree disposal and storm debris. Leaf vacuum trucks are a common method for 

collection. 

Equipment 

The big question is whether to shred or to chip the material. Ultimately you must weigh the costs and 

benefits of each and choose which option is best for your community. The primary advantage of 

shredding is that it maximizes surface area that is optimal for composting. Shredding equipment is also 

able to handle some contamination from dirt and rocks. The primary disadvantage of shredding is cost. 

Shredding equipment is usually much larger than chipping equipment and is significantly more expensive 

to purchase and maintain. The primary advantage of chipping is that the equipment is smaller, multi-

purpose, faster, and less expensive. The primary disadvantage to chipping is that the composting process 

will take longer because chipped waste provides significantly less surface area than shredded waste. A 

chipper is unable to tolerate contamination from dirt and debris. 

Wood waste materials come in a wide range of shapes and sizes, and their recycling options are equally 

diverse. Small branches and twigs of about ½” in diameter or less are easily shredded can be combines 

with other yard waste for composting. Larger branches, even when chipped, will decompose slowly and 

may be easier to manage and market separately. Large branches and tree trunks have value as firewood if 

they can be cut and split into fireplace-sized lengths. Stumps are perhaps the most difficult material, 

requiring large, expensive and high-maintenance machinery for removal and processing.  

For small quantities of wood waste, a small mobile chipper such as is used by utility companies and 

arborists may be most cost-effective. A mobile unit could be used at a permanent yard waste management 

facility, or it could make periodic rounds through neighborhoods to chip brush, possible even leaving the 

chips at the curb for homeowners to pick up for their use. Many public works departments already own a 

unit, so it may be possible for a yard waste management facility to share existing equipment. The primary 

limitations of these smaller units are their lower throughout rates, high labor and maintenance 

requirements and their limited capacity for large pieces of wood waste compared against large, 

commercial size, models of similar units.  
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Tub grinders consist of a large diameter rotating tub that feeds a hammermill. These units are semi-

portable and can usually handle wood materials up to railroad tie-size. However, large diameter size 

materials are difficult for a tub grinder to handle and can cause additional maintenance expense.  

Grinders can process a large volume of material, and can be connected to screens to produce a high 

quality end product. Both require a considerable capital investment, and maintenance can be both frequent 

and expensive. Stumps, plastic bags, dirt, and other contaminants in the incoming waste will increase 

maintenance requirements. 

The high capital and maintenance costs of grinders and hammermills may not be justifiable for smaller 

communities. In some areas, private contractors provide wood processing services on a contract basis. 

Wood waste may be transferred to a private basis. Since wood materials are fairly easy to stockpile, 

scheduling of such services can be more flexible than with composting.  

Marketing 

The market outlets for wood chips have somewhat different requirements. Chip size, moisture, and age 

can be managed to suit the users of the chips. Mulch users such as landscapers and parks are primarily 

concerned about size, shape, and color. Most large chipping and grinding equipment can produce several 

different chip sizes, usually by changing a replaceable screen that prevents larger pieces from leaving the 

grinding chamber. A second stage of screening also may be used to separate the smallest chips and dirt for 

blending with compost or soil.  

Christmas Tree Programs 

In many communities recycling Christmas trees into wood chips and mulch has become a Christmas 

tradition. About 30 million fresh cut Christmas trees are purchased every year in the United States. Many 

communities currently collect Christmas trees separately and either chip the trees for mulch or use the 

trees for wildlife habitat development and erosion control. Since Christmas trees are considered as 

vegetative wastes, they are subject to the yard waste disposal ban. 

Assuming that roughly one in every three households purchases a fresh cut Christmas tree, a large amount 

of tree waste must be managed after the holiday season. Between 16-20 trees when chipped, will produce 

a cubic yard of chips/mulch initially, until it decomposes. Or, roughly, one tree equals one trash bag full 

of chips. A cursory survey of collection programs estimates that anywhere from 40 percent to 90 percent 
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of the potential number of fresh cut trees can be collected depending on collection method used and 

number of years the program has been offered. 

Separate collection of the trees is the best way to insure that the trees are clean. Several types of collection 

programs have been successful in different communities. These include central drop-off collection, 

community or neighborhood drop-off sites, or separate curbside or alley collection. 

Along with promoting the special collection, the benefits of recycling and saving disposal capacity should 

also be promoted, especially in the first few years of the program. Separate tree collection should be 

viewed as another way of recycling and one means the community is using to be a part of the solution to 

handling waste. 

Christmas tree mulch is very popular among resident gardeners and landscapers. The fact that this product 

consists solely of Christmas tree material may contribute to its popularity.  The mulch, being slightly 

acidic, is beneficial to acid loving plants such as evergreens and rhododendrons. 

Free material, when picked up at the site, is the least expensive and fastest method of distributing this 

product. Because of the uniformity of the material, municipalities should have no difficulty in using up or 

giving away the material the following spring. 

Handling Storm Damage Yard Debris 

Storm damage yard debris requires special consideration, and is usually created in Indiana by occurrences 

such as tornados, high winds, or heavy ice storms. People directly affected by these situation are often not 

in a position to handle the large amount of material generated and may be under extra stress due to the 

storm. Therefore, the community needs to be prepared to handle the large amount of material generated 

and may be under extra stress due to the storm. Therefore, the community needs to be prepared to handle 

storm damage yard debris as a service to its residents.  

Depending on the severity of the storm, there may be huge amounts of material, especially uprooted trees 

and tree limbs. If the amount of storm damage yard debris is more than the community can reuse or 

process, it may be necessary to contract with private contractors to collect and chip the wastes in a timely 

fashion. It may also require the use of chippers, grinders, and hammer mills that the community does not 

have. If the cost to purchase this equipment cannot be justified or afforded, renting of equipment may be 

the best option.  
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In recent years, storms have generated a large amount of storm damage waste in Indiana. Some 

communities have found a market for the waste through private industry. Much of the material has found 

its way into commercial lawn and garden markets and as a bulking material or carbon source for 

composting operations. Some cities have used the material for their own composting operations. 
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Chapter 7  

Aerobic Composting 
Chapter Includes: 

The Aerobic Composting Process 

Microorganisms of Composting 

Compostable Materials 

Composting Methods 

 

The Aerobic Composting Process 

Over the years we have become a throwaway society. We have put our wastes in landfills designed to 

keep out moisture and air, and therefore, very little decay occurs. One benefit from Indiana's ban on yard 

waste disposal is the return of suitable organic materials to the soil. Because of the large volumes of 

materials generated in small area by concentrations of people, it is necessary to assist the decomposition 

of naturally occurring vegetative matter through composting. The residual which remains after the 

composting process is called hummus. When hummus is returned to the soil, it can improve plant growth 

by providing air pockets and loosening heavy clay soils, which allows better root penetration. It also 

increases water retention, reduces soil erosion, and adds essential nutrients to any soil.  

The type of composting we desire is aerobic composting. Aerobic microorganisms exist in the presence of 

atmospheric oxygen. However, in a compost pile the aerobic microorganism will compete for the 

available molecular oxygen to survive. By contrast, anaerobic microorganisms thrive in the absence of 

atmospheric oxygen and emit the majority of the problem odors associated with decomposition including 

sulfides, ammonia, and other nuisance gases. This is why it is critical for a compost pile to remain aerated. 

Only in the presence of oxygen can the desired aerobic microorganism thrive.  

Many controlled composting processes are currently being used or developed. These controlled processes 

are aimed at making composting process faster and allowing for the processing or larger volumes or a 

greater variety of materials. Various types of equipment and operational procedures are needed, 

depending on the sophistication of the process. Even with the advent of these controlled processes, 

composting is more of an art than a science. By combining the appropriate “recipe” of materials, a desired 

end product is produced. However, no two compost mixture will be exactly alike. The process is very 

flexible and can easily adapt to the conditions of any specific material being processed. Optimal 

composting conditions are listed in the table below: 
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TABLE OF OPTIMAL COMPOSTING CONDITIONS 

OXYGEN >5 

MOISTURE 40-60% 

CARBON TO NITROGEN 30:1 

TEMPERATURE 90-140 F (32-60 C) 

PH 6-8 

Air. Yard waste composting is an aerobic process, which means it occurs in the presence of oxygen. The 

air we breathe is about 21% oxygen. Compost organisms can survive with as little as 5% oxygen. 

However, if the oxygen level falls below 5% the process can become anaerobic (i.e. without oxygen). As 

anaerobic organisms decompose waste, they produce methane, which is an odorless gas, and hydrogen 

sulfide, which smells like rotten eggs. Because odor complaints are the most common problem that yard 

waste composting sites, maintaining an adequate oxygen supply is critical. 

Air can be supplied by either passive or active means. If pile size remains moderate, fresh air can possibly 

diffuse in from the outside of the pile, accelerated by the forces of pressure gradients and natural 

convection caused by high temperatures within the windrow. Leaf compost piles 6 to 8 feet tall and 10 to 

15 feet wide can get most of their air in this manner. Materials that are less porous or decompose more 

quickly, such as mixtures of grass clippings and leaves, must be placed in smaller piles for air to diffuse 

properly. Additional oxygen can be provided mechanically by turning the compost with a front-end loader 

for a specialized compost turner.In higher-tech composting systems, oxygen is provided by blowers 

distributing air to the pile via an air distribution system. 

 The human nose is an ideal sensor r of inadequate oxygen levels in a compost pile. The compost pile will 

become anaerobic and unpleasant odors will be given off. Unfortunately by the time you detect an 

offensive order with your nose, this situation may have advanced to a state where you will create a larger 

order problem while you are correcting the situation. The only way to know what is going on inside the 

compost pile is to monitor the oxygen level with a properly calibrated instrument. 

Water.  Water is a necessity for all life-forms. Without water, the compost process cannot proceed. Active 

microorganisms need a moist environment. And moisture content between 40% and 60% is ideal. When 

conditions are too wet, water will fill the pores required for air diffusion, and anaerobic conditions will 

result. If conditions are too dry, the decomposition rate will slow down. For leaves, the “squeeze” test is 
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an easy way to gauge moisture content. The leaves should feel damp to the touch, with only a drop or two 

of water expelled when lightly squeezed in the hand. Another way to measure water content of the 

composting material is to gather and weigh a sample. Then, dry the sample in an oven at 105 degrees 

Fahrenheit for 24 hours, and then we weigh it. The difference in weight between the two samples is the 

amount of water that was driven off. This water difference divided by the original sample what is the 

percentage of moisture it that was present in the original sample. 

The shape of a compost pile influence moisture content, as water will travel through the pile following the 

path of least resistance. It is very difficult to manage water absorption with the shape of the pile. In 

general, scooping out the top of the pile to create a concave shape will maximize water absorption, so that 

rainfall can help replenish the moisture that is lost from the pile as steam. However, if the pile is overly 

saturated, anaerobic conditions will develop leading to access odors. Leachate will also be produced. 

Therefore, in prolonged wet conditions, the pile should be shaped to form a peak that will minimize 

absorption of shedding water. The figure below illustrates both of these shapes. 

Carbon to Nitrogen Ratio. When combining organic materials to make compost, the concept of the 

carbon to nitrogen ratio (C:N) is critical. The microorganisms in compost require carbon for energy and 

nitrogen for protein synthesis as they oxidize organic matter. The proportion of these two elements, ideal 

for microbial decomposition, average of 30 parts carbon to 1 part nitrogen by weight. This is sometimes 

called the “Brown to Green” ratio because “Brown” compostables tend to be highest and carbon and 

“Green” compostables tend to be highest in nitrogen. 

Just having the proper carbon to nitrogen ratio does not mean that the process will be successful. The 

availability of the carbon and nitrogen is very important. Typically the nitrogen is readily available to the 

bacteria. However, many times the carbon, even when available on this excessive amount, is not available 

to the microorganisms. For example, a 2x4 weight 10 pounds contains the same amount of carbon as if it 

had been converted to 10 pounds of sawdust. However, due to increased particle surface area, the carbon 

and the sawdust may be as much as 90% available, whereas the carbon in the 2x4 may be less than 1% 

available. Therefore, it is very important when putting a compost mature together to know not only the 

amount of carbon included but also the available availability of the carbon. 

Its available carbon to nitrogen ratio deviates greatly from this ratio the microbial system will suffer. A 

range of 20:1 -to 40:1 is acceptable. When there is a little nitrogen, the microbial population will not 

function properly, and the composting will slow down. 
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In contrast, when there is too much nitrogen some of this excess nitrogen will be given off in a gaseous 

form which can contribute to odors and allows value can nitrogen to escape. Therefore, materials with a 

higher nitrogen content, such as grass clippings, require more careful management, with adequate aeration 

or frequent turning, as well as thorough blending with a high carbon material, like leaves. 

Waste materials can be blended to improve the carbon to nitrogen balance. For example, leave typically 

have a ratio of 40 to 80 units of carbon to 1 unit of nitrogen. As a result these by themselves compost very 

slowly, sometimes taking over two years. Mixing some leaves with high nitrogen waste, such as grass 

clippings, manure, or green vegetable waste, will accelerate the decomposition process. For example, 

adding 1 part grass clippings to 3 part leaves, will improve the carbon to nitrogen ratio and speed up the 

composting process. Supplemental nitrogen can also be added by mixing in urea or ammonium sulfate 

with the materials. The table below presents estimates of the carbon to nitrogen ratios of various 

compostable materials. These values vary greatly. For example, brown grass clippings from a poorly cut 

lawn will have far less nitrogen content than lush green clippings from an abundantly fertilized lawn. 

Likewise, the leaves from different types of trees vary in their carbon to nitrogen ratio in balance. 

 

Table of Carbon to Nitrogen Ratios 

High Nitrogen Materials  C:N High Carbon Materials C:N 

Sewage Sludge Active 6:1 Fruit Wastes 35:1 

 Digested 16:1 Foliage 40:1 to 80:1 

Humus  10:1 Corn Stalks 60:1 

Food Wastes  15:1 Straw 80:1 

Grass Clippings  19:1 Pine Needles 60:1 to 110:1 

Cow Manure  20:1 Bark 100:1 to 130:1 

Horse Manure  25:1 Paper 150:1 to 200:1 

Oak Leaves  26:1 Wood and Sawdust 300:1 to 700:1 

 

Suggested Mixes 
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To obtain an “ideal” carbon to nitrogen ratio (by weight) 

3 parts tree leaves to 1 part grass clippings 

2 parts farm manure to 1 part straw 

5 parts farm manure to 1 part newspaper 

1 pound actual nitrogen to 100 pounds of dry sawdust 

Fertilizer. Sometimes it can be difficult to maintain a proper carbon to nitrogen ratio. In particular, there 

is often a wealth of high carbon materials. A carbon is the energy source for microbes, nitrogen is it 

required nutrient for the growth and metabolism of the microbes. If you are finding it difficult to obtain 

enough green, nitrogen-rich, materials you can use a fertilized product to help to jump start the 

composting process. Manure and blood meal are two natural sources of nitrogen rich fertilizer. If these are 

not available use a commercially available fertilizer with a high nitrogen content. 

Wood ash act like line and should not be added at more than one cup per bushel of organic matter. What a 

shame line have a tendency to convert ammonium nitrogen compounds into ammonia gas. This leads to a 

loss of nitrogen in the pile and negative orders. 

Surface area. Surface area within the pile is also important in the compost process. Small particles, with 

more surface area per unit of volume, make nutrients and energy more available to microorganisms. 

Shredding yard waste exposes more surfaces to microbial activity, that's accelerating decomposition. 

Because shredding restricts airflow at the same time that it increases the oxygen demand, finally shredded 

yard waste needs to be turned more frequently to provide anaerobic conditions. Some facilities have found 

that running leaves through a shredder will reduce the time required to produce finished compost from 18 

months to 9 months. Shredding can occur as part of other processing operations. For example, some 

vacuum leaf collection trucks shred very effectively as they collect. Windrow turning machines also 

partially shred the waste as they turn and aerate the piles. 

Given a known volume of material, you will want to create a file with the smallest outside surface area as 

possible and still maintain adequate air exchange. The smaller surface area will result in a better 

functioning compost pile. There will be less heat loss. The larger surface area piles will require additional 

turning and mixing to make sure all of the materials have reached the temperature necessary for complete 

composting. Little if any composting takes place on the surface or immediately below the surface of the 

pile. One of the advantages of in-vessel composting is that the exposed surface can be kept to a minimum. 
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Temperature. Exothermic microorganisms decompose waste, and in the process, they give off heat. 

Decomposition is most rapid when the temperature is between 90 degrees Fahrenheit and 140 degrees 

Fahrenheit. Below 90 degrees Fahrenheit, the process slows considerably, well above 140 degrees 

Fahrenheit most decomposition microorganisms cannot function properly. 

Compost pile temperature depends on how the heat produced by the respiration of microorganisms is 

offset by the heat lost through surface cooling. During periods of extremely cold weather, piles may need 

to be larger than usual to minimize surface heat losses. In practice, it is difficult to be changing the size of 

a file to adjust for heat loss. Once a pile is established then it will basically contain the same amount of 

materials. During the training process it is possible, though seldom practical with windrows, to change the 

size of the pile. When composting high-nitrogen wastes, like grass clippings in the summer, smaller piles 

and frequent turnings may be needed both to provide for adequate aeration and to release excess heat. 

The figure below is the graph of typical compost temperatures. After an initial high temperature period, of 

a few days to several weeks, compost pile temperatures will gradually drop. Turning the compost 

increases the oxygen supply and exposes new surfaces to decomposition, causing temperatures to rise. 

When the temperature drops below 70 degrees Fahrenheit the composting process is nearly complete. 

However, assuming a reasonable carbon to nitrogen ratio, it is also possible the imbalances of oxygen or 

moisture content are causing the pile to cool. If the compost is moist, and turning does not cause 

temperatures to rise, the compost is probably finished and ready to used or market. Depending on the final 

uses for the compost, additional curing time may be required.  

FIGURE OF COMPOST PILE TEMPERATURES 
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Temperature monitoring is crucial for managing the compost process. Thermometers with a 3 or 4 foot 

probe can be used to monitor the temperature. By turning the compost whenever temperatures get above 

or below the optimum range, high-quality compost will be produced in the shortest possible time. An 

example windrow temperature data sheet is on the following page.  
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pH. Another factor that can be useful in diagnosing and correcting certain operating problems is the pH of 

compost. pH provides an indicator of the acidity or alkalinity of a composting material, and is measured 

on a scale of 0, very acidic, to 14, very basic, with 7 being neutral. Decomposition occurs most efficiently 

between pH 6 and pH 8, which are the normal values for yard waste compost new line during the initial 

stages of decomposition, organic acids are formed that, under normal conditions, or immediately 

consumed by microorganisms. Without enough oxygen in the compost pile, the acids will not be 

converted as quickly. Excess acidity may lower the pH below 6, and in turn slow down the 

decomposition. Extra aeration will usually solve this problem, but an extreme cases, it may be helpful to 

add a neutralizing agent to keep the pH the optimum range. It is also important to avoid overly High 

alkalinity, which can cause the release of unpleasant smelling gases. 

The pH of compost also can be a factor in marketing the finished product. Final pH above 8.0 can damage 

or kill acid-loving plants like azaleas or blueberries, especially if used in large quantities. Compost 

products can be tested by any commercial laboratory. However, testing ph is very simple, and also can be 

done on site with a soil PH testing kit or a pH meter. 

Particle size. The smaller the particle size, the faster the particle will be turned into compost. Smaller 

particles have a larger surface area that can be attacked by microbes. For the same surface area, shredded 

particles will compost more rapidly than shipped materials. Generally, materials in a compost pile should 

not be over 2 inches in size. Shredding also helps prevent the formation of dense layers which both reduce 

available surface area and limit pore space for oxygen. 

Other variables of concern. There may be other variables of concern as a composting operation is refined 

to make products of specified composition. These variables, which are beyond the scope of this manual, 

include mass balance, rate of respiration of the microorganisms, mixing and agitation of the pile, nutrient 

balance, inoculation, wetting agents, cation exchange ratio, pathogens, wind velocity and specific 

elemental composition. 

The basic variables mentioned above will go a long way to having a successful composting operation. 

Minor variations from the optimum composting process will usually not cause significant problems. The 

goal is to promote rapid composting without creating anaerobic conditions, which result from either too 

much moisture, excess nitrogen, or inadequate turning and aeration. 

The composting process is it a complex interaction between organic matter and the microorganisms 

within. The microorganisms that carry out this decomposition process fall into three groups: bacteria, 

actinomycetes, and fungi. Each fulfill an important role in the process. In the first stage, bacteria break 
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down the waste with available sugars and raise the temperature fast in the process. A second group of 

bacteria (thermophiles) then take over, along with actinomycetes then continue the process, breaking 

down cellulose. Finally fungi take over for the final step of breaking down the tough-to-decompose lignin. 

Bacteria. They exist on every single bit of organic matter.  When organic tissue is exposed, the bacteria 

invade and begin to eat and digest the tissue. During this eating and digesting process, the organic matter 

is broken down into its basic elements. 

Given the proper environmental conditions, bacteria can regenerate at a remarkable rate. They reproduce 

by binary fission: simply laying down a dividing wall through the middle of their bodies and becoming 

two. Then they do it again and become 4, 8, 16, 32, and so on. This wouldn't be as impressive if it didn't 

happen so fast. 

Even at temperatures below freezing, bacteria can be at work on organic matter. Psychrophilic bacteria, 

bacterial species that work in the lowest temperature range, do their best work at about 55 degrees, but 

they are able to carry on right down to 0 degrees. Psychrophiles give off a small amount of heat as a 

byproduct of their work, and this causes a rise in ambient air temperature in the pile. As the temperature 

in a compost pile reaches the medium range mesophilic bacteria become the active workers. These are the 

aerobic bacteria that do most of the decomposition work in the pile. They thrive at 72 to 90 degrees and 

just survive in the 40 to 70 degrees and 90 to 110 degree ranges. The heat generated as a byproduct of the 

mesophylls' work raises the temperature in the pile even more, preparing the way for thermophiles. These 

bacteria work best in temperatures of 104 to 200 degrees. They work fast, and only last 3 to 5 days. In that 

time, they turn green, gold, and tan organic material into a uniform deep brown. If the pile is fed new 

organic matter or turned at a strategic time, the thermophilic action can occur again. Turning brings 

special fresh air to the microbes. Their numbers multiply quickly again and the pile reheats. However, the 

pile seldom heats as much as during the first build up. 

Conditions of little air and high moisture in the pile promote a different order of bacteria in anaerobes. 

They are slower working and in addition to the useful products of their metabolism, they produce 

ammonia like substances and hydrogen sulfide, which smells like rotten eggs. Anaerobic bacteria are the 

workforce of methane plants, where methane gas is taken off as a source of energy before the organic 

materials are applied to the soil. For the backyard and windrow composters, anaerobic composting is not 

desirable. 

Actinomycetes. Actinomycetes are a higher form of bacteria similar to fungi in molds. Actinomycetes 

liberate carbon, nitrogen, and pneumonia, making nutrients available for plants. They take over during the 
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final stages of decomposition, often producing antibiotics, chemical substances that destroy bacterial 

growth. Actinomycetes can be recognized by grayish, cobwebby growth they give a pleasing, earthy smell 

to compost. 

Fungi. Most fungi are classified as saprophytes because they live on dead or dying material and obtain 

energy by breaking down organic material. Like Actinomycetes, fungi take over during the final stages of 

composting when the organic material has been changed to a more digestible form. The optimal PH range 

for fungi is lower than the range for bacteria. Fungi are the one class of microorganism that are effective 

at breaking down like this. 

Compostable Materials 

This manual focuses on yard waste: Leaves, grass clippings, and wood debris. Leaves are the most 

popular yard waste to compost because they are the least problematic. They account for most of the yard 

waste generated in the fall, and in many cases are already separated from other solid waste. Leaves 

usually take a year more to completely decompose, unless they are turned frequently or mixed with a 

material with high nitrogen content. 

While leaves may be the easiest organic waste compost, they are only a part of the total yard waste 

stream. Yard waste such as grass clippings, shrub pruning, and garden waste are the predominant yard 

waste disposed from April through October. Large limbs and stumps are an almost year-round component 

of the yard waste stream, with large quantities generated occasionally by major storm events. 

Fresh grass clippings require special attention in a compost system. Because grass clippings are relatively 

high in nitrogen and moisture, they begin to decompose almost immediately and can be completely 

composted in 4 to 6 weeks. However, composting grass clippings alone requires frequent turning and 

thorough mixing to avoid odor problems. Turning may be required as often as twice a day for the first 

week or two. Blending grass with leaves or chipped brush slows decomposition to a more manageable 

rate. A 3 to 1 ratio of leaves to grass seems to work well, although the mixture will still need to be well 

mixed and turn to minimize odor potential.  

In some instances, grass may have residues of chemicals used in lawn maintenance programs. Once 

absorbed by a plant, herbicide, insecticide, or fungicide may take a few weeks or perhaps months to 

degrade to a relatively harmless state. While significant levels of contamination have not been found in 

finished compost, this issue continues to be investigated. 
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Brush and wood are high in cellulose and lignin, the tissue that form the wood cell walls. Lignin in 

particular are very slow to decompose. Even with chipping or shredding, it may take several years for 

woody materials to completely break down, so they should not be mixed with other yard wastes unless a 

course, chunky compost is desired. Instead, most communities consider other market options for wood, 

such as those described in the wood waste chapter. 

A range of other organic waste materials can also be composted, some of which may require special 

permits. Food processing wastes, manures, and other agricultural waste are all compostable, although 

sometimes different materials need to be combined to balance the carbon and nitrogen levels. Some 

farmers are making a business of composting farm waste with Municipal yard waste in food processing 

waste. Farm composting can provide extra income for the farmer in addition to returning organic 

materials to the soil. Farm composting can solve a facility siting problem for the local government, and 

produce a higher-quality compost by combining complementary wastes.  

The composting of yard waste with mixed municipal refuse is not recommended. The composting of yard 

waste with bio solids requires a significantly greater level of monitoring and process control and is 

regulated to a greater degree. Federal regulations require that temperature must be held above 131 degrees 

Fahrenheit for three consecutive days for pathogen control. The presence of contaminants in bio solids 

may require the leachate control at the compost site and could constrain the eventual use of the compost. 

There may be restrictions on use on food crops. When working with this type of material, controlling the 

quality of the inputs is essential if a high-quality product is to result. For more information on this topic, 

contact the Indiana Department of Environmental Management. 

Materials that should not be added to compost piles include: human feces, pet feces, and meat-eating 

animal feces. Feces can transmit diseases that are difficult to destroy in the composting process. Meat, 

bones, whole eggs, and dairy products should not be added to the compost pile. These materials contribute 

greatly to negative odors and tend to attract rodents and disease vector insects.  

Composting Methods 

There are many different methods of composting. Four broad classes of technology are used to compost 

organic waste, and each has advantages for different materials in various situations. The technologies 

range from low level too high level approaches. 

Piles.  A truly minimal technology, piles are often called passive composting. Piles evolved from trash 

dumping practices of the past. The method consists of piling materials 20 feet higher more, and leaving 
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the material for a few days. Although this method is simple and can be effective, it does have a number of 

disadvantages. Huge material piles can overheat, and in some cases, spontaneous combustion may result. 

During the first year or two, the center of a large pile will be an aerobic and serious odors are likely to 

result if it is disturbed. Composting under these conditions is also very slow. Some materials must remain 

on the site for several years. In addition, these piles may be unsightly.  Because a managed pile can be 

difficult to distinguish from a single dump, it may attract dumping of unwanted materials, such as 

batteries and refrigerators, and therefore be a less acceptable option, and the views of neighboring 

residents and regulatory agencies. 

Turned Windrows. Windrow composting is the oldest form of controlled composting. A windrow is an 

elongated pile that can be up to several hundred feet in length. In the turned windrow method, mixing and 

aeration are accomplished by mechanically turning the windrow. This medium-level technology is the 

most common method for using rapid composting of yard waste.  

Windrows are usually 6 to 10 feet high, 10 to 20 feet wide, and as long as is appropriate for the site. This 

size is large enough that the center of pile will be insulated and composting can continue even when 

outdoor temperatures are below freezing. Windrows can be formed using a front-end loader, and are 

turned periodically with either a front-end loader or specialized turning equipment to provide adequate 

aeration and temperature control. 

Frequency of turning offers the best means for controlling the process of properly mixed materials in 

windrow composting. Turning mixed material from the surface of the windrow to the center, where it will 

more rapidly decompose, and also releases heat and steam from the center of the pile. To prevent 

overheating, windrows should be turned whenever temperature monitoring will usually keep the compost 

aerobic, oxygen monitoring equipment can also be used to ensure that oxygen levels stay about 5 percent. 

Turning frequency will vary depending on the nature of the raw waste materials and how long they have 

been composting. Although windrows composed entirely of fresh grass clipping may initially need to be 

turned twice daily to prevent odors, those made entirely of leaves may only need to be turned once a 

season. 

Finished compost can be made in as short a time as three months or take as long as two years, depending 

on the type of waste and ambient temperatures, as well as turning frequency. Most yard waste facilities 

currently operating produce a finished product in 12 to 18 months. The composting process may be 

accelerated by pre-shredding leaves, more frequent turning, or by the addition of nitrogen as described in 
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the carbon to nitrogen ration section. Such extra efforts to speed up the composting process may be 

necessary in communities where a large amount of waste needs to be processed on a small site.  

Most communities begin a yard waste composting program by composting leaves. Leaves are seasonal, 

high volume wastes that are relatively easy to collect and compost. An eighteen month cycle is typical for 

leaves turned every month or two with a front-end loader. Leaves are collected and brought onto the site 

during October, November, and early December. As the leaves arrive, they are watered as necessary and 

piled in windrows. Piles built in the fall will shrink up to 50 percent by January. Adjacent piles can then 

be turned and combined with a front-end loader, these new piles being turned approximately monthly.  

When these windrows are turned are following August, they can be dismantled to clear most of the site 

for incoming leaves in the fall. The nearly finished compost can b placed in large “curing” piles where it 

will further stabilize. During the last six months it may take to cure, compost is often shredded or 

screened to produce a finer, more homogeneous product. When the compost has cooled below 70 degrees 

F as described in the temperature section, the compost is ready to Market. Finished compost should be 

ready for distribution in the following March or April, just in time for spring gardening needs.  

Forced Aeration. Forced Aeration, a higher level technology, is sometimes known as the aerated static 

pile method. It follows similar principles as the turned windrow method, except that aeration is 

accomplished by a network of plastic pipes under the compost pile. A compost pile is built on top of this 

pipe network, and the pile is not turned until all the compost is finished. Air is drawn or blown through 

the pile by exhaust fans or small blowers. The pipes are positioned in a layer of wood chips or stone to 

provide a porous foundation. The piles are often covered by a layer of finished compost or a mat product 

to reduce evaporation and ensure that all of the compost reaches adequate temperatures. 

Blowers, electricity, and piping can make this a more expensive method then turned windrows. This 

method is most commonly used for composting biosolids, food processing waste, or fresh cut grass 

clippings, where aeration and temperature control are crucial. These wastes usually require the addition of 

a bulking agent to increase the porosity for aeration. While the standard booking agents are sawdust and 

wood chips, yard waste may be a cost-effective substitute in some areas.  

For a community considering composting yard waste with biosolids, a forced aeration system can be an 

economical way to handle the combined waste, and keep odor levels under control. In areas where land is 

at a premium and yard waste must be processed at high volumes, this method may be appropriate for yard 

waste. 
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Blowers or exhaust fans in the air distribution system are the critical components to the system. Air 

blowing through compost has two important functions: It Supplies oxygen and carries off waste heat. A 

blower control system, which maintains the proper temperature range of 90 to 140 degrees Fahrenheit, 

will also supply ample oxygen. Blowers need to be protected from weather. If no other enclosure is 

available, they can be mounted on wooden pallets and covered by empty drums. Since the amount of 

aeration required to maintain required temperatures will vary during the compost process, as microbial 

decomposition slows the ambient temperatures fluctuate, temperature feedback is critical. This feedback 

can be accomplished either through frequent monitoring and manual setting of equipment timers, or by a 

sophisticated computer control system. 

Other equipment needed for the aeration system is relatively simple. Perforated plastic drainage tile is 

commonly used to distribute the air. This flexible plastic tubing is laid on the ground and wood chips and 

other waste materials are piled on top. General site requirements are similar to those for turned windrow 

composting. A windrow layout is commonly used, although the piles can be large and wide aisles are not 

required for turning equipment. If the other parameters such as moisture content, and carbon to nitrogen 

ratio are balanced, composting can be completed in a few months.  

You may want to have an agricultural engineer or someone who has experience with storing, aerating, 

and/or drying of agricultural crops to assist you in the design of your facility. Having the aeration system 

properly designed will allow your facility to be more efficient and to have less problems with the 

operation. 

In-vessel Systems. A number of high-technology composting systems are available commercially. Raw 

waste is placed in a large container, often with built-in aeration and mechanical mixing equipment. In-

vessel systems offer the advantage of protection from severe weather and potentially complete odor 

control. Due to high capital, operating, and maintenance costs, these systems are expensive to build and 

operate. Because of these high costs, in-vessel systems are generally not used to compost separated yard 

waste in the United States. In-vessel systems have the advantage of controlling more variables than the 

pile, windrow, or aerated static pile systems. Therefore, in vessel systems can provide excellent process 

control for composting yard waste with biosolids or food processing waste, and other compost materials 

which are difficult or impossible to handle with the other composting methods. Make solid waste 

composting, investor otherwise, is not recommended. 
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Introduction 

In the 2014 State of Composting in the United States Report, BioCycle reports that there are about 4,914 

composting programs across the country with a number as high as 2,284 yard waste composting 

programs. Pennsylvania currently holds the title for the most composting facilities.  

Large-scale composting facilities, and which organic materials are collected and transported to a facility 

for processing, is environmentally less preferable than on-site backyard composting techniques. The 

environmental drawbacks are related to the energy spent in collecting, transporting, and processing the 

material. The solution, however, is still a superior recycling solution compared against the final disposal 

of these materials in a landfill. Other drawbacks center on the difficulties of siting composting facilities in 

the management of processing, including the control of odors.  

Large-scale composting facilities, however, do offer many advantages. Because residents can back yard 

trimmings and set them on the curb, it requires little or no change in behavior on their part. This may 

result in a higher rate of participation total amount of materials recycled. Also, some types of centralized 

processing facilities offer composting options for materials that cannot be easily compost in a backyard 

setting. Centralized large-scale composting will also be required to complete a comprehensive yard waste 

management system. Large-scale composting will require investment of capital and operational funds by 

the community, but will reduce landfill costs and produce valuable end products. Capital costs will 

include the purchase of collection vehicles, land for the compost site, and composting equipment. 

Operational costs would include wages, Fuel and maintenance of equipment, and compost site operation. 

A large-scale composting facility is in a facility larger than a backyard operation. These facilities will 

typically require registration with the Indiana Department of Environmental Management because 

materials are accepted from outside sources or because the finished products are used off-site. When 

designing a large-scale program, there are a number of factors that may be investigated. These include an 

estimate of the amount of material to be composted, collection methods for these raw materials, site 

selection and preparation, permitting and registration requirements, and equipment and Technology needs. 

In addition, no project should proceed without a marketing plan for the final product.  

Weight and Volume Estimates of Yard Waste 

The planning and design of programs to collect, use and/or compost yard waste depends on the amount of 

material generated in the service area. Unfortunately, the amount generated is very hard to predict due to 

factors such as lot size, age of the community, and whether or not the community has a tree planting 
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program, and weather, could affect the volume and weight of material available for collection. When a 

compost facility is being planned, it is prudent to include possible sources of compostable materials, so 

that if a source is eliminated, the facility will not be put out of business. 

Density factors are an important tool in calculating collection vehicle size and other program parameters. 

The density of yard waste varies with the waste source due to moisture content, texture, particle size, and 

degree of compaction. The most commonly reported densities for yard waste materials, in terms of 

pounds/cubic yard are listed in the table below: 

 

Landscape Waste Densities (Pounds/Cubic Yard) 

 Loose Compacted 

Leaves 200 400 

Grass 400 800 

Brush 300 900 

The decomposition process that occurs during composting typically will reduce the weight of yard wastes 

by about 50 percent and the volume by 30-80 percent through volatilization and evaporation. This 

reduction becomes important for sizing compost storage areas and for estimating amounts of finished 

compost for market. 

One source for estimating yard waste is to refer to the local Solid Waste Management District twenty-year 

Solid Waste Management plan, which has been developed for all counties in Indiana. Each plan provides 

an estimate of the yard waste generated within the entire district, and also estimates the amount of yard 

waste currently being managed.  

Another Approach to estimating yard waste to be to compare your community's characteristics with those 

of a similar community that already has some data. General estimates of yard waste generations for 

single-family household range from 150 to 500 pounds of leaves, 400 - 1000 pounds of grass, and about 

150 to 300 pounds of wood and brush. These numbers May provide a useful starting point, and certainly 

demonstrate the importance of recycling these wastes. 

Data collected in Illinois estimated that in an average Community, the amount of leaves, brass, clippings, 

and brush from all sources would be distributed as shown in the table below:  
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Table of Landscape Waste Composition 

 By Weight By Volume Loose By Volume Compacted 

Leaves 12% 20% 22% 

Grass 65% 54% 59% 

Brush 23% 26% 19% 

Calculations can be made to further determine a generation waste per-single family household. In Illinois, 

for example, generation rates were estimated as shown in the table below. 

 

Material Pounds Cubic Yards 

Loose 

Cubic Yards 

Compacted 

Bags Weight/Bag* 

Leaves 160 0.80 0.40 8 20 lbs. 

Grass 1,040 2.60 1.30 26 40 lbs 

Brush 300 1.00 0.03 N/A N/A 

Total 1,500 4.40 2.03   

*The number of bags shown in the above table assumes that 30-gallon bags are used and filled 

to ⅔ capacity. 

Most communities will need to conduct more detailed studies to determine the yard waste components of 

their local waste stream. Because they are often collected separately from other solid waste, leaves are one 

component for which some information may already be available. Surveys of public works officials, 

haulers, landscapers, and arborists can help develop the estimates needed to plan a facility. 

The most accurate generation rates for any community will come from recording the amounts that are 

actually collected and delivered to the composting site during the first few years of operations. Careful 
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record keeping will help quantify the impact of composting on the solid waste stream, provide a basis for 

measuring success, and permit more accurate planning in care of future program expansion.  

Collection Methods 

Collection is generally the largest component of the overall cost of a yard waste composting program. 

Municipal yard waste is usually collected in one of two ways. There can be a separate curbside collection 

program, or a drop-off site can be established where residents and commercial yard waste generators 

voluntarily deliver their yard wastes. Curbside systems are generally more expensive than drop-off 

systems. However, these costs may be justified on the basis of diverting more yard wastes from other 

disposal facilities.  

Anything that is not wanted in the final product and must be separated before marketing is a contaminant. 

Therefore, delivering non-contaminated, separated compostables to the compost site will result in a higher 

quality, lower cost final product.  

Curbside. Curbside collection will likely generate significantly higher participation rates than drop-off 

sites, especially in areas where people are not in the habit of hauling their own trash. Weekly curbside 

collection, on the same day as regular garbage collection, usually has greater participation rates than 

monthly pickups, even when monthly pickups are mandated by source separation ordinances. However, if 

the collection of yard waste is going to occur on the same day as regular garbage pickup, some provisions 

may be made for keeping the yard waste separate. Trailers, compartments, and separate yard waste 

collection vehicles are all options that have been successfully used in different communities. There are not 

any known instances, and Indiana or nationally, where you find the collection of separated yard waste 

combined with the collection of traditional recyclables such as curbside collection of glass, metal, plastic, 

and paper products.  

3 General classes of yard waste can be collected at the curb: leaves, brush and wood waste, and grass 

clippings. These are very different materials, and it may be necessary to apply a different collection 

strategy for each. 

Curbside collection of leaves. Leaf collection requires a seasonal operation, beginning and mid-October 

and usually ending in mid-December. A spring yard waste collection generally yields 25 to 33% of the 

tonnage collected in the fall. Some municipalities restrict their collection efforts to leaves from municipal 

street shade trees, while other communities expect residents to rake their leaves to the curbside for 

collection. Frequency of leaf collection varies widely among communities, depending on the number of 
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trees as well as time and budget restrictions. Some communities collect as infrequently as once a year, 

others collect as often as five or six times a year. 

Leaves can be collected in various ways during the relatively short season. They can either be bagged or 

loose, and be picked up by different collection vehicles and equipment.  

Curbside Collection of Bagged Leaves. Two basic options exist for handling leaves in bags. Some 

communities are collecting leaves and plastic garbage bags, and then tea bagging the leaves. Leave can 

also be collected and biodegradable paper or biodegradable cornstarch paste bags, which decompose 

within a few months and become part of the compost. Each of these options as discussed below. 

Standard plastic garbage are inexpensive and readily available. Since they do not decompose, they must 

be separated from yard waste at some point for the compost is marketed. This debagging process tends to 

be fairly expensive, and should be considered when estimating total collection cost. 

Debagging by hand is one option. It is an unpleasant job that gets worse the longer leave sit in their bags. 

Mechanized debagging can work, but will require a screening process to move plastic pieces from the 

finished compost. Windrow turning machines will collect pieces of plastic bags on their drums, and may 

cause the bearings to overheat tub Grinders can also shred bags, but this option will increase wear on the 

grinding surfaces. Since bits of plastic May remain in the finished product, screening will be necessary 

before the compost can be marketed. In any case, using plastic bags will generate a significant volume of 

waste. Although some degradable plastic leaf bags may be on the market, biodegradation of these plastics 

is not rapid, and they should be handled like standard plastic bags. 

Paper leaf bags are definitely biodegradable and have been used successfully in many communities. Paper 

bags are more expensive than plastic bags, and typically cost from $0.30 to $0.45 each. These bags hold 

30 or 40 gallons of leaves, and may be single or double ply. Bags made with wet strength paper actually 

increase their strength when wet. They are sturdy enough to withstand rain and snow when placed at the 

curb, you decompose in the compost pile. 

Paper Leaf Bags can be collected with a packer truck and compacted. The more bags that break in the 

compactor, or a torn apart by front end loaders or other equipment at the compost site, the easier it will be 

to compost them. If the bags are not broken up initially, it may take a few more months to produce a 

finished compost, since the unbroken bags limit air and water movement in the wind rows. Most facilities 

receiving leaves in paper bags are processing the material through some type of grinder to break the bags 

and to tear them into small pieces. 
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While paper bags have significant advantages in terms of handling and biodegrading, their costs can be a 

drawback. Some communities cover the cost through their Solid Waste budget, balancing the cost against 

the ease and savings in collection and processing. Bags can also be sold to residents at full cost, a 

discounted price, we're at some combination of sales with a limited giveaway program. If bags are to be 

sold to residents to cover their costs, and appropriate incentive to buy them needs to be provided or the 

yard waste may be mixed with refuse.  As more communities charge by the container for mixed refuse 

collection, another problem can arise. Refuse may be hidden and yard waste bags as a cheaper disposal 

means. Other than in the case of very small quantities of yard waste, it is illegal to intentionally mix yard 

waste with other refuse with the intent of avoiding Indiana's yard waste landfill disposal ban. 

Curbside Collection of Loose Leaves. There are number of options for collecting loose leaves. All require 

residents to rake leaves to the curb. A vacuum truck uses a hose to suck leaves into a truck. A front end 

loader can be used to scrape leaves from the street and put them into an open truck. A claw attachment or 

a street sweeper also can be used.  

Compared to the collection of bags of leaves, book collection of loose leaves takes longer. Well both 

leads are easy to unload and do not need to be debagged, operators must check for contaminants that may 

have been collected with the leaves. Bottles, cans, car batteries, and even lawn chairs have all been 

camouflaged in a pile of leaves. If compost is heavily contaminated with such the breeze, it could be 

difficult and dangerous to process and market. 

Collection of loose leaves saves residents the cost and time associated with bags, but the increase time and 

cost of loose collection may reduce the number of pickups a community can afford one or two collections 

in the fall with 1 early spring collection is typical.  

Curbside Collection of Grass Clippings. Grass clippings post a particular challenge in yard waste 

composting. Because of their high nitrogen and moisture contents, grass clippings decompose and putrefy 

quickly. Oxygen will be rapidly depleted and strong odors will form when grass clippings are sealed in a 

bag for several days. When such bags are opened at the composting site, workers and neighbors may find 

these odors unacceptable.  

Solutions are available, however. Perforated plastic or paper bags may emit enough air movement to 

reduce anaerobic odors. Some communities are using reusable plastic containers for grass clipping 

collection. These containers are durable and easy to empty during collections, where others can readily 

dissipate. Because grass clippings are heavy, containers need to be small enough to be handled by 
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collection crews or designed for collection via an automated truck. A 20 gallon container can be dumped 

into a packer truck without causing undue strain on a collection crew member. 

Scheduling yard waste collection early in the week also can help solve odor problems associated with 

grass clippings. Most homeowners mow their lawns during the weekend, so clippings collected on 

Monday will not have had much time to become anaerobic. If clippings get to the compost site quickly, 

they can be mixed with a porous, high-carbon materials such as chip brush or partially composted leaves 

and the generation of anaerobic odors is less likely.  

Drop-off Area. Drop off collection requires a small investment, less effort, and less personal than curbside 

collection. Because the responsibility is placed on waste generators to transport the yard waste 

themselves, few residents are likely to participate then with curbside collection. However, this option may 

work as the sole management strategy in rural areas of medium or low population density or areas where 

there is no municipal or private waste collection. Drop off areas can't compliment a curbside collection 

program, providing a location for a landscape contractors to deliver yard waste as it is generated.  

Options for drop-off areas include a recycling center, a collection trailer, or a composting processing site. 

At a recycling center, both yard waste collection and compost and chip distribution can be accomplished 

at a single location. In addition, model backyard composting bins can be located at the drop-off areas to 

assist in community education.  

Site Selection and Preparation 

Initial program considerations. Before selecting a side and initiating a composting program there are a 

number of questions that should be answered. These questions will help you decide if a composting 

program will be appropriate and sustainable within your community.  

Essential Questions When Initiating a Composting Program: 

- What will you do with the finished product? 

- How much yard waste is available for you to compost? 

- How much yard waste can you expect to divert? 

- Will you utilize only yard waste or also food waste and/or biosolids? 

- How will you design the program to be cost effective? 

- What resources are currently available (monetary, personnel, sites, and equipment)? 

- What type of program will you implement? 

- How are you going to finance the program? 
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Keep in mind that there is a limited list of materials that are banned from Indiana landfills. 

Materials subject to Indiana’s Yard Waste Disposal Ban: 

- Leaves 

- Brush 

- Wood vegetative matter greater than 3 feet in length 

Materials exempt from Indiana’s Yard Waste Disposal Ban: 

- Grass Clippings 

- Wood vegetative matter bagged, bundled, or otherwise contained and less than 3 feet in length 

and combined with other solid waste 

- Christmas trees 

- House plants 

- Vegetable food scraps 

- Vegetative by-products not derived from landscaping maintenance or land clearing projects 

(flower shops and funeral homes) 

- IDEM-approved composted vegetative matter used as a cover material for solid waste landfill 

Site Selection. A key component of any composting operation is its location. The site should allow for a 

year-round access, be convenient yet isolated, and should provide the characteristics of an ideal compost 

location. The following are a number of guidelines you should look for in the selection of a compost site. 

- The compost site should have a two percent down slope. 

- Size the staging and windrow areas based on the anticipated volume of materials to be handled. 

- Locate compost site away from surface waters and water wells. 

- Place the site close to where the materials are generally received. 

- Set back the site from residential dwellings and preferably downwind. 

- Develop appropriate water runoff measures. 

- Be aware of state requirements and local zoning issues. 

Physical Characteristics. For a turned windrow composting facility, A good rule of thumb suggest one 

acre for each 3500 cubic yards of leaves. The following is a rough set of guidelines for the composting 

windrows, compost storage curing area, staging area, and buffer area for the turned windrow method. 

The size of a wind row and the spacing between each windrow depend on the site Dimensions, the 

equipment used to aerate the windrows and the geographic location of the site. Ideal soils for the compost 

pad or moderate to well-drained, and gently sloping for good drainage. Since some soil likely will get 
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mixed in with the compost during processing, the surface layer should be free of large stones. 

Impermeable compost pads are suggested only at sites for soils are highly permeable and groundwater 

rises to within five feet of the surface. 

As the composting process nears completion, it begins curing or stabilization process. The time compost 

will need to be kept in the curing area will depend on the use of the compost. Longer storage time may be 

needed if there is a lag between when the compost is finished, and the peak marketing season. During the 

curing stage, oxygen demand declines. Once cured, the compost will not generate foul odors. The curing 

area should be approximately one-fifth the size of the compost pad. 

A staging area is needed at several phases of the composting in shipping processes. Space is required to 

unload incoming yard waste, mix and blend materials, chip brush, store reject material, shred and Screen 

compost, and load trucks for distribution. If plastic bags are separated from the yard waste, they need to 

be collected and disposed of properly. Depending on the amount of processing anticipated at the site, this 

area may need to be the same size as the curing area, or about one-fifth the size of the compost pad. 

A buffer zone is required between a composting facility and its neighbors to minimize possible odors, 

noise, dust, and visual and packs. A generous buffer between the compost site and sites of non-compatible 

uses can do much to eliminate potential complaints. Be sure to meet IDEM specific requirements that are 

discussed at the end of this chapter. 

A landscaping plan that uses trees to enhance the appearance of the facility will reduce noise from 

operating equipment and will be more visibly pleasing. Burns along with trees can be used to help achieve 

noise reduction and visual screening of the site. When calculating the total site requirements, be sure to 

realize that the buffer area may need to be several times the size of the active site, particularly for small 

operations.  

Water is important both for adding moisture to the compost material and for fire protection. Hydrants 

connected to public water supply are ideal. Water can also be supplied by a well, nearby lake, streams, 

retention Pond, runoff control pond, leachate collection system, or a water truck.  approximate water 

requirements for leave to increase the moisture to a compostable level will require approximately 20 

gallons per cubic yard, depending on how wet the leaves are when collected. It is important to know what 

the moisture content of the mixture ingredients is so the amount of water needed to obtain the proper 

moisture content can be calculated. Too much water can be just as detrimental as having too little water. 

Equipment Needs 
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Front-End Loaders. A front end loader is the single most important piece of equipment for yard waste 

composting. It may be the only piece of equipment needed for smaller facilities using a low-level 

technology approach. A loader rated for 2 cubic yards of gravel should be able to handle a 4 cubic yard, 

light material bucket. A typical loader with self-leveling and a 30 second cycle time should be able to 

move 480 cubic yards per hour and operate about 6 hours per day or 130 hours per month. It may be 

useful to purchase a claw attachment for loading and moving wood waste. Prices for front end loaders 

equipped with the basic accessories range from about $50,000 to $150,000. 

Windrow Turners. Compost windrow Turner's are designed especially for windrow turning and aeration. 

The large models are self-propelled and some straddle the wind row. Smaller units are side mounted on 

front end loaders or tractors that are driven between windrows. Some side mounted units have their own 

engine for driving the Turning mechanism and only need to be pulled by the tractor or loader. Other side 

mounted units must be attached to a three point tractor hitch and driven off the PTO. These may require a 

tractor or loader with a larger engine of 100 horsepower or greater. Side mounted units turn half the wind 

row at a time which means two passes are needed for each windrow. They also require more space 

between windrows than the saddle units.  

Depending on the size of the machine, turners generally can process between 700 and 3,000 cubic yards 

per hour and cost between $20,000 and $300,000. It may be more cost effective to lease a turner, rent it, 

contract with a compost management firm on a per-hour basis, or even share the cost and use with other 

compost facilities in the area. 

Shredders and screens. Shredders and screening devices are useful for improving the quality of the 

finished compost by removing contaminants (plastics, rocks, wood chips, and debris) and reducing the 

particle size of the compost material. Shredders can process from 25 to 250 cubic yards/hour. Vibrating 

screens or trommels can be used for compost.  

Compost is more difficult to shred and screen than topsoil because of its moisture content. The drier the 

final compost, the easier it will be to shred, and screen. However, as compost becomes dry, it also 

becomes very dusty to handle, shred, and screen. 

The quality of the compost product depends on the amount of impurities in the initial material and the 

level of processing that is done. Minimizing foreign objects such as stones, large sticks, grass, and plastics 

makes a better product. 

Grinders and Chippers. Wood debris, brush, and limbs can occupy a lot of space at a compost facility. 

Fortunately, grinders and chippers can readily reduce these materials so they occupy less space. Grinders 
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have been successfully used in some operations to handle large quantities of brush and tree limbs. They 

can also be used to shred leaves. Chippers that can process 25 to 50 cubic yards per hour may be adequate 

for most compost facilities. 

Monitoring Equipment. The most useful instruments for monitoring windrows are good hands, a sensitive 

nose, and experience. Before these characteristics can be acquired, it may be helpful to have long-stem 

thermometers capable of penetrating the center of a windrow, an oxygen monitor with a probe capable of 

penetrating the center of a windrow, and an instrument capable of measuring moisture content.  

Moisture content can be determined by accurately weighing a representative sample of material before 

and after driving off moisture in an oven at 220 degrees Fahrenheit. A sample is dry when two successive 

weights are the same. Subtracting dry weight gives percent moisture. Instruments for determining 

moisture in the field require a capability of measuring in the 20 percent to 70 percent moisture range.  

IDEM Composting Requirements.  Composting facilities are required by state law to acquire a Land 

Permit, Registration level, with the Indiana Department of Environmental Management. Each registration 

is valid for five years, and can be renewed by submitting an updated registration for to IDEM 60-days 

prior to expiration. 

Composting operations that process less than 1 ton of vegetative matter during a year are exempt from 

these registration requirements. Data will be calculated on a worst-case scenario. Composting facilities 

will be required to report their intake in tons. 

Facility operators may be subject to submit annual reports to IDEM. The Composting Facility Annual 

Report indicated the amount of vegetative matter processed during the previous year, and the final use of 

the compost.  

 

Material Volume Weight in pounds 

Biosolids One cubic yard 1,682 

Crop residue (straw) One cubic yard 227 

Food Waste One cubic yard 800 

Food waste, solid and liquid fats 55 gallon drum 412 
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Manure, cow One cubic yard 1,458 

Manure, horse One cubic yard 1,379 

Pallets One cubic yard 185 

Sawdust (dry) One cubic yard 375 

Sawdust (very wet) One cubic yard 900 

Shrub Trimmings One cubic yard 429 

Tree Trimmings One cubic yard 1,296 

Wood Chips One cubic yard 500 

Yard Debris* One cubic yard 416 

*average of grass, shrub, and leave trimmings 
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Chapter 9  

Ongoing Operations 
Chapter Includes: 

Introduction 

Odor Control 

Tips Toward the Control of Odors 

Health and Safety Considerations 

Troubleshooting 

Monitoring 

 

Introduction 

The following are some key components to consider in your ongoing operation: 

● Stockpiling of seasonal materials 

● Odor control 

● Deciding when a batch of compost is officially “finished” 

● Health and Safety  

● Personnel 

● Troubleshooting 

● Maintenance 

● Monitoring 

 Odor Control 

In recent studies of odorous facilities, composting facilities tank high. Odor is the most serious problem to 

be anticipated and is measured only by the quantity and intensity of complaints. Locating compost 

operations 200 feet or more from residential or even industrial areas can help prevent most odor 

complaints. 
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In most cases, severe odors are caused by infrequent turning of piles, too great a moisture content, 

ponding of water, improper ingredient mix, or insufficient free air space in the piles. The accompanying 

lack of oxygen results in anaerobic conditions. Odor problems can be resolved by more frequent turning, 

proper drainage, less watering initially, keeping pile heights less than six feet, and incorporating wood 

chips, leaves, or straw into the piles. Grass clippings and weeds must be combined with a carbon source 

within 24 hours of their arrival at the site to minimize potential odors. 

Piles that are already odorous can be broken down and spread to dry, or in many cases should be left 

undisturbed until the odor problem dissipates. To avoid potential complaints, a a windsock can be used to 

determine wind direction so that turning of anaerobic piles takes place when the wind is not blowing 

toward a residential or sensitive area. Mixing in cured and dry compost can also help. Reducing 

compaction, matting, and moisture all help to increase oxygen availability. 

Tips Toward the Control of Odors 

Carefully manage your feedstock: Get your moist feedstocks, particularly food wastes and grass clippings, 

into a compost mix before they start to rot. Often these materials can go anaerobic during transportation. 

Place high-moisture content materials into a mix with carbon rich materials quickly. Quickly mixing these 

materials into a blend of shredded leaves or some other wood waste will help to minimize odors. 

Actively manage moisture content: Make sure the moisture content is not too high and no anaerobic 

pockets are allowed to form, which can be a source of nitrogen, ammonia, and sulfur odors. To start, 

moisture should be in the 50% to 60% range, but over the entire period of composting, the range should 

be 40-60%, depending on the porosity and structure of the compost mix. 

Keep the pile well aerated: Highly degradable nitrogen-rich materials should be well mixed with slower 

degrading carbon-rich materials to get a final mix that will degrade at a moderate rate. A common mistake 

is to presume that mixing the pile is the only way to incorporate oxygen, when in fact the oxygen is used 

up quickly, particularly early in the composting process. A good strategy is to use a generous proportion 

of coarse textured amendment so that the pile is porous, heat and moisture can readily escape, and oxygen 

is drawn in. Shredded materials over chipped materials also create a lot more pore space in the compost 

mix and enhance oxygen exchange. 

pH Monitoring: pH extremes, both in the acidic and the basic direction, can cause the formation of odor 

causing compounds. 
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For pH above 8 there is a strong tendency for nitrogen -rich compounds to release nitrogen in the form of 

ammonia. Manures and biosolids are particularly at risk of this high pH level. Suppress by mixing with 

carbon-rich materials or if a smell situation develops directly adding one to two percent (by weight) of 

alum or agricultural grade gypsum which will provide a quick yet short-term depression of the pH. pH 

kept below 7.5 will suppress the generation of ammonia. 

For the pH below 2 odorous organic acids begin to form. Anaerobic grass clippings and anaerobic 

vegetable food waste are particularly at risk of this low pH level. Suppress by re-aerating the pile and 

mixing with carbon-rich materials. If a smell situation develops directly add an enzyme-based product to 

break down the complex odor causing organic molecules. 

Odor filtering: A wood chip layer or a finished compost layer on the top of a pile creates a limited 

“biofilter” that can help filter odors. High carbon wood ash also has an absorbing effect on odor 

producing volatile organics. The high carbon wood ash holds down the odors until the odor causing 

compounds are broken down in the composting process. This ash can be purchased from a wood boiler 

operation. An added benefit of this additive is that it darkens the color of the finished compost. Public 

perception is that a darker soil or compost is a richer soil or compost. A ratio by volume could be one unit 

of wood ash to nine units of compost feedstock. 

Odor destroying enzymes: In recent years, there have been promising developments in the area of odor 

destroying enzymes. Keep in mind that these sprays and applications are different than odor masking 

agents, the enzymes in these products help to actually break down the odor causing compounds. 

Topical Treatments: There are a number of products, such as essential oils, that can change odor 

characteristics. They do this by absorption, adsorption, or cancelling. In the case of essential oils, the trace 

elements in the oils interact with molecules in the odor compounds to form non-offensive odors. With 

absorption, the larger odor-controlling molecule simply absorbs the odor-causing molecule. With 

adsorption, the two molecules attach to each other, forming a new molecule with different odor 

characteristics. Cancelling is essentially when two different odors cancel each other out in terms of smell. 

Odor masking:  The last line of odor control defense should be the use of a masking agent. Although it is 

not a negative approach to odor management, it is certainly the least preferred. Masking is simply the 

practice of superseding a negative odor by “masking” it with the addition of a more acceptable odor 

directly into the odorous materials. 
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Air sampling: Regular and systematic air sampling can help a facility to identify trends in odor. It can also 

assess samples in different areas to help assess management strategies, such as locating sampling 

equipment adjacent to piles as well as at property lines. 

Health and Safety Considerations 

Proper attention to health and safety concerns can minimize most occupational risks at compost facilities. 

While composting is not an inherently dangerous activity, precautions are necessary to protect against 

injury and possible illness. 

Equipment Operation. Safety concerns in composting relate primarily to equipment operation and are 

covered under Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) rules and regulations. If front-end 

loaders or other standard heavy equipment are used, ear protection, and other normal safety precautions 

apply. Additional precautions must be followed when specialized windrow turning equipment is used. 

These typically contain mixing flails that rotate at a high rate of speed. As these flails rotate through the 

compost windrow, they will eject foreign matter from the windrow. Stones and other foreign objects can 

become dangerous projectiles, and can be thrown a long distance from the turning equipment. Equipment 

operators must ensure a safe clearance both around and behind the operating machinery. Additionally, 

standard safety practices like wearing safety shoes, hard hats, and dust masks when appropriate may be 

suggested. In addition, a Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) is required for any material that a worker 

could be exposed to that may pose a physical or human health hazard. 

Fire Precautions. Fires are rarely a problem in composting operations. Because the inside of the windrows 

should be damp, compost normally burns poorly; however, if the material does dry out and gets too hot, 

combustion can occur. Organic material can ignite spontaneously at moisture contents between 25 and 35 

percent. This sometimes happens to stored hay or silage, and can happen to compost as well. First, 

however, the material has to heat to over 200 degrees F. Keeping the windrows moist and turning the 

compost when temperatures exceed 140 degrees F not only constitutes good compost management, but 

provides fire protection as well. In the event of fire, whether by spontaneous combustion or vandalism, 

the site must have an adequate water supply. Maintaining clear aisles between windrows will provide easy 

access in case of fire. 

Health Concerns. Health concerns relating to compost are dependent on both the individual and the 

material being composted. While few human pathogenic organisms are found in vegetative wastes or farm 

animal manures, normal sanitary measures are important. While many compost operations have run 

smoothly for years without unusual health or safety problems, there are some unique health concerns in 
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composting of which workers should be aware. By understanding these concerns, it will be easier to 

recognize problems early and seek an appropriate remedy before serious complications develop. 

Just as individuals vary in their resistance to disease, a few individuals may be particularly sensitive to 

some of the organisms in compost. The high populations of many different beneficial species of molds 

and fungi in an active compost process can cause allergic reactions in sensitive individuals, though most 

experience no adverse reaction. Conditions that may predispose individuals to infection or an allergic 

response include: a weakened immune system, allergies, asthma, a punctured eardrum, or some 

medications. 

One specific concern that has been documented at composting facilities is caused by the fungus 

Aspergillus fumigates. This fungus is naturally present in decaying organic matter, and will colonize the 

waste material handled at a compost facility. Excessive exposure to spores from this organism can cause 

allergic problem or respiratory infection in 5-10% of the general population. To minimize exposure to 

dust and molds, Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)-approved dust masks or 

respirators should be worn under dry and dusty conditions, especially when the compost is being turned.  

Troubleshooting 

Most problems with compost operations can be avoided by proper facility siting, design, operation, 

maintenance, and sound management practices. The usual problems identified are odor, inadequate 

composting rate, improper moisture levels, and standing water. The following table should help with a 

number of common “troubleshooting” issues.  

Compost Trouble 

Problem Cause Cure 

Foul odor from compost piles 

Too wet 

Mix pile or add course, dry 

material (straw, wood chips, dry 

leaves) and mix 

Not enough air 
Turn pile-might want to make 

smaller piles 

Too much nitrogen (ammonia 

smell) 

Add more brown materials and 

mix 

Foul odors from compost piles 

only after turning 
Odorous raw materials 

Frequent turning, increase 

porosity, ass odor-absorbing 

amendment 
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Insufficient aeration-lack of 

oxygen 

Shorten interval time between 

turnings, increase porosity of 

mixture 

Site related odors (from sources 

other than compost piles) 

Raw materials 

Handle raw materials promptly 

(or immediately) with minimal 

storage time 

Nutrient-rich puddles because of 

poor drainage 

Divert runoff away from 

compost piles, maintain compost 

areas surface pad 

Holding pond or lagoon 

overloaded with nutrients or 

sediments 

Install sediment traps, enlarge 

pond surface area, add aerator to 

pond, use runoff and pond water 

on cropland 

Pile not heating 

Pile too small Build larger pile-perhaps 

insulate sides 

Pile too dry Mix pile and add moisture via 

water directly or wet materials 

such as grass clippings or 

vegetable matter 

Poor aeration Mix pile 

Not enough nitrogen Add more green material and 

mix 

Materials too coarse Re-chop or re-shred materials 

Material too wet Add dry materials and turn 

repeatedly to drive off some 

water. 

Cold weather Pile size likely too small for the 

weather, enlarge or combine 

piles/ add highly degradable 

ingredients-in extreme cold, it 

may be necessary to insulate pile 

with straw, finished compost, or 

even a cover of some kind, such 

as plastic or burlap. 

Compost may be finished  Check to see if your compost is 

stabilized and finished 

Pile is damp and sweet smelling 

but will not heat up 

Not enough nitrogen Add more green material and 

mix-if these aren’t available it 
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may be necessary to add manure 

or fertilizer 

Uneven temperatures or varying 

odors within the pile 

Poorly mixed materials Turn pile until materials are well 

mixed 

Uneven air flow Turn pile until materials are well 

mixed 

Materials at different stages of 

maturity 

Turn pile until materials are 

well-mixed--no significant 

action required- this is a natural 

occurrence 

The center of the pile is dry 
Not enough water Moisten material while turning 

the pile 

Pile too hot 

Pile too large Decrease the pile size-make a 

pair of smaller piles 

Too much nitrogen Add more brown materials and 

mix. Numerous turnings will 

help quickly bring the 

temperature down 

Not enough ventilation Mix pile or make a pair of 

smaller piles 

Above 170 degrees F there is a 

risk of spontaneous combustion- 

if your pile is over 160 degrees 

TAKE ACTION 

IMMEDIATELY 

Decrease pile size, increase 

moisture-spontaneous 

combustion risk is greatest when 

pile dries out, turn repeatedly to 

bring down the temperature, 

combine with other piles and 

remix into smaller piles 

Pile attracting animals or insect 

pests 

Wrong materials used in pile-

particularly meat products 

Remove all bones, fats, meat, 

and dairy products from pile 

Flies are breeding in the 

compost pile 

Turn the pile every four to seven 

days-cover pile with a minimum 

6-inch layer of finished compost 

Food waste on the surface of the 

pile 

Bury food waste in a pile at least 

a foot deep within pile, may 

want to cover top of pile with 

one inch minimum layer of 

shredded wood or finished 

compost. 

Pile contains earwigs, slugs, and Compost pile is composting 
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small non-fly insects correctly, these insects are a sign 

of a productive compost pile 

Mosquitos breeding in stagnant 

water 

Grade sit properly, maintain 

holding ponds  or lagoon in 

aerobic condition, as last resort 

implement chemical mosquito 

control measure 

Matted, undecomposed layers of 

leaves or grass 

Compactor or poor mixing or 

poor aeration. 

Break up the layers and mix 

completely-avoid adding heavy 

layers of leaves, grass clippings, 

or paper products-shred these 

same materials well before 

placing in the pile. 

Large, undecomposed items 

Size and composition of 

materials 

Screen out undecomposed 

materials, reduce their size by 

shredding and use in a new pile. 

Monitoring 

The three categories of activities at a compost facility that need to be monitored are (1) the inflow and 

outflow of materials, (2) the key physical/biological parameters of the composting process, and (3) the 

operation and maintenance activities. Monitoring and accurate record keeping are valuable so that the 

experience of previous operators and different conditions can be compared. 

For most operations, materials flow monitoring is best performed by keeping a log of quantities and types 

of materials received and quantities of materials removed from the facility. This record keeping should 

include information on the amount and types of debris and contaminants in the yard waste.  

Records of the ages and locations of windrows are important for daily planning and scheduling and 

overall facility management. Windrow records should include moisture and temperature data and turning 

and watering schedules. Monitoring the piles with moisture analyzers, temperature gauges, and oxygen 

monitors is useful for a facility desiring data for purposes of record keeping, quality assurance, or process 

verification. Adequate monitoring and record keeping should ensure proper windrow management and 

help avoid problems such as odor generation and improper moisture levels.  

Records of equipment time, labor, fuel, maintenance, outdoor temperature, precipitation, and overhead are 

important for controlling operating costs and in order to help improve efficiency. 
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Vermicomposting/ Worm 

Composting 
Chapter Includes: 

Vermicomposting: Worm Composting Vs. Aerobic Composting 

Types of Worms 

Types of Food 

Constructing a Worm Bin 

Bedding Recipe  

Operating a Worm Bin 

Conditions Under Which to Use a Worm Bin 

Common Problems and Solutions 

End Product 

 

Vermicomposting: Worm Composting Vs. Aerobic Composting 

Vermicomposting, more commonly called “vermicomposting,” uses worms to consume fruit and 

vegetable food wastes. Whereas the consumption of the wastes via traditional composting are conducted 

by a variety of microorganisms, with worm composting the composting process is driven by the worm 

microorganisms. Redworms are the most commonly utilized variety of worm for this type of composting. 

The worms produce castings that can be utilized as high quality compost. The composting is usually done 

in a container or bin of some kind. Unlike traditional composting, worm composting can be conducted 

indoors or out. Typically 1 pound of redworms will eat 4 pounds of food waste per week. 

Benefits of worm composting” 

● Dispose of your food scraps without burdening the wastewater treatment facility or landfills; 

● Provides your houseplants with worm “tea” (the liquid produced by worm composting and a 

natural liquid fertilizer) and nutritious “worm castings” (a soil conditioner for gardens or indoor 

plants); 

● It is ideal for apartment or condominium dwellers or people with little or no yard space; 

● Provides an outgoing source of redworms, which can populate your garden or be used as fishing 

bait. 

The Types of Worms 
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The most common worms used for vermicomposting are redworms. Redworms are surface feeding 

worms, not deep ground eating worms. In nature, redworms tend to live and feed in the leaf litter along 

the surface of the soil. Redworms will produce an egg capsule every 14-21 days, and each capsule with 

contain over 1 dozen baby worms. 

A ratio of worms to food waste is: for one pound per day of food waste, use two pounds of worms. This is 

roughly 2000 worms.  

The Types of Food 

Worms eat about half their weight in food scraps each day. Fruits, vegetables, egg shells, grains, bread, 

and unbleached paper napkins and towels, coffee grounds, and coffee filters, even newspapers, are all 

recommended food for worms. A varied diet is important. Avoid bones, dairy products, and meats. 

Eggshells are the exception to this rule, since they are essential to keep the bedding from becoming too 

acidic for the worms. Dry them well, crush them, and sprinkle the tiny pieces over the top of the bedding. 

Because of the presence of harmful pathogens in feces, the addition of human or pet wastes to a worm bin 

is not recommended. Animal manure from animals that eat a plant based diet can also be effectively 

vermicomposting. 

Constructing a Worm Bin 

In a nutshell, a worm bin is a container filled with moistened bedding and redworms. Add your food 

waste for a period of time, and the worms and other microorganisms will eventually convert the entire 

contents into rich compost. 

Types of Bins 

There are many commercially available worm compost bins that can be purchased. It is also fairly simple 

to construct a worm bin using wood or plastic containers. You can build a bin from lumber; construct a 

bin from reused materials, or simply buy a prefabricated worm bin from a vendor. The advantages of a 

wood bin are that it is more absorbent and a better insulator for the worms. The disadvantages of a wood 

bin are that it will eventually decompose and leak more easily than a plastic bin. The advantage of a 

plastic container is that it tends to hold everything, but the negative of this is that it can get quite wet and 

may not have enough air flow. When you are choosing a worm bin, remember that shallow is better, low 

depth will help keep the compost aerobic.  

Bin Sizing 
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Before beginning worm composting, it is advisable to weigh all food waste for one week. When 

constructing a bin you will need to provide one square foot of surface area per pound produced per week. 

Depending on how much food waste is produced, an important decision is whether to have one large box 

or a number of smaller containers for easier lifting and moving. The following table is a rough estimate 

for sizing a bin: 

Vermicomposting Bin Size 

# of People Quantity of Worms Bin Size 

1 to 2 1 lb. 1 ft. x 1 ½ ft. x 2 ft. 

2 to 3 1 lb. 1 ft. x 2 ft. x 2 ft. 

4 to 6 2 to 3 lbs. 1 ft. x 2 ft. x 3 ½ ft. 

Worm Bins 

Depending on the size of the container, drill 8 to 12 holes in the bottom for aeration and drainage. A 

plastic bin may need more drainage-if contents get too wet, drill more holes. Line the worm bun with 

nylon netting to keep the worms in. You’ll want a tray under the bin to catch liquid drainage. Raise the 

bin on bricks or wooden blocks, and place a tray underneath to capture excess liquid that can be used as 

liquid plant fertilizer. You may find it more convenient to have several smaller, more portable units rather 

than one large one. The size of the box will also depend on how much space you have. 

Bedding Recipe 

There are a variety of suitable bedding materials for a worm compost bin. Shredded newspaper or 

cardboard, shredded fall leaves, coconut husks, and chopped up straw or other dead plants are all 

acceptable. They key is that the bedding be a fibrous material, that it be damp, and that it be well 

ventilated. You can feel free to try a variety of bedding in the bin to find what best suits your composting 

techniques. No soil is required. The worms are leaf litter dwellers; their natural habitat is leaves on the 

surface. A handful of soil can add useful grit for the worms’ digestive tracts but is not required, especially 

if you regularly eat eggs as the crushed egg shells will provide the same benefit. Anything more than a 

handful is excessive and not needed. 

The overall moisture level of the bedding material should be like a wrung-out sponge. The bedding should 

never be dripping wet. The bin should be about three-quarters full of moistened bedding. Lift the bedding 

gently. This creates air spaces and give the worms' freer movement. 
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The following is a list of types of bedding, outlining some of each bedding advantages and disadvantages. 

Shredded Cardboard 

Shredded cardboard makes an excellent bedding. The cardboard is generally unbleached and free of 

chemicals. It is light, fluffy, and easily dampened to a desired moisture content. 

 

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

Clean Must be purchased 

Odorless May be hard to find 

Easily prepared Dries out on top and edges 

Makes good castings Dust can be harmful to breathe 

 

Shredded Office Paper 

Paper from a shredding machine provides a very good bedding. The only cautions are being sure to only 

use paper with inks and dyes that are compatible with the worms and that the paper will dry out more 

quickly than the cardboard, leaf, or peat moss options. 

 

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

Clean Time to rip or prepare 

Free if you use your own Dries out more readily than cardboard shreds 

Odorless Make sure inks are compatible with worms 

Easily Prepared Paper can get sticky from clay coatings 

No dust  

 

Shredded Newspaper 

Shredding newspaper by hand may be the simplest and most easy-to-obtain material for bedding, but it 

can be messy, it will dry out more quickly than other options, and it has a tendency to mat down in layers. 
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ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

Free if you use your own Time to rip or repair 

Odorless Large strips dry out more readily than office paper 

or cardboard 

 Tends to mat down in layers making it difficult to 

bury food waste 

 

Partially Decomposed Leaves 

The bottom layer of a pile of leaves can provide a satisfactory bedding, but be warned that oak leaves will 

take longer to break down than other types of leaves. 

 

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

No cost Unwanted organisms may be present 

Natural worm habitat Leaves can mat together making it difficult to bury 

food waste 

No dust  

Peat Moss 

Canadian peat moss is the standard among commercial worm growers but if you use peat moss keep in 

mind you are using a non-renewable resource that is mined, not a recycled product. 

 

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

Clean Must be purchased 

Odorless Few nutrients for worms 

Retains moisture well Acidity can be a problem 

Good for mixing with other bedding  

Operating a Worm Bin 

Taking worms out of their natural environment and placing them in containers creates a human 

responsibility. They are living creatures with their own unique needs, so it is important to create and 
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maintain a healthy habitat for them to do their work. If you supply the right ingredients and care, your 

worms will thrive and make compost for you. 

The worm bin needs a cover to conserve moisture and provide darkness for the worms. If the bin is 

indoors, a sheet of dark plastic or burlap sacking placed loosely on top of the bedding is sufficient as a 

cover. For outdoor bins, a solid lid is preferable, to keep out unwanted scavengers and rain. However, air 

exchange is needed, so you cannot have the bin tightly sealed. Like us, worms need air to live, so be sure 

to have your bin sufficiently ventilated. All worms also need moisture, because they breathe through their 

skin and are dependent on the dampness for their breathing. 

With a lid on the bin and regular feeding of the worms, maintaining the correct moisture level shouldn’t 

be difficult. If needed, a spray bottle can be used to moisturize bedding that is drying out. 

To avoid fly and odor problems, always bury the food waste by pulling aside some of the bedding, 

dumping the waste, and then cover it up with the bedding again. Bury successive loads in different 

locations in the bin. 

If you have the correct ratio of surface area to worms to food scraps, there is little to do, other than adding 

food, until about two and a half months have passed. By then, there should be little or no original bedding 

visible in the bin, and the contents will be brown and earthy looking worm castings. The contents will 

have substantially decreased in bulk too. 

It is important to separate the worms from the finished compost, otherwise the worms will begin to die. 

There are several ways to do this, and you can discover which is best for you. The quickest is to simply 

move the finished compost over to one side of the bin, place new bedding in the space created, and put 

food waste in the new bedding. The worms will gradually move over and the finished compost can be 

skimmed off as needed. 

Conditions Under Which to Use a Worm Bin 

Worms love cool, damp, and dark places. They breed optimally when these conditions are maintained. 

Temperature/ Indoor or Outdoor 

 Do not expose your worm bins to extreme temperatures. They tolerate temperatures from 40 F to 90 F. 

Worms will likely not survive over winter freezes if the worm bin is left outside. Worm bins can be used 

indoors all year round, and outdoors during the milder months. The advantage of mobile bins is that they 

can be moved when weather conditions change. Indoors, basements are excellent locations, but any spare 
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space can be utilized, so long as temperatures are between 40 F to 80 F. We know dedicated worm 

composters who have convenient kitchen counter worm bins. Outdoors, bins can be kept in sheds and 

garages, on patios and balconies, or in the yard. They should be kept out of the hot sun and heavy rain. If 

temperatures drop below 40 F, bins should either be moved indoors, or well insulated outdoors. 

pH 

Keep the pH in balance. To keep a bin from becoming too acidic, small quantities of ground egg shells 

can be added. Beware of adding too much acidic food such as citrus fruits and their rinds. To go the extra 

mile for your worms, pick up a simple pH test kit and occasionally monitor the acidity levels of the 

bedding. You want to make sure that the pH doesn’t drop too far or too quickly into the acid range-it 

could kill the worms.  

Dark 

The worms strongly prefer darkness. Having a bin that is opaque is preferable to a bin that is clear. If 

indoors, under a counter sink or in the basement are two ideal locations. If outdoors, choose a shady place 

over a spot in the direct sun light. Redworms hate light, use this to your advantage when it is time to 

harvest finished compost. Every few months, when the castings outweigh the bedding that remains, place 

the opened bin under a light and give the worms ten minutes to go deeper. Remove layers of compost and 

refill the bedding. 

End Product 

The process of worm composting leaves you with three saleable end products: worms, vermicompost, and 

vermicompost tea. Worms can be sold to bait and tackle shops, other composters, pet stores, and etc. 

Vermicompost and compost tea can be sold to home improvement centers, greenhouses, flower shops, etc.  
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Chapter 11 

Land Application Programs for 

Yard Wastes 
Chapter Includes: 

Land Application of Yard Wastes 

The Process 

Application Rates-General Guidelines 

Application Rates-Case Studies 

Land Application of Biosolids 

 
 

Land Application of Yard Wastes 

An alternative method for the beneficial use of yard waste is through the direct incorporation of raw, 

uncomposted leaves, grass, and other non-woody landscape wastes into soil. The raw wastes decompose 

slowly over a period of time and becomes incorporated back into the soil. Once the material is land 

applied, there are not additional labor and equipment expenses like in composting. However, a 

comparison of the two yard waste management methods must include  the location of land application 

sites, additional hauling to remote sites, costs for applying and incorporating materials, physical damage 

to country roads, costs for temporary storage, and any site monitoring and reporting which may be 

required. 

Land application of yard wastes may be used as an alternative to or in addition to composting operations. 

Land application is most suitable for communities with farmland nearby. IDEM requires registration of 

large-scale application programs.  

Yard waste land application programs must be managed so as to prevent any aesthetic or environmental 

problems from occurring as a result of the application of the organic materials. Management techniques 
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much address runoff, leaching, and odors. Land must be located, evaluated, and included in the program. 

If land is not available at the time that the yard waste are generated, controlled storage of the yard wastes 

must be provided. 

Land application returns valuable organic matter to the soil and keeps it out of disposal facilities. Because 

the material is incorporated into the soil, marketing of an end product is avoided. However, because 

decomposition takes place in an uncontrolled manner, soil characteristics, such as: temperature, moisture, 

oxygen levels, and carbon/nitrogen ratios, can fluctuate. This may adversely affect plant growth, 

especially if the plants are planted in the soil in which the yard waste has only partially decomposed. 

This yard waste management method should be used cautiously and conservatively. Consult with the local 

Soil Conservation Service, the Soil and Water Conservation District, and the County Extension agent, to 

determine what is the optimal land application rate in your local area. 

The Process 

Decomposition of land-applied materials occurs somewhat differently than the controlled activity of a 

windrow process. Land-applied landscape waste is first degraded near the soil surface by macro-

organisms such as earthworms and soil insects. Once these larger organisms reduce the size and consume 

some of the material, smaller organisms begin decomposing the material at low temperatures and 

relatively slow rates. 

Direct land application is an option only if the material is incorporated into the soil long before a crop is 

planted. As with composting, the decomposition process utilities nitrogen. In land-application, 

decomposition will utilize nitrogen already in the soil. This nitrogen will eventually be returned to the soil 

when decomposition is complete. However, if yard waste is applied to soil, which supports growing 

plants. Nitrogen availability during the degradation process can affect plant health and growth. The yard 

waste could be spread after harvesting and it is preferable for the field to remain fallow for a season.  

The application of raw material may adversely affect soil quality, especially pH levels. For example, oak 

tree leaves are highly acidic. Incorporation of a truck load of oak leaves may significantly lower the pH 

level of the soil. 

The cooperating landowner will invariably want the raw landscape material to be free of brush, debris, 

glass, plastic bags, and other contaminants. A manure spreader can be used to apply yard waste. A chisel 

plow may be suitable for incorporating the material into the soil. Raw leaves and grass can be difficult to 

handle. Grass clippings will become odorous if stockpiled prior to spreading. The tendency of clippings to 
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may may clog machinery and impede uniform distribution to the soil. Shredding leaves during or after 

collection will make soil incorporation easier. 

The principal advantage to landowners in land-application of landscape waste is the addition of organic 

matter to the soil at little or no cost. This organic matter can be applied either in raw or finished compost 

form. Finished compost would be more expensive, yet landowners may be more receptive to finished 

compost since it will be free of debris and already stabilized. 

Application Rates-General Guidelines 

Some very generalized recommendations: 

● Apply dead lead and small chipped wood waste into fields in the fall; 

● Apply grass clippings and green plant materials into fields a minimum of 6 weeks prior to crop 

planting; and 

● Apply finished yard waste compost into fields prior to crop planting. 

In general, fresh yard trimmings are more difficult to land spread than composted yard trimmings. Leaves 

and chipped brush can be difficult to till into the soil. Yard trimmings need to be spread as soon as they 

are delivered to minimize odor generation. 

Although yard waste has a different chemical composition than biosolids, the same principles of 

application can be extrapolated for the purposes of yard waste land application. The amount of materials 

to land apply will depends on soil characteristics and analysis, the chemical composition of the material to 

be applied, and the limiting nutrient for the crop that will be planted in the land after application has 

occurred. 

Although land application of yard waste appears to be cost-effective alternative compared against 

windrow composting, program planners should exercise caution before relying on land application as the 

sole method for handling landscape waste material. 

Land Application of Biosolids 

It should be noted that the above land application information is specific to non-woody yard waste 

materials. The land application of biosolids is regulated separately and requires a permit from IDEM. 

Biosolids are defined as the solid, semisolid, and liquid residues generated during the treatment of 

domestic sewage in a treatment plant. If a facility is using biosolids in their compost or land application 

materials they must hold a land application permit specific to biosolids. 
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There are two classes of biosolids: Class A and Class B. The essential difference between the classes are 

the number of pathogens in the material. Pathogens are microorganisms capable of causing disease. 

Pathogens can infect humans via ingestion, inhalation, or dermal contact. The four main pathogens 

present in domestic sewage are bacteria, viruses, protozoa, and helminthes.  

Class A means a higher level of treatment and a pathogen level reduced to a geometric mean of less than 

1,000. Class A biosolids are essentially free of pathogens prior to land application. 

Class B means the pathogen levels are reduced to a geometric mean of 2,000,000. Class B biosolids are 

safe to use and have low levels of pathogens that die off rapidly after applied to soils. Within a short 

period of time, Class B biosolids are only acceptable for appropriate farming applications, not home use. 

Included in the back of this manual are the regulations specific to biosolids: 326 IAC 6.1: Land 

Application of biosolids, industrial waste product, and pollutant-bearing water. 
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Key Contract Elements 

Managing the Contract 

Intergovernmental Regional Cooperation/ Interlocal Agreements 

Procurement Procedures 

 
 

Unfortunately, a reality within both local government and solid waste management is that many programs 

and facilities have failed over the years due to poorly drafted contracts. The first step to the successful 

execution of a contract is a well conducted selection processes. Every public authority, that publishes bids 

for solid waste management services, should fully know and follow the state laws and rules that govern 

this process. The concept of public bids is founded on an excellent set of principles: (1) public money is 

spent on behalf of the tax player; (2) bids try to make the pricing competitive among qualified bidders, 

and (3) this process ensures the public get good value for its money. Follow the bid process with a 

contract negotiation process that focuses on a “partnership” mentality over a “service provider” mentality, 

and create a contract that provides flexibility without ambiguity. Lastly, continue the partnership mode of 

operation as the contract is actually executed. Problems will happen; the key is that the government entity 

and the contractor can work together toward a solution. 

 

 

Bidding for Services Versus Conducting Services In-House 

A key first step is determining if a service is best provided “in-house” versus “contracted out.” Some key 

decision factors in making this determination: 

● If equipment is involved, will you have sufficient usage to justify the purchase? 

● If personnel are involved, do you have sufficient staffing to handle this service or do you have 

sufficient funding to hire the staff you will need? 

● Can you truly provide this service in-house in a less expensive manner than if you contract out 

the service? 

In the realm of composting, there is a wide mix of alternatives. Some communities 100% in-house own 

and operate composting facilities. Some communities own and operate compost facilities, but may 

contract out some specific services such as tub grinding or mulch colorization. Some communities own 

the site but fully contract with a private service for the operation of the site. Many communities simply 
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contract with a private service provider who owns and operates their own facility. All of these scenarios 

are happening today in Indiana and nationally. 

Steps to Effective Contracting 

There are two basic types of contracts: contracts that follow the “service provider model” and contracts 

that follow the “partnership model”. The service provider model approaches the contract as a typical fee-

for-service arrangement or a unit-price arrangement. Typically, the local government entity pays a 

specific price for services rendered. There is no revenue sharing. The primary objective is a privatized, 

professional operation. This type of contract can work, but tends to create an adversarial relationship 

between the contractor and the government entity. This type of contract does not foster cooperation 

between the contracting parties. 

The partnership model establishes an arrangement where the risks and rewards of the contract are shared 

by both sides. Both sides succeed if the project works; neither side loses too much if the project fails. 

These contracts establish a revenue sharing partnership in addition to the basic service agreement. There 

is a shared sense of ownership with the project-- this can often make a substantial difference in the 

project’s longevity. This type of contract has been shown to be much more likely to succeed than the 

typical service provider contract because both parties are directly invested in the success of the project. 

Steps to a successful contract: 

1. Define service to be contracted: 

a. What is the nature and type of service to be contracted? COntracts can be tendered for: 

collection, processing, transportation, marketing of materials, communication and 

education, and program administration and operation, 

b. For whom is the service being contracted? 

c. How long of a contract are you seeking? Is the contract for as needed services or ongoing 

services? Select a contract term length that is appropriate to your needs and agreeable to 

the contractor. Keep in mind that if you are expecting a contractor to invest in equipment, 

a five year pay-off time is a reasonable expectation for a contractor. If you are expecting 

a contractor to build or renovate a facility, a ten year pay-off time is a reasonable 

expectation. For collection, processing, or transportation contracts that do not require any 

new investment in equipment, a 1,2, or 2+ year contract will often be in order. 

d. To ensure high quality service, offer flexibility to address changing needs. 

e. Provide incentives to maximize participation, tonnage, and revenues. 
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f. Define contract expectation clearly and specifically; get everyone on the same page, 

examine weaknesses in past agreements, review agreements from other communities, 

address both short and long term goals, and build in flexibility but do not leave too much 

open to interpretation. 

g. What are the likely advantages and disadvantages of combining services? 

h. The marketing of materials, communication and education components, and program 

administration can all often be incorporated into a contract. Determine if you want to 

include these within the contract, or if you want these services done “in-house.” 

2. Employ a fair and sound selection process: 

a. You may want to use a pre-qualification system with contractors. 

b. It is often advisable to hold pre-bid meeting for the potential bidders. 

c. If equipment operation is a component of the contract, employing a performance test for 

a small group of finalists can be beneficial to final contractor selection. 

3.  Develop a well written, clear, and detailed request for proposal: 

a. Include a copy of your standard contract with the request for proposal. 

b. Be patient! Depending on the level of depth and type of services being requested, a good 

RFP process can take up to 6 months to complete. 

Requests for Proposals/Requests for Qualifications 

This section will focus on the request for proposal RFP process, however, it is worth beginning this 

section by differentiating between a RFP and a RFQ-request for qualifications. A RFP is a request for a 

specific proposal. Often, cost is a factor in an RFP. Whether or not cost is a factor, the request is for a 

specific action: providing collection services, providing processing services, compost facility operations, 

tub grinding services, etc. A RFQ by contrast is a request to know more about a firm’s qualifications. 

Thus a RFQ is more generalized in nature and cost is almost never a consideration in an RFQ. The request 

for qualifications is simply an information gathering tool to find out how a firm is qualified to provide a 

specific service, what past experience does a firm have in a specific service area, etc. 

The expression “garbage in-garbage out” is particularly fitting when preparing a solid waste management 

request for proposals or RFP. A response to an RFP can only be as good as the RFP itself. The more 

detailed the request and budget information, the more accurate the cost and completion dates will be. A 

well-structured RFP should include the following: 

● Project title and statement of need 
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● General scope of work 

● Time schedule for each major task with an overall schedule for project completion 

● Budget and contract arrangements 

● Time, date, and place for proposal submission 

● Name of client  

● Contact and phone number for questions 

Larger proposals may warrant a pre-proposal meeting for all interested vendors to ask questions and visit 

any existing infrastructure that impacts the project. Generally 4 to 8 weeks should be allowed for 

consultants to prepare and submit proposals. 

If the project is wholly or partially funded by federal funds, then local governments must use one of four 

procurement methods: small purchase procedures, competitive sealed bids, competitive negotiation, or 

noncompetitive negotiation, depending upon the scope and cost. State and local law may also dictate 

procedures for procurement of services. The proper procedure, if unfamiliar, should be carefully 

researched and then followed. Moreover, officials should avoid any real or perceived previous issues of 

conflict of interest in choosing a consultant or contractor. In addition to the previous qualities mentioned, 

the selection committee should weigh the following: 

● Define services to be contracted. Nature and type? For whom? For how long? 

● Education, experience, and expertise of key individuals who will be working on the proposal. 

● Total performance in completing similar projects. 

● Performance evaluations incorporated directly into the bidding process. 

● White RFP’s in such a way that you keep in mind that an operator's performance is every bit as 

important as a piece of equipment’s performance. 

● Availability of equipment, facilities, or technical expertise for the project. 

● Reputation/references 

● Ability to work with key community leaders and to be sensitive to community concerns. 

Federal grant recipients are encouraged to seek out minority-owned and/or women-owned contractors or 

consultants. 

Public bids support the transparency of business conducted by elected officials and their staffs. A public 

bid should be able to look reasonable upon public scrutiny, and it should enable us to avoid accusations of 

favoritism, nepotism, and corruption. Don’t structure the proposal in such a way that it dramatically limits 

the number of qualified bidders. Limiting the number of bidders limits your ultimate choices available as 

far as who can best execute your contract. 
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Factors that are likely to drive up the cost of your bids: 

● Vendors bid higher if they have to bid on clauses and other items in the contract that do not have 

a defined cost. 

● Short turnaround time on bids is likely to contribute to higher bids. 

● A lack of a pre-bid meeting is likely to contribute to higher bid costs. 

● With today’s rising fuel costs, a key component of future contracts is likely to be a fuel 

adjustment clause. Lack of such a clause is likely to drive up bids. 

Evaluation Criteria 

Design your evaluation and selection process to have flexibility. A low bid contract has no flexibility- you 

simply take the lowest bid. A best bid contract allows you to look at the low bids, but also incorporate 

factors such as customer service and performance history. Indiana law allows for accepting the lowest 

reasonable and responsive bid. This means the lowest bid may not always be the most responsive to the 

bid’s specifications or that the low cost is simply unreasonable in terms of the services to be provided and 

a likely indicator that the contractor does not fully grasp the scope of the work at hand. 

Contract Negotiations/ Contracting Terms 

The key to a successful contract is flexibility without ambiguity. A contract's terms must be written in 

such a way that the parties signing onto the contract can make changes appropriate to changes in business 

and regulations-flexibility. A contract should not be written in such a way that it is vague and nonspecific. 

Contracts should be written such that there is an absolute minimum of opportunity for misunderstanding. 

It should be clear in the expectations of all parties involved and as best as possible spell out the 

requirements and expectations for all parties' concerned-without ambiguity. 

The following are some key points you should maintain during contract negotiations to protect your 

community interests: 

1. You drive the contracting process. The contractor is there to supply information. 

2. Any contract must contain a cancellation clause that allows you the option of canceling the 

contract due to: 

a. Repeatedly poor service 

b. Failure to provide the services or charge the fees agreed upon. 

c. Other defined default provisions. 
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3.    If the composter is not able to process the minimum tonnage guaranteed due to equipment 

problems or service problems, then it should be declared in default. 

4.   There needs to also be relief to the private contractor for changes in laws that impact the 

operation. A contractor must be able to exit a contract when unreasonable or excessive costs are 

placed on it due to new regulations. 

5.   Any options for the waste hauler to subsequently increase fees must be stated in the contract or 

you will not accept them if they are presented at a later date. Examples include: increases in waste 

disposal tipping fees and fuel surcharges due to an increase in vehicle operation costs . 

 Beware of the following phrase that some haulers have in their contracts: “Subsequent and future 

rate increases will be reflected in your monthly billing. Your payment of those increases will 

serve as an indication that you have approved the rate increase. 

6. No automatic renewal of contract clauses will be accepted. Contracts may be issued for a period 

of months or years with renewable options, but no automatic renewal clauses should be allowed 

in any contract. Some haulers have a phrase like this in their contracts: “unless notification of 

contract cancellation is received during the final three months of this contract, the contract is 

automatically renewed for a period of three years.” 

7. Insist on a clause in the contract stating that both parties will agree to future modifications of 

service based on the community’s and business’s requirements. Examples include: Resizing 

containers up or down to meet the actual volumes generated, eliminating or adding services at 

sites as needed, reducing waste disposal services where recycling success has significantly 

reduced waste volume, and keep in mind that any contract revisions requiring investments by 

either or both parties should be fair and equitable. 

8. Insist upon frequency of service based upon need and volume rather than when it is most 

convenient for the hauler. 

Lastly, we will end this section with three “hot topics” in contract negotiations between local 

government entities and private contractors: 

(1) Use of Government-owned Land: Use caution! Be sure the local government agency has the 

authority to authorize a specific use for the property within the terms of the contract. Be aware 

that using government-owned property is always subject to political debates and public scrutiny. 

Any clause that leaves the fate of the facility up to the “discretion” of the local government 
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agency is dangerous to the private contractor and the future of the project. Finally, overly broad 

indemnity clauses will damage the partnership relationship between local government entity and 

private contractor. 

(2) Feedstock Contamination: The solid and hazardous waste industries have models that allocate 

risk for contaminated loads that have withstood the test of time, Don’t reinvent the wheel, borrow 

what has worked. Contracts should have definitions of acceptable waste and unacceptable waste. 

These are very important in their power to protect the private contractor and the local government 

from both physical and chemical contamination. Restriction should include limits in regard to 

inorganic materials, moisture content, and heavy metals. The contract should require that 

customers only deliver acceptable waste. 

(3) Odor Management: Smells happen, so how do we deal with them? Use clear and established 

scientific thresholds within your contract language. Identify specific odor performance standards. 

Key Contract Elements 

Scope of Work: Make this as clear and accurate as possible to avoid future disputes. Don’t accept the 

other party’s language. Write your own description of the work, service or product to be performed, or 

consider hiring a consultant in the field to draft the scope of work. 

Definitions: These can be critical. Key terms should be defined so all parties understand the meaning, 

particularly if there is specific industry meaning. One man’s waste is anoyher man’s cover material. This 

will help resolve issues in advance. 

Payment: How often, when, where, and based on what? Should these by a right of setoff, I.e. deductions 

from amounts owed to the contractor or what the contractor owes to the client, such as damage from some 

action? Is there interest charged on late payments? Undisputed amounts should be paid while disputed 

amounts are negotiated. 

Acceptable Waste/Waste Acceptance Criteria/Non-Conforming Waste: This is probably the most 

important protection to include in order to avoid being responsible for a bad load that contaminated an 

entire facility. 

Change in Law: The contract should be changed to the extent that there is a change in law, regulation, or 

another governmental action that affects performance. This should be standard in all waste, recycling, and 

composting contracts. 
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Force Majeure: Acts of God, war insurrection, terrorism, strikes, etc. are a valid excuse for delay or 

nonperformance. Be careful about “any other act or event outside the reasonable control of the party 

seeking relief.” 

Term: How long is the business relationship going to last? Can it be extended and if so, by whom? This 

can be key to reliability and continuity of the relationship. Remember to put a tickler on the calendar for 

notice of extension or termination since these are often forgotten and there is no remedy for missing the 

deadline. With regard to length of contract, what is good for the goose may not be good for the gander. If 

one party fails to perform, it will be liable to the other party for contract damages for the term of the 

Agreement. 

Indemnification: It is very important to try to get mutual indemnification clauses. Include legal defense. 

Be careful about indemnifying against things outside the composer's control or that are not the operator’s 

defaults or negligence. 

Insurance: This clause does no good if not policed. Get certificates of insurance from the other side and 

read them. Do the certification match the coverage asked for? Make sure that an additional insured is not 

just a certificate holder. Get a contractual liability endorsement to cover other party’s contractual 

assumption of liabilities. If a party agrees to insure a job and does not provide the insurance, that party 

can be liable for the damage that would have been paid by the insurance. 

Managing the Contract 

A successful public-private yard waste management partnership can be defined as the following: the local 

government’s organics stream is successfully recycled without causing nuisance conditions and the 

private operator can pay its bills and make a profit under the terms of the contract. A successful local 

government agency should think of itself less as a contract manager and more as business partner with the 

private contractor. This type of thinking is more likely to lead to successful outcomes. The local 

government entity should have a “backup-plan” with the private contractor rather than a consequences 

plan. 

Intergovernmental Regional Cooperation/Interlocal Agreements 

An alternative to contracting with a private contractor is contracting with another local government 

agency which is in a position to provide the service your local government entity requires. The legal 

framework for a government-to-government contract in Indiana is the interlocal agreement. Local 
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government entities should approach an interlocal agreement as if it is identical to a contract. In fact, a 

local government entity seeking services can legally do so far as to require the other local government 

agency providing services to bid for the contract tight alongside private contractors seeking to provide the 

same service. All the rules discussed throughout this chapter for contracts should be followed if a local 

government entity is going the route of an interlocal agreement. 

Advantages of interlocal agreements: 

● They take advantage of economies of scale 

● They allow smaller communities to obtain services beyond their capital expenditure capabilities.  

● Small communities can gain access to the infrastructure of a larger community 

● The arrangement creates a win-win between the two government agencies-improving the 

sustainability of a program for both contracting agencies 

● Small communities have the benefit of a fixed cost or at very least a well-defined cost. 

Disadvantages of interlocal agreements: 

● The agreements may be easy to conceptualize but it can be difficult to work out the details of an 

agreement 

● The larger community may attempt to leverage its position against the smaller community. Small 

communities should be fully aware of costs before entering into an agreement, and be wary of 

information gaps 

● This is a contract. Smaller communities should not accept an agreement as if their big brother is 

offering to help them out. The agreement should always be treated as a professional arrangement 

between the two government entities. 

Interlocal agreements are governed under Indiana Code 36-1-7. Indiana Code spells out that, at a 

minimum, and interlocal agreement must contain the following elements:  

1. Duration of agreement 

2. Purpose of agreement 

3. The manner of financing, staffing, and supplying the joint undertaking and of establishing and 

maintaining a budget therefore 

4. The method that may be employed in accomplishing the partial or complete termination of the 

agreement 

5. How the administration of the agreement will be handled 

6. The manner in which any real property is to be obtained in the execution of this agreement 

Procurement Procedures 
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For equipment, price should always be a guideline, but when the lowest price rules, quality for service is 

likely being ignored. When you are buying equipment there will always be several models from different 

manufacturers that all claim equal capabilities, but the after the sale features may vary enormously. Some 

vendors seem to have virtually no service program, while others are diligent in following up with users, 

Incorporating side-by-side demonstration into the selection criteria for equipment can be an invaluable 

tool because you can see the performance of the equipment in action instead of reading about the 

performance in a set of specifications.  

Local government entities need to follow state and local government procurement procedures when they 

purchase equipment. These procedures have variations depending on if the local government entity is a 

city, town, county, or solid waste management district. Local government entities should consult with the 

State Board of Accounts regarding their unit of government’s specific purchasing requirements.  
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Promotional Strategies 

 
 

The goal of yard waste Recycling is to transform waste into a useful product. That product must then 

leave the mulch or compost site and find its way to end uses like gardens and lawns for the recycling 

process to be complete. Effective distribution and marketing are crucial to the success of a program and 

should always be a part of the initial program planning effort. Demand for chips, mulch, and finished 

compost will depend on a number of interrelated factors. These factors include consistent quality, 

seasonality, cost, and consumer education. This chapter will help you to outline strategies for the 

marketing of the finished compost product. 

 

Product Quality 

Compost product quality rests on its appearance, uniformity of consistency, level of impurities and 

chemical composition. The quality of the compost generally depends on the amount of impurities in the 

initial materials and the level of processing that is done. The compost product should be completely 

stabilized prior to distribution. This is important because a product that is not stabilized can cause damage 

to a plant’s bare root tips and also may produce odors the consumer will find offensive. 

Compost is valuable as a soil condition and amendment. Its value to markets is in its ability to provide 

organic material to improve the physical characteristics of soil by making soil easier to cultivate; 

enriching the soil with trace elements; decreasing soil crusting; increasing soil porosity and water 

retention ability; and reducing erosion. 

The major competitors of compost are black dirt, organic peat and humus products found in home and 

garden stores, mushroom compost, and biosolid compost products. The appearance of the compost is of 

utmost importance in marketing the product. The closer the product resembles commercial humus, the 

quicker the public will accept it.  

Chipping, shredding, and grinding equipment produce products in a range of sizes and shapes, which need 

to be matched to local demand. Using specialized processing equipment; such as a windrow turning 

machine to local demand. Using specialized processing equipment; such as a windrow turning machine, 

shredder, and/or screens, can improve compost appearance and consistency, as well as reduce the length 

of the processing period. Minimizing contamination of compost and chips with foreign objects like stones, 

sticks, glass, and plastics will also provide a better quality product.  
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The public also will be concerned about the chemical composition of the compost, particularly nutrients 

and heavy metals. The fertilizer value of compost is based on the level of primary nutrients available. The 

primary nutrients are nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium. They are represented on fertilizer bags as N-P-

K on a percent dry weight basis. Typical nutrient values for yard waste compost range from 0.25N-0.25P-

0.25K to 2.5N-4P-4K but can be extremely variable within this range. 

Moreover, commercial markets such as nurseries and landscape contractors are often concerned with 

more specific characteristics of the final product. Representative physical and chemical properties of yard 

waste compost are identified in the table below. 

 

 

 

 

Physical Properties Value 

Bulk Weight 850-1000 lbs/cubic yard 

Percent Moisture, by weight 50-60% 

Percent solid, by weight 40-50% 

Percent volatile solids, by weight 40-60% 

Carbon: Nitrogen ratio, by weight 40-50:1 

Chemical Properties Value 

pH 6.5-7.5 

Carbon 20-25% 

Total Nitrogen 0.05%-0.10% (1-2 lbs/ton) 

Phosphorus 0.05%-0.20% (1-4 lbs/ton) 

Potassium 0.15%-0.30% (3-6 lbs/ton) 
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Heavy Metals Trace levels 

Analytical laboratories can test the characteristics of compost products. A composite sample composed of 

many small samples from different locations in the windrows or curing piles will provide a more 

representative result. Mix subsamples in a clean plastic bucket, then collect and ship about one pound of 

the well-mixed subsamples in a double resealable plastic bag. Do not ship in glass containers, because of 

the danger of the glass container getting broken in shipment. For more information about commercial 

laboratories in Indiana, contact the State Chemist’s Office. 

While the nutrient levels in compost are low compared to commercial fertilizers, at high rates of 

application, these values do add up. An application rate calculation should be done prior to applying 

compost in most settings. Compost application rates for some uses are listed in the table below. 

Landscape Use Approximate Rate* 

(lbs/1000 sq. ft) 

Comments 

Establish new lawns and athletic 

fields 

3000 to 6000 (1-2 inches) Incorporate into top 4-6 inches 

of soil 

Topdress established lawns 400 to 800  

(⅛ to ¼ inches) 

Broadcast uniformly on grass 

surface 

Shrub and tree maintenance 200 to 500  

(1/16 to ¼ inch) 

Work into soil or as mulch 

Container mix Not more than ⅓ by volume Blend with perlite, vermiculite, 

sand, bark 

*1000 pounds=approximately 1 cubic yard 

Compost usually does not contain nutrients in amounts necessary to be a one-for-one substitute for 

inorganic fertilizer due to its generally low content of the macronutrients nitrogen, phosphorus, and 

potassium (NPK). However, it has the advantage of releasing nutrients slowly to plants so that nutrients 

may be used over a period of years; therefore, annual applications of compost can help to build up 

nutrient reserves in soils. 
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Potential compost users may express concern about contamination of yard waste with lead and other 

heavy trace metals. Tests performed on yard waste compost indicate heavy metals are generally not a 

concern. However, prior to the 1990s, lead was a common contaminant of yard waste compost, having 

been deposited on leaves and street sweepings from automobile exhaust. As the consumption of leaded 

gasoline has decreased and been discontinued, there has been a corresponding decrease in the amount of 

lead in yard waste compost. 

The low levels of lead found in yard waste today are rarely a constraint on marketing or use. Nonetheless, 

high concentrations of lead may be found in street sweepings or in yard waste from heavily trafficked 

areas, and may still be worthy of occasional monitoring. Yard waste compost typically averages around 

50 parts per million (ppm). To help put this value in perspective, the background concentration of lead in 

soils commonly range from 2 to 200 ppm.  

Marketing different products can produce better revenues and increase the likelihood that all products will 

be sold. Wholesalers and retailers of compost products sometimes add other ingredients for special users 

or markets. Possible treatments include the addition of: 

● Ammonium sulfate, to increase nitrogen content 

● Blood meal, to increase nitrogen content. It is easily soluble and stimulates microbial activity 

● Bone meal, to increase phosphorus and alkaline soil 

● Cocoa bean hulls, to serve as a soil conditioner or as a mulch 

● Ferric sulfate, to add iron and dark color as well as acidity 

● Gypsum, to replace sodium in alkaline soil with calcium 

● Kelp meal, to increase potassium and trace elements 

● Lime, to increase pH 

● Peat, to hold water. When dry, it is very light and therefore decreases shipping weight. 

● Perlite, a pilled volcanic ash, to increase aeration, water holding capacity and drainage 

● Sand, to increase workability and porosity 

● Sulfur, to lower soil salinity and increase acidity 

● Vermiculite, a puffed mine mineral, to increase aeration, water holding capacity, and drainage 

 

Pesticides 

Another concern often raised by potential compost users is the presence of pesticide residues in yard 

waste compost. Detailed testing by independent labs and EPA-sponsored testing on a range of compost 

samples has not identified any compounds present at levels that would constrain compost use. In general, 
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pesticides on the market today have been designed to break down rapidly in soil and it appears they are 

doing the same in the composting process as well. 

With that said, these is one cautionary tale in the arena of pesticides and composting. Clopyralid is a 

herbicide manufactured by Dow AgroSciences. This herbicide has been found to not break down in most 

composting processes. Because of the nature of the herbicide and the nature of the end uses of compost, 

compost contaminated with Clopyralid was causing the unintended death of flower beds and gardens that 

utilized it. This herbicide has been pulled from the market for general gardening use, but can still be used 

commercially by professional farmers. It is an example of the caution composting programs must take in 

terms of the potential of pesticide contamination in their end products. 

On the flip side of this pesticide equation, it should be noted that the application of compost gardens and 

crops has been directly associated with cost savings from reduced pesticide use. Compost also has the 

value-added benefit of reducing the risk of root rots from crops susceptible to this condition.  

Product Labeling 

Many composting professionals feel the term “compost” has lost any real substantive meaning in the 

marketplace. As such, it is important to give a distinction to your particular finished compost product if 

you intend to sell the finished product. It is important to give a distinction to your particular finished 

compost product if you intend to sell the finished product. It is important to demonstrate that your 

particular compost has a real added value in the marketplace. If ongoing consistent product is not a 

problem, one way to demonstrate value is the development of a reliable brand name. Look at “branding” 

simply as a commitment to the quality and to the value-added nature of the finished compost product. 

Many composting communities look at composting 100% in terms of “waste management”. Because of 

this, they are more than happy to give away the finished product because it is solving the “waste 

management” problem. But this fails to take into account that compost is a value-added finished product. 

The following section is designed to help give some ideas and strategies in terms of product labeling in an 

effort to help communities actually market their compost instead of simply giving it away.  

Soil Amendments. When marketing and distributing a finished compost product in Indiana, the label 

must be accurate. Most yard waste composts are classified as soil conditioners, rather than fertilizers, 

because the nutrient content is relatively low and variable. If a compost product is labeled simply as a soil 

conditioner or amendment, it is not subject to Indiana fertilizer laws. 
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Fertilizers. One of the main hindrances to compost marketing success, especially in the agriculture 

industry, has been the inability or unwillingness of many composters to compare their products’ 

performance to chemical fertilizers. Compost materials that are marketed as fertilizers must be registered 

and have a guaranteed analysis. Any claims, either written or implied, that the compost product aids in the 

“promotion of plant growth,” will be subject to the fertilizer laws of the state. These laws, rules and 

regulation are enforced by the Fertilizer Department of the State Chemist’s office.  

Under the fertilizer laws of Indiana, the compost must be registered and tested by the State Chemist if its 

label states that the compost product aids in the “promotion of plant growth.” Also, periodic product 

inspection will occur to be sure the claims made on the product label are guaranteed. It does not matter if 

the product is sold or given away; the label must state the trust. If an inspection reveals that the product 

does not meets its label specifications, then the product can be removed from distribution.  

In addition to guaranteeing nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium content, when claims for additional plant 

nutrients are made in advertising or on a product label, the following minimum percentages of elements 

will be accepted for registration as listed: 

 

Element % 

Calcium (ca) 1.00 

Magnesium (Mg) 0.50 

Sulfur (S) 1.00 

Boron (B)* 0.02 

Chlorine (Cl) 0.10 

Cobalt (Co) 0.0005 

Copper (Cu) 0.05 

Iron (Fe) 0.10 

Manganese (Mn) 0.05 

Molybdenum * (Mo) 0.0005 

Sodium (Na) 0.10 

Zinc (Zn) 0.05 
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*Warning or caution statements are required on the label for any product that contains 0.03% or more of 

boron in a water-soluble form or 0.001% of molybdenum. 

While this registration may be more complicated than simply calling the compost a soil amendment, 

guaranteed compost products may be easier to market as a result of being registered. This is because a 

product that is a soil amendment and also has some fertilizer potential may be of greater value than simple 

soil amendments. 

Mulch. Mulch is any material placed over the soil to reduce evaporation, erosion, and prevent weeds. In 

terms of saleable “mulch” from yard waste we are talking about a wood product. 

Standards. A developing issue in the marketability of finished compost is being able to obtain a 

certification or standards label for your product. There are several standards that can support the sale of 

compost because their certification represents that best management practices were exercised in the 

production of the compost. These include: 

● Healthy soil standards: Soil must be constantly tested to see if it is achieving the healthy soil 

standard. 

● Compost product standards: The U.S. Composting Council’s Seal of Testing Assurance Program 

(STA) reached its seventeenth anniversary in 2017. Via this national program, participants agree 

to test their compost products and reveal the results to consumers. The STA program has not only 

provided a tool for composters to better promote their products, but it has helped the compost 

industry move towards standardized product testing methodologies. The overall purpose of the 

STA program is to improve consumer confidence in commercially produced compost and to help 

make compost a mainstream horticultural product. 

● Capable manufacturing and hailing process standards: These need to be defined specifically for 

each facility and hauling region in order to reproducibly deliver the compost product standards. 

● Application process standards: These need to be defined specific for each application of compost 

in order to reproducibly deliver healthy soil standards. 

Seasonal Demand 

A reliable supply of compost and mulch products is important if it is to be used on a regular basis by 

businesses, agencies, and institutions. If the supply of finished product does not match the season(s) of 

high market demand, stockpiling may be required. The supply of compost could exceed the demand for 

some products. Partially finished compost also may be sold as a mulch product, or wholesaler to a 

distributor with storage space or more processing equipment.  
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If compost will need to be stored for lengthy periods of time, covered storage may be required. The need 

for covered storage will depend on many factors, including but not limited to: the market, the container 

used, the volume of materials, etc. Large stacks or piles of compost can be successfully stored outside 

with little or no detriment to the environment and the compost. If piles are built properly and maintained, 

little water will be absorbed into the compost during outside storage even though water is easily absorbed 

into compost. Using outside storage will require additional management and at times may limit when 

shipment of product can be made. Many compost operations utilize a combination of outside and covered 

storage. The outside storage is used for the main storage, while the covered storage is used to provide all 

weather, year- round operation.  

Some markets require a dry product. For composting facilities serving these markets, some method of 

drying the compost is required. Once the compost has been dried, it must be kept under cover and in most 

cases, in some type of container because the dry compost can be very dusty to handle. Depending on the 

container used, some operations store the finished product outside.  

Attempts have been made to use tarps or plastic to cover large outdoor piles of compost. This procedure is 

best left as an emergency method of protecting compost from weather, because of the problems of 

handling such a large tarp to cover. If the compost must be under cover, it is best to build some type of 

permanent or semi-permanent structure. A low cost tube frame type structure covered with fabric or heavy 

plastic works well. These structures will provide enough headroom for end-loaders and other handling 

equipment to maneuver without damaging the structure. The structure is reusable, whereas tarps and 

plastic covers placed over compost piles usually are damaged in handling and are good for one time use 

only.  

Mature compost can be stored for long period of time without the risk of its going out of condition. Some 

people are concerned that if compost does not stay aerobic during storage then it may become anaerobic 

and undergo fermentation. When compost has reached maturity the conditions to support anaerobic 

conditions normally associated with odor, gas emissions, and problems are no longer present and if they 

are present, they are out of balance to the point where the anaerobic microorganisms cannot survive. Just 

because the material is in an anaerobic state does not mean that the condition are proper for anaerobic 

degradation.  

Because of the demands at certain times of the year for compost, it is possible some immature compost 

will be sold into markets where it should not be sold. Immature compost can be phytotoxic to plants and 

can be phytotoxic whether it is aerobic or anaerobic. Unfortunately a phytotoxic reaction from compost to 

one species of plants may or may not be phytotoxic to another species of plants. Therefore, the person 
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marketing of compost must know the quality of the compost that is being sold. There are many examples 

and stories of marketing failures that were caused by good compost being placed in the wrong markets.  

The only proven way to know the safety of the compost is to do a bioassay with the crop or plants on 

which the material will be used. Unfortunately, a bioassay takes time, which in some cases can cause the 

missing of a whole year’s market. Therefore, it is important that the compost facility have a good quality 

control system and be aware of the end products is it producing. Most successful composting facilities are 

capable of producing a repeatable product year after year. Once a potential user is convinced to purchase 

the compost, the same quality or better of product will be demanded each year thereafter. If the same level 

of quality cannot be supplied on a consistent basis, the marketing program will be starting over each year 

from scratch.  

Costs and Revenues 

The use or sale of recycled yard waste products can offset some of the expenses of collecting and 

processing yard wastes. The marketing or selling of the compost products should be part of the overall 

plan of operation for any planned facility. While many municipalities use some or most of their compost 

and mulch in their own operation or develop give away programs for residents, increasing numbers of 

municipalities are selling their products. Sales can be either retail or wholesale to compost distributors. 

Depending on the municipality’s revenue goals, the strength of local demand for horticultural products 

and the quality of the yard waste products, the price can range from a nominal fee up to the price of peat 

moss or bark mulches. 

Common Range of Prices for Bulk Compost in Indiana 

Yard waste compost often has a value range of $10-$30/ cubic yard  

Leaf mulch often has a value range of $10-30/ cubic yard 

Colored mulch often has a value range of $20-$30/ cubic yard 

The closer chips or compost approach the quality, uniformity, and consistency of competitive products 

such as shredded back or peat, the higher their relative value. Screening and shredding of compost will 

make the finished product more desirable, and in a strong market can exceed the substantial added costs 

by perhaps doubling the market value of the finished product. Coarse screenings from compost can often 

be combined and marketed with chips, or they can be reintroduced into the composting process. 
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Compost marketing is difficult and time consuming. It takes very dedicated people to be successful. Many 

times it will take two or more years to nurture a customer. As more persons become aware of the benefits 

of using compost, the marketing of compost should become easier. Again, a quality product is a must. 

A market survey can help determine who the potential users of compost products are, the level of their 

demand, and the price they would be willing to pay for the product. This survey should solicit information 

about the preferences of customers with regard to product quality, type, and form of packaging.  

The cost of developing a sales program includes the cost of preparing the materials to the customer’s 

specifications, field trials, demonstrations, packaging of the product, distribution of product, distribution 

of promotional material, advertising, taking orders, listening to the customers, collection for orders, 

administration for keeping books, customer relations, legal fees, permits, licenses, etc. This is not a 

business where one can take sales orders and then go produce the product. To be successful in developing 

a sales program it will be necessary to have a stockpile of product and the facilities to produce more. 

Many individuals and institutions purchase soil amendments, such as topsoil, manure, sawdust and peat 

moss, having similar attributes to mulch and compost. The table below lists some potential compost users.  

Potential Compost Users 

Bulk Users Retail/wholesale Processors 

Cemeteries Garden Centers Fertilizer contractors 

Golf courses Home gardeners Fertilizer manufacturers 

Highway maintenance Topsoil  

Industrial park grounds   

Land reclamation   

Landfill cover   

Landscape contractors   

Lawn care   

Military installations   

Nurseries   

Parks   

Schools   
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Sod farmers   

Many municipalities lack the promotional expertise and sometime the enthusiasm for marketing the 

finished products. In such cases, the marketing can perhaps be better done by the private sector. The 

municipality could contract with an independent firm to market some of the compost and mulch, while 

retaining a percentage for utilization by the municipality. 

Communities planning to use compost for municipal purposes, such as reclamation of a close landfill or 

refurbishing parks and roadways, should obtain a written commitment from the appropriate local 

department that will use the material. Municipalities can examine how much they use and what they 

currently pay for fertilizer, topsoil, and peat to evaluate the potential municipal cost savings and demand 

for finished compost and mulch. In addition, government product procurement policies may give a 

preference to composted products, if they are competitive in price, quality, and advantages. Any cost 

savings for a municipality from using composted yard wastes instead of other more costly commercially 

available materials should be accounted for in the municipality’s composting operation. 

A community facility may also give chips and compost to residents. The cost involved in establishing a 

giveaway program is minimal. It may include the cost of trucking finished compost to more centrally 

located distribution sites and the cost of site maintenance, but does not generally require full-time 

dedicated staff. This may be especially effective during the initial years of operation as a way to 

familiarize the public with the product. During initial years, it may also allow the facility operators to 

focus on developing a quality product. A give-away program should be promoted as a public service, and 

need not imply a low value product. Such programs also are useful as a public relations tool, helping 

promote public support for the yard waste recycling facility.  

Although give away programs may seem attractive, some experts caution against them. Unfortunately, 

many composting facilities have been started with the idea that in order to get rid of the compost, it must 

be given away. The fear is that free compost materials may be perceived as having no value or that 

product quality will be poor. Other facilities are in the dilemma of having been very successful in giving 

all their product away, but not to the intended recipients. These programs intended to make available the 

composted materials to taxpayers, but the largest consumers are sometimes commercial operations which 

pick up the free materials by the truck loads and in turn retail the product, taking all of the material and 

leaving very little for the local taxpayer. 

Many recommend charging at least a nominal fee to establish the value of the commodity. A special high 

volume rate may also be set. As product availability increases due to an increase in the number of 
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compost operation, the demand for product quality will most likely override the cost to the customer, free 

or not. The question of whether to have a giveaway program or to charge for compost will depend on the 

amount of material available and the opportunities for use. This question will need to be resolved in each 

community. 

In planning for distribution of compost and wood chips, it is important to examine potential revenues and 

cost savings. Many give away programs require the public to pick up the chips and finished compost at a 

centrally located distribution site, which in some cases is combined with a recycling drop-off site. This 

approach acts to increase community awareness about recycling and waste reduction, and returns a 

tangible product to residents for their efforts to recycle. People are expected to bring their own containers 

and loading equipment. Many municipalities give chips and compost to residents and charge a nominal 

fee to bulk users. A municipality also may want to charge a fee to non-residents. 

Distribution Systems/ Markets for Materials 

Markets: There are five primary market segments with significant potential uses for compost that have 

been identified: 

● Agriculture: The agriculture industry is the largest potential market for compost but can be 

challenging to penetrate. 

● Landscape industry: the landscape industry, which includes residential landscapers, uses large 

amounts of soil amendments and mulch products. 

● Nursery industry: the potential for using compost in the nursery industry is greatly dependent on 

the economy and housing market because home sales have a direct effect on the demand for 

nursery products. 

● Public agencies: public agencies have great potential for the use of both high-quality and low-

quality composts. High-quality compost can be used in areas where humans and/or animals may 

come in contact with compost such as parks. Low-quality, relatively stable composts may be 

suitable for land reclamation, fill material, and landfill cover. 

● Residential: the residential segment represents a substantial market for soil amendments and 

mulch. 

Distribution: Distribution systems for compost are diverse and sometimes creative. A system should be 

developed based on a survey of the needs of the potential users. Most compost is distributed in three 

ways:  

● Sold or given away to residents; 
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● Utilized by municipal service departments; 

● Sold or given away to commercial users. 

The following survey of possible distribution systems identifies some of the particulars of each type of 

program. 

Bag and Bushel Programs. These programs are usually directed to the general public on a first come 

basis, and require the public to visit the distribution site to pick up the finished product. The return to 

homeowner programs generally provide the product free of charge for a minimal charge. People are 

required to bring their own container, and load their own material. Most municipal composting operations 

use this distribution system and are successful at distributing most of the compost material. Any compost 

that is left over can be carried over and incorporated into the next season’s compost product. The site 

should be easily accessible and secure enough to protect it from illegal dumpers. In some cases, the 

material may have to be moved to a centralized location for easier public accessibility. 

Home Delivery. Many residents may be interested in using the compost, but would prefer to have it 

delivered. A reasonable fee to defray handling and delivery costs should be added. Free home delivery 

programs should only be implemented when the amount of material substantially exceeds demand.  

In-house Use. Municipalities, as well as park districts and public works departments, generally use 

topsoil or amendments for planting, landscaping, and reclamation programs. Because of its availability, 

the cost saving that can be realized from using a locally produced product should be emphasized. 

There may be some reluctance on the part of municipal officials to use the product. An informational 

program specifically targeted at public officials that addresses potential concerns about product quality 

and potential contaminants should be considered. 

Public Agencies.  All public agencies should be notified of the availability of the product and encouraged 

to use it whenever possible. In some agencies, preference may be given to the purchase of recycled or 

composted supplies. Education of personnel should not be overlooked. It is often difficult to get decision 

makers to use a new product even if the cost savings is significant.  

The cost of the product to an agency or institution can also be a major factor in its use. Public entities that 

routinely use soil should recognize the potential cost savings afforded by the use of this locally produced 

product.  Depending on the quality and quantity of the available compost, the charge should be somewhat 

competitive with other humus products to avoid the perception that if it is cheaper than what is being 

used, it may not be as good.  
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Bulk Markets. The advantage of marketing in truckload quantities is that large quantities can be moved 

right from the production site. In addition, bulk markets are willing to pay for the material, as well as for 

its delivery. 

Bagging. Bagging is a fairly major undertaking. It required careful market analysis, as well as continual 

marketing efforts. Bagging equipment is expensive, and scoop and fill operations using a platform scale is 

a simple, but labor intensive bagging technique. Guaranteed market contracts and a thorough 

investigation of bagging equipment costs should be performed before considering a bagging program.  

Premium Markets. Greenhouses, nurseries, and other commercial customers are excellent markets but 

tend to demand strict quality control standards. Since this market his strict requirements, it is advisable 

that only very large urban and regional compost facilities examine this potential market. The cost of 

conditioning, processing, and screening to achieve the necessary market quality may not justify the high 

costs of the end product, unless a sizable market exists. Besides greenhouses, nurseries, and other 

commercial customers, there are other excellent markets that will take a large amount of compost as long 

as it is consistent and of high quality. These include farm uses, truck gardens, certified organic growers, 

lawn and garden service companies, land reclamation and repair and new highway construction.  

Special Markets.  The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has identified a number of special markets 

for compost. EPA has published a series of fact sheets under the title “Innovative Uses of Compost.” 

These fact sheets can be found at https://www.epa.gov/sustainable-management-food/series-five-fact-

sheets-about-uses-compost  

Barriers: Economic barriers can hinder developing and/or expanding compost markets. Some economic 

barriers include: 

● Failure to identify potential markets 

● Cost pressures from competing products 

● Post-processing costs 

● Transportation costs 

● Impacts of competing product capital investment 

Non-economic Barriers: Non economic barriers that can adversely affect developing and/or expanding 

compost markets include: 

● Compost quality assurance 

● User attitudes 

● Location of markets with respect to location of compost operations  

https://www.epa.gov/sustainable-management-food/series-five-fact-sheets-about-uses-compost
https://www.epa.gov/sustainable-management-food/series-five-fact-sheets-about-uses-compost
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● Access to transportation routes 

● Comparative availability of compost 

● Product procurement policies 

● Restrictions on compost use 

● Legal constraints 

Bulk or Bagged Product Sales 

Deciding whether to have a bulk or a bagged product is an important decision. Compost can be sold in 

both bulk and bagged form, as well as blended with a variety of other materials to create new and 

innovative garden and soil amendment products. Marketing compost in bulk form allows for easier 

processing and delivery, but again, the product typically possess a lower “per unit” value. The majority of 

compost distributed today is done so in bulk form. Although compost is sold in bulk form to both 

professional and retail customers, many homeowner applications for compost are small enough in volume 

that they are likely to only use a bagged product. Therefore, the convenience of a bagged product can 

have a great advantage for retail sales. However, a number of composters have gone into bagged compost 

only to fail because they did not understand the complexities of the bagged product industry and/or they 

underestimated the additional costs related to bagging their product. 

Bagging compost can certainly be considered, but before committing to this course of action, market 

research should be completed and a detailed understanding of the market should be possessed. If you do 

decide to go the bagging route, invest in building a brand name. A brand is a specific name of a product 

or organization that is identified with a unique idea or value. Strong brands build market value and create 

customer trust. To help develop those brands, look at current brands in geographic and value terms. 

A key consideration in the bulk or bag decision is being fully realistic about the costs related to bagging a 

product. A fully automated bagging line can cost as much as $120,000, If you just want to get into the 

business to expand the market reach or service some niche markets locally, a smaller investment, roughly 

in the $35,000 to $60,000 range will still be required. Keep in mind that the lower cost lines are not 

typically upgradeable. Many composters have found they actually generate greater profit margins by 

sticking with bulk product only and avoiding selling a bagged product. Keep in mind also that big box 

stores typically like to use one compound that can meet all of their soil product's needs, not just supply 

compost and mulch. If you operation is not in the position to supply bagged soil, compost, and mulch, 

bagging may not be an appropriate operation.  
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One other consideration for the bag or bulk decision is on the bag and film side of the packaging equation. 

Keep in mind that this is a competitive market and smarter graphic designs, stand-up bags, reclosable 

bags, and other easy-opening bag features have literally change the landscape of lawn and garden displays 

at the retail level.  

Promotional Strategies 

Education about yard waste recycling should underlie all marketing and promotion efforts. Promotional 

messages should be incorporated into the larger concept of managing solid waste whenever possible, 

stressing all programs such as curbside recycling, drop -off recycling, waste reduction programs, as well 

as all composting programs. Conduct a public education program to demonstrate how compost is a 

valuable resource. Compost is a manufactured version of humus, the sweet smelling, decomposed organic 

material that gives soil its crumbly texture. Benefits of compost include: increased water retention; 

improved resistance to water and wind erosion; and enhanced soil tilth.  

Publicity should emphasize these benefits, and also explain how and when compost and mulch are 

available. Encourage the public to see the benefits of compost firsthand by demonstrating its use at flower 

and garden shows, schools, and public parks. A demonstration can present the various uses and 

application rates of compost to achieve soil improvement and better plant growth. With a comprehensive 

public education program, quality chips and compost should practically sell themselves.  

Many residents will be aware of the composting project simply because of the collection program for yard 

waste that has been implemented in the community. When promoting the change in collection system for 

yard waste, some mention of the compost operation and the availability in time of a compost product 

should be made. A certain portion of the community will then be anticipating the availability of the 

product.  

Moreover, if the community has established a public wood chips distribution system, a compost program 

that capitalizes on its success should be the simplest to implement. Locating the available compost right 

next to the wood chips will also stimulate product use. Public response to wood chips availability may be 

a good indicator of local demand for compost. 

In developing a program for community distribution of recycled landscape products, it is important to use 

community organizations, advisory commissions, or special interest groups as vehicles to spread 

information regarding the availability and the quality of the product. Holding an open house at the 

compost site can focus attention on the landscape recycling activities of a community. 
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The market for compost is one of increasing demand. Supermarkets, restaurants, and schools produce 16 

million tons of commercial organic waste that may be composted. Source separated food scrap compost is 

generally higher in nutrient value and lower in contamination than most other types of compost, thus 

making it more valuable in the market. Composts from source-separated feedstocks have the highest 

average revenue per ton at nearly $40. Compost from yard trimmings has a value of $32 a ton and 

municipal solid waste compost has a value of $3 a ton. 
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Documented Savings 

According to a survey conducted by the National Composting Program of the United States Conference of 

Mayors, yard waste composting was found to be the least-expensive option in an integrated solid waste 

management program. Programs surveyed from around the country showed a cost range of $30-70 per ton 

to collect and process yard debris. COmparatively, disposal options such as new landfills and waste-to-

energy facilities ranged from $35-150 per ton. This finding was again supported in 1999 when the EPA 

found “Depending on the type of waste and method of composting selected, average national savings over 

conventional disposal vary from $9 to $37 per ton.” The following table summarizes some valuable 

statistics from this same report. 

Table from “EPA’s Organic Materials Management Strategies” National Summary of Strategy 

Impacts 

Strategy Materials 

Targeted 

Mid Range Cost 

Per Ton 

Strategy 

Description 

Comments 

Grasscycling Residential and 

commercial grass 

clippings 

$1.00 Primarily 

education and 

promotion 

A time-saving 

source reduction 

strategy for lawn 

care 

Backyard 

Composting 

Residential yard 

trimmings and 

food scraps 

$12.90 Education, 

promotion, and 

possible bin 

distribution 

Source reduction 

for those with 

space to compost 

at home 

Yard Trimmings 

Composting 

Residential and 

commercial yard 

trimmings 

$55.00 Dedicated 

collection and 

processing of 

leaves, grass, and 

brush 

Well-established 

strategy 

Onsite 

Institutional 

Composting 

Institutional food 

scraps, select 

paper grades, and 

yard trimmings 

$49.00 Institutions such 

as universities, 

schools, 

correctional 

facilities, and 

military bases, 

collect and 

compost organic 

materials on site 

Allows certain 

institutions to 

avoid high cost 

collection and 

disposal costs. 

Commercial 

Composting 

Food scraps and 

selected paper 

$72.00 Dedicated 

collection of 

Viable strategy for 

large commercial 
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grades targeted materials; 

processing done 

off site 

generators 

As discussed in previous chapters of this manual and in case studies in the appendices, this national 

statistic holds true in Indiana. The Indiana Institute on Recycling’s final full cost account report in 2003 

showed-by a substantial margin-yard waste composting waste the least expensive waste management 

option compared against final disposal of trash and recycling of a “traditional mix” of curbside 

recyclables. The Bartholomew County Solid Waste Management District, one of the case studies in the 

appendices, has maintained careful records of its operating costs. Their findings support the above 

statements; composting is the least expensive option for their district-less expensive than landfilling and 

less expensive than the recycling of products such as paper, plastic, glass, and metal.  

The economic advantages of yard waste composting facilities are based both on the avoided costs of 

disposal and lower operation costs of a composting facility compared against operating costs for a landfill 

or a recycling material recovery facility. Avoided costs refer to the money that would have been spent to 

take and dispose of yard wastes at a landfill or incinerator. When composting costs are balanced against 

these avoided transport and disposal costs, composting often contributes to lower overall long term waste 

management system costs.  

Proper Budgeting 

Proper budgeting means that your facility has the financial capacity to operate in a cost-effective manner 

and that you are fully considering the costs of operating a facility and then in turn developing a revenue 

stream that appropriately cover these costs. 

There are four key components of a healthy budget: 

● Revenues cover expenses, including money for day-to-day operations, debt service, and debt 

reserve, reserves for unexpected expenses, and a properly funded capital improvement plan.  

● The organization is financially healthy enough to borrow money if and when necessary. 

● Funds are secure and expended for the right purpose. 

● Looking for the most cost effective operation and management options is a constant effort within 

the budget. 

Why is proper budgeting so important? It is a tool for tracking expenditures, helps reduce unnecessary 

costs, determines if actual costs are being incurred as projected, helps to control spending, ensures 

accountability, and helps to anticipate future costs.  
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The five main components of the expense budget: 

1. Operating Expenses: The day to day costs of operating the program 

2. Emergency Operating Reserves: Should be at least 10% of total operating expenses 

3. Debt service: the cost of payments on outstanding debts 

4. Debt service reserves: a reserve of 20-25% of the average annual debt service payments is 

advised 

5. Reserves for Asset Replacement (Capital Improvement Planning) 

A Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) is a valuable planning tool. Capital improvement budgeting is used to 

pay for future projects, renovations, and equipment replacement. It is an annual expenditure that is “set 

aside.” If you think of your operating budget as your “checking account” you should think of your capital 

improvement budget as your “savings account.” It is advised that you separate the capital budget from the 

regular operating budget to clearly differentiate the two. The challenge of capital improvement budgeting 

is that it is planning for future needs. 

The four main stages of the budget cycle are: (1) Preparation of budget requests (leading to a proposed 

budget); (2) Approval of the budget request (leading to the appropriations for the next fiscal year); (3) 

Budget implementation (disbursements during the budget year); and (4) Summary reporting on actual 

budget transactions (ending with an audited financial report).  

Common Budget Components for Yard Waste Management Programs: 

● Debt service payment 

● Debt service reserve 

● Financial reserve 

● Personnel costs 

● Administration 

● Operating Utilities 

● Operating supplies 

● Legal Fees 

● Contract Repairs 

● Transportation Expenses 

● Equipment leases 

● Disposal Costs for removal of contaminated/rejected materials 

● Advertising and/or Education 

● Testing and Other Monitoring 
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● Insurance 

● Accounting 

● Taxes 

In looking at budget components, one additional way to look at budget line items is whether the particular 

item is a fixed cost, a variable cost, or a combination of the two. For example, the debt payment on a 

piece of equipment is a fixed cost for the term of the loan. The fuel to operate that piece of equipment is a 

variable cost based on the usage of the equipment. By contrast, personnel costs are often a combination of 

fixed and variable costs. Even hourly employees have a certain minimum number of hours per week for 

example. 

The capital costs, operating costs, and the revenue received for the finished product vary greatly among 

different composting operations. Capital expenditures include equipment, site acquisition, and 

construction expenditures. Operating costs will involve labor as well as fuel, maintenance, and utilities. 

Depending on the selected collection and processing system, other costs might include disposal of rejects 

and contaminants, contractor or consultant fees, and transportation costs also should be considered when 

determined the cost-effectiveness of the project.  

Capital for facilities and equipment can come from either borrowed funds or current revenues. An 

alternative to a municipally owned and/or operated program is to contract with private firms for chipping 

or composting services, which may include equipment, labor, and management supervision in various 

combinations. Borrowing sources include: general obligation bonds, revenue bonds, bank loans and 

leasing. The Indiana Recycling Market Development Program, administered by IDEM, has zero-interest 

loans and start-up grants available for recycling businesses. Private financing sources include industrial 

revenue bonds and leveraged leasing. Sources of grants for not-for-profit organizations and units of 

government include the Indiana Recycling Grants Program, also administered by IDEM. The financial 

status of the municipality, voter attitude, legal constraints on debt limits or long-term contracts, and the 

magnitude of the project will determine which option suits a municipality best. 

Operational Planning and Economics 

The total cost to set up and operate a compost facility is difficult to quantify because most cost items 

depend on the technology applied, the size of the facility, and the quantity and timing of materials 

composted. 
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In order to accurately estimate the cost to operate a compost facility, it is important to first estimate the 

annual volumes and timing of the throughput of the incoming yard wastes. 

The next step is to estimate volume reductions each month, which in turn generates carry-over volumes 

for the following month. For planning purposes, it is reasonable to assume a volume reduction only in the 

first month new material is on site. Also, assume a 20% reduction for the leaves component and a 50% 

volume reduction for the grass component. Assume over-winter volume reduction of 10% per month. 

Using these numbers and assumptions, total monthly on site volumes can be estimated. 

These numbers serve two useful purposes. First, the peak on site volume can be predicted for proper 

sizing. Also, equipment and labor demands for combining and turning can be estimated. The actual 

number of labor and equipment hours will depend on the operating capacity of the equipment and the 

level of technology and turning frequency used at the facility. Once this monthly analysis has been 

completed, estimates for the annual costs for all the various expense items relevant to operating a compost 

facility can be developed. 

Characteristics of Sustainable Programs 

The ultimate goal of any program is that it is operated in a manner that is sustainable into the future. In 

looking at programs both in Indiana and nationally there are some characteristics that sustainable 

programs have in common: 

● Sufficient and reliable funding 

● Incentives for waste diversion 

● End-product market development 

● Tracking of program costs and revenues 

● Effective implementation, administration, and enforcement 

● Public understanding, awareness, and support 

● Ongoing review and adjustment 

● Integration with other solid waste services and programs 

The following are some key strategies to help build a sustainable program. The strategies fall into two 

primary categories: “reducing costs” and “increasing revenues.” 

Reducing Costs: 

● Conduct efficiency studies and improve efficiency to trim costs accordingly. 

● Make operational changes to lower costs 
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● Establish regional cooperative programs whenever possible 

● Improve service procurement and contracting 

● Explore privatization versus in-house operations 

Increasing Revenues: 

Implementing new funding mechanisms is never easy and the idea of doing so is often politically 

unappetizing. However, the reality simply is that sustainable programs increase their revenues when 

needed. Rather than relying on a single funding mechanism, it is usually prudent to establish multiple 

funding mechanisms that collectively cover program costs in a manner that is secure and equitable. 

● Implement revenue sharing 

● Increase existing fees 

● Implement new fees 

● Apply for grants as appropriate 

● Sign long-term contracts 

Tipping Fees 

Compost facility operators should seriously consider establishing a tipping fee. This fee will often allow a 

facility to operate in a sustainable manner and will more equitably charge for the services provided. An 

effective tipping fee will cover expenses yet remain competitive with other recycling or disposal options. 

Commercial operations will also charge a tipping fee to ensure an acceptable profit margin for their 

facility. A tipping fee can be charged on a cubic yard or a per ton basis. When charging on a per ton basis 

there is the additional cost of the installation and maintenance of scales at the facility. 

Calculating a desired tipping fee requires “working backwards.” The cost to process materials is 

determined via the facility’s operating expenses and capital expenditures. The tipping fee then is 

determined by dividing the total tipping revenue by the material tonnage or cubic yard to arrive at a per 

unit fee for the incoming materials. Therefore to determine the tipping fee, the tipping revenue must first 

be calculated using the following equation: 

Tipping Revenues = Processing Costs + Profit Margin - Material Revenues - Other Fees 

Most composting facilities will handle more than one type of incoming material. These materials may 

have very different processing costs and very different potential for material marketing and ultimate 

revenue. Therefore, it is appropriate to set tipping fees based on the type of material being received. For 

example, the cost of processing clean pallets into a ground mulch product will be much less than 
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composting leaves and grass clippings into a finished compost. Likewise, the mulch is likely to have more 

stable markets for the finished material and is thus a more secure revenue stream. Establish a fee structure 

that charges more for low-value materials and more for materials that are more difficult or time 

consuming to process.  

Contaminated Loads 

All composting facilities should have clearly stated policies regarding contaminated loads. There are two 

basic solutions to deal with contaminated loads: (1) Reject any load that contains contaminating; or (2) 

establish a contamination penalty fee structure. The penalty surcharge should be set to reflect the higher 

processing, lower value of the end products, and any final disposal costs that will be incurred. Facilities 

that apply a penalty fee structure may do so to maintain customer relationships and to potentially increase 

the supply of incoming material. Whatever policy a particular facility implements, it is very important to 

send a clear message to customers defining what an acceptable material is. 

In determining whether to implement a “rejection” or a “penalty” structure facilities should take the 

following considerations into account: processing equipment at hand, labor costs, markets for materials, 

the degree of competition for supply, and the ability to economically “clean-up” the load. 

The penalty fee structure should be clearly posted at the point of entry. Loads should be visually inspected 

while still in the truck upon arrival and again when the material is dumped as it is often difficult to fully 

assess materials while they are still in the truck. 

Penalty surcharges fees are sometimes as high as two to three times the base tipping fee. How facilities 

handle customers who repeatedly deliver contaminated loads depends on whether the facility is most 

interested in increasing supply, fully covering operating costs, or maintaining a relationship with the 

customer. If a penalty fee structure fully covers the additional expenses and maintains or increases the 

supply of material, then taking the extreme measure of refusing to do business with customers delivering 

contaminated loads is likely not the best response. 

Yard Waste Management Budget Worksheet 

The following is a yard waste management budget worksheet for municipalities.  
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Design and Operation of Yard Waste Composting Facilities 

Yard Waste Facility Registration Application 

Registration of Facilities for Composting of Certain Vegetative Matter 

 
 

On the following pages are three IDEM documents that will be valuable to siting and registering a 

composting facility:  

 

● IDEM guidance document for the Design and Operation of Yard Waste Composting Facilities 

● IDEM Yard Waste Facility Registration Application 

● Indiana Code Specific to Registration of Facilities for Composting of Certain Vegetative Matter 

● Indiana Code specific to Land Application of Sludge and Wastewater 
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Appendix A 

Glossary 
 

 

Acidic- Having a pH below 7 on a scale of 0 to 14 

 

Aerated Static Pile- A composting system that uses a series of perforated pipes or the equivalent to 

provide an air distribution system running underneath a compost pile and connected to a blower that either 

draws or blows air through the piles. Little or no agitation or turning is performed. 

 

Aeration-The act of supplying or impregnating with air 

 

Aerobe- An organism that lives only in the presence of oxygen 

 

Aerobic- Occurring in the presence of oxygen 

 

Aerobic Composting- The decomposition of organic wastes by microorganisms in the presence of 

oxygen. 

 

Aerobic Respiration-The physical and chemical processes by which an organism supplies its cells and 

tissues with oxygen needed for metabolism from the surrounding air and relieves them of the carbon 

dioxide formed in energy producing reactions. 

 

Agriculture Residues-Residue material produced from the raising, growing, and/or processing of plants 

and animals, including manures, bedding, plant stalks, hulls, leaves, and vegetable matter. 

 

Alkaline- Having a pH of greater than 7 on a scale of 0 to 14. 

 

Amendment- An ingredient that when added to a mixture, improves the overall characteristics of the mix. 

 

Anaerobic-Occurring in the absence of oxygen. 

 

Anaerobic Composting- The decomposition of organic wastes by microorganisms in the absence of 

oxygen. This process is normally associated with the generation of offensive odors. 

 

Anaerobic Digestion- The decomposition of organic wastes by microorganisms in the absence of oxygen 

in processes other than composting. 

 

Anoxic Composting-the decomposition of organic wastes by microorganisms in a deprived oxygen 

environment. 

Bacteria-A microscopic form of life having round, rod-like, spiral, or filamentous single-celled or non-

cellular bodies living in the soil, water, organic matter, or bodies of plants and animals. 

 

Batch Composting- A composting system whereby all material is processed at the same time, without 

introducing new feedstock once composting has begun. Windrow systems may be batch systems. 

 

Bedding-Moisture-retaining medium, which provides a suitable environment for worms. 
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Berm- A barrier adjacent to a facility to intercept and deflect water and noise; and can provide visual 

screening. 

 

Bioassay- A laboratory test using a living test organism. 

 

Biodegradability- The potential that an organic component can be converted into simpler compounds by 

metabolic processes. 

 

Bioavailable-Available for biological uptake, utilization, and metabolism. 

 

Biodegradable-Capable of being broken down into innocuous products by the actions of living things. 

 

Biodegradation- The transformation by microorganisms of organic materials into stable humans. 

 

Biochemical O2 Demand- The amount of oxygen required in the biochemical oxidation of organic 

matter. 

 

Biosolid-The solid residue from a wastewater treatment system 

 

Bulking Agent- Material added to the compost mixture which creates air apces within the heap. 

 

Carbon- A key element essential to microbe growth. Found in wood chips, sawdust, straw, and leaves. 

Carbon provides energy for living things. 

 

Carbon Nitrogen Ratio- The numerical ratio of the mass of carbon to the mass of nitrogen. It indicated 

the composting potential of a material and serves as one indicator of product quality. 

 

Castings- Worm manure 

 

Co-Composting- Composting of more than one ingredient together 

 

Compaction- A rich soil-like mixture that is produced when organic matter breaks down. It is stabilized 

and sanitized product of composting. Compost has little resemblance in physical form to the original 

wastes from which it was made. 

Compostable- Organic material that can be biologically decomposed. 

 

Compostable Material- A material which can undergo physical, chemical, thermal, and/or biological 

degradation such that is physically indistinguishable from its original form. 

 

Composting-The biological reduction of organic wastes to humus. 

 

Composting Facility- A facility that produces compost. 

 

Compost Pad-A surface upon which the composting takes place. Depending on the type and size of 

facility the compost pad may be the soil, a specially prepared soil surface, a layer of bark or other wood 

products, crushed stone, blacktop, or concrete. 

 

Condensate-The liquid formed when the temperature of a gas falls below the dew points. 
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Contaminant-All unwanted material. Containments of compost or compostable materials are any things 

that will not compost or will reduce the value of finished product. 

 

Continuous Flow- A system of composting in which material is continuously added at one place in the 

composting process and the end product is continuously removed at another place. 

 

Controlled Composting- A composting process in which most important operating factors are controlled 

for the purpose of achieving maximum efficiency, reducing process time, sanitizing the organic mass and 

minimizing odors. 

 

Curbside Pickup-The curbside collection, transport, and delivery of household solid waste to a 

centralized waste handling facility, municipal or private, such as transfer station, a materials recovery 

facility, a composting facility, a recycling center, an incinerator, or landfill. 

 

Curing-The term curing refers to that part of the composting process that corrects, heals, or alleviates a 

troublesome situation, such as phytotoxicity. The amount of curing needed depends on the use of the end 

product and the composting process. 

 

Decompose-To decay or rot; to break down into simpler substances 

 

Decomposer-The microorganisms and invertebrates that cause the normal degradation of natural organic 

materials into simpler substances. 

 

Decomposition-The breakdown of organic matter by microbial action. 

 

Density-The weight or mass of a substance per unit of volume. 

 

Eisenia Fetida- Scientific name for one of several redworm species used for vermicomposting. Color 

varies from purple, red, dark red, to brownish red, often with alternating bands between segments. 

 

Enchytraeids- Small, white, segmented worms common in vermicomposting systems. They are also 

called pot worms and as decomposers, they do not harm earthworms. 

 

Feedstock-Biologically decomposable organic material used for the manufacture of compost. 

 

Fermentation-A biological process that causes biodegradation by virtue of enzymes produced by living 

organisms. 

 

Fertilizer Value-An estimate of the value of commercial fertilizer elements that can be replaced by 

manure or organic waste material. Usually expressed as dollars per ton of manure or quantity of nutrients 

per ton of manure or compost. 

 

Finished Product-COmpost material that meets minimum requirements for public health, safety, and 

environmental protection and is suitable for use as defined by the requirements of the end use situation. 

 

Finishing- Post-processing of compost including screening, air floatation, air classification, grinding, or a 

combination of similar processes to size the compost, recycled building agents, and/or remove 

contaminants remaining after composting. 

 

Floodplain-The areas adjoining a river, stream, or lake, that are inundated by the base flood as 

determined by the Indiana DNR. 
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Food Scraps-Residual food from residences, institutions, or commercial facilities; unused portions of 

fruit, animal, or vegetable material resulting from food production. 

 

Foreign Matter-Non-biodegradable matter contained in compost such as glass, plastic, metals, etc. 

 

Fresh Compost-Organic matter that has gone through the thermophilic stage of composting and achieved 

pathogen kill. 

 

Fresh Organic Matter-Raw organic substrate for composting before undergoing decomposition and 

which is fresh from the source. 

 

Garbage-All putrescible animal solids, vegetable solid, and semisolid wastes resulting from the 

processing, handling, preparation, cooking, serving, or consumption of food or food materials. 

 

Green Manure-Plant material incorporated into the soil, while green or growing, to improve the soil. 

 

Green Matter- Portion of the municipal solid waste stream consisting of grass clippings, tree trimmings, 

and other vegetative matter. 

 

Ground Water- The water below the land surface in the zone of saturation. 

 

Hammermill-A power-driven machine having rotating hammers, a shear bar, and screens. The device is 

used to reduce the particle size of material. 

 

Heavy Metals- Metallic elements with high molecular weights. HIgh concentrations in the solid can lead 

to toxic effects in plants and animals ingesting the plants and solid particles. While high concentrations 

can be harmful, low concentrations of some heavy metals are essential trace elements for life processes. 

 

Hot-Bed- A cultivation or rooting bed in which a layer or biologically decomposing organic matter 

underlies a layer or cultivated solid or artificial substrate. 

 

Humic Acid-A dark brown organic substance that is soluble in water only at a pH value of 2 or more 

acidic, it is a major constituent of humus. 

 

Humification-The process of making humus 

 

Humus-The dark or black carbon-rich relatively stable residue resulting from the decomposition of 

organic matter. It is a complex amorphous aggregate, formed during the microbial decomposition or 

alteration of plant and animal residues and products synthesized by soil organisms. 

 

Incinerator-An engineered apparatus designed for the burning of solid waste under the effect of controls 

of temperature, retention time, air, and other combustion factors. 

 

Inert-Non-biodegradable products contained in compost. 

 

Infiltration Areas-An area or strip of land that is vegetated where water enters the soil in a controlled 

manner. Infiltration areas can be relatively flat to gently sloping parcels of land or long, narrow, low-

sloping channels. Pasture or hay crop land can serve as infiltration area. Infiltration areas can be used to 

treat dilute wastewater and nutrient-laden runoff. 
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Inoculum-Living organisms or material containing living organisms which are added to initiate or 

accelerate a biological process. 

 

Inorganic-Containing no plant or animal matter 

 

In-Vessel Composting- A diverse group of composting methods in which composting materials are 

contained in a building, reactor, or vessel. 

 

Land Application-The application of manure, sewage sludge, municipal wastewater, industrial waste, 

and municipal waste to land either for ultimate disposal or for reuse of the nutrients and organic matter for 

their fertilizer value. 

 

Leachate-The liquid that has percolated through, or condensed out of a material and in so doing has 

extracted dissolved and suspended materials. 

 

Lignin-a substance that, together with cellulose, forms the woody cell walls of plants and the cementing 

material between them. Lignin decomposes very slowly by microbial activity. 

 

Mature Compost-The stabilized and sanitized product of composting. 

 

Mesophilic-The temperature range most conducive to maintenance of optimum digestion by mesophilic 

bacteria, generally accepted as between 10 and 40 degrees C. 

 

Metabolism-The chemical changes in living cells in which energy is provided for vital process and 

activities and new material is assimilated. 

 

Microorganism- A small living organism visible only with magnification. 

 

Moisture Content-The weight of water is a material divided by the sum of the weight of water plus the 

solids in the material. 

 

Mulch-A material spread over the soil surface to conserve moisture and porosity in the soil underneath 

and to suppress weed growth. 

 

Municipal Solid Waste-Garbage, refuse, trash, and other solid waste from residential, commercial, and 

industrial activities. 

 

Neutralizing Agent-Something that when added to the compost will cause the pH to return to the neutral 

range. 

 

Non-compostable-Incapable of decomposing naturally. 

 

Nutrients-Minerals are organic compounds that provide substance for organisms. 

 

Odor-A quantity of something that stimulates the olfactory organ.  

 

Organic Matter-Chemical substances of animal or vegetable origin. Any carbonaceous material, large or 

small, dead or alive. 

 

Organic Waste-Chemical substances of animal or vegetable origin, including paper, wood, food wastes, 

yard wastes, and leaves. 
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Pad, Composting-The surface or area occupied by windrows and piles 

 

Passive Composting-The surface area occupied windrows and piles. 

 

Pathogen-An organism capable of producing an infection or disease in a susceptible host. 

 

Percolation-the downward movement of water through the pores and spaces in material. 

 

Permeability- Soil characteristic in which there are interconnected pore spaces through which water can 

move. 

 

pH-A measure of the concentration of hydrogen ions in a solution, a pH of 7 is neutral, a pH of  0 > 7 is 

acidic, and a pH of 7 < 14 is basic. 

 

Phytotoxic-The description of a material that when it comes in contact with a plant causes death or 

impaired growth of the plant, it is detrimental to plant life. 

 

Plug Flow- A type of process that progresses in batches rather than as a continuous process. 

 

Porosity-A measure of the pore space of a material or pile materials. Porosity is equal to the volume of 

the pores divided by the total volume.  

 

Putrescible- with a tendency to become putrid. Some organic materials are prone to degrade rapidly, 

giving rise to putrid odors. 

 

Recyclables-Products or materials that can be collected, separated, and processed to be used as raw 

materials in the manufacture of new products. 

 

Redworms- A common name for Eisenia Fetida. A common worm used for composting. 

 

Recycle-The diversion of materials from the solid waste stream and the beneficial remanufacturing of 

such materials into new products. In the context of this document, composting is the act of recycling 

organic wastes into usable products. 

 

Respiration-The physical and chemical processes by which an organism supplies its cells and tissues 

with oxygen needed for metabolism and relieves them of the carbon dioxide formed it energy producing 

reactions. 

 

Refuse-Leavings, normally having little or no value, 

 

Rubbish-Useless waste or rejected material. 

 

Sanitization-The reduction of disease producing organisms below the level of acceptable risk. 

 

Scavenger- An organism that feeds on garbage, refuse, or discarded materials. The larger scavengers that 

can be a problem around a compost facility are cars, dogs, fox, coyotes raccoons, etc. 

 

Screening-The sifting of materials through a screen to remove large particles and improve consistency 

and quality of the end product. 
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Self-heating-The increase in temperature within a mass resulting from heat given off by exothermic 

bacteria. 

 

Shredder-A mechanical device used to break up materials into smaller pieces. 

 

Size Reduction-The process of breaking up materials into smaller pieces, through abrasion, thermal 

dissociation, tearing, screening, tumbling, rolling, crushing, chipping, shredding, grinding, shearing, etc. 

The process makes the material easier to handle, and increases the surface area for composting. 

 

Sludge-The solid residue of the wastewater purification process, a product of screening, sedimentation, 

filtering, pressing, bacterial digestion, chemical precipitation, and oxidation. 

 

Soil-A varying mixture of weathered mineral particles, decaying organic matter, living organisms, gasses 

and liquid solutions.  

 

Soil Amendment-A material added to the soil that stabilized the soil, improves its resistance to erosion, 

increases its permeability to air and water, improves its texture and the resistance to surface crusting, 

increases water holding capacity, makes it easier to cultivate, or otherwise improves its quality. 

 

Solid Waste-Garbage, refuse, trash, and other discarded solid material, including such material resulting 

from municipal, industrial, commercial, and agricultural operations and activities. 

 

Stabilization-In composting, the decomposition or transformation of a material to the point where the 

nutrients are tied up biologically and are not readily water soluble or volatile and the material does not 

fight off offensive odors even when rewetted. 

 

Static Pile Composting-A method of composting in which oxygen and temperature levels are 

mechanically controlled by blowing air through a large stationary pile. 

 

Thermophilic-The temperature range most conducive to the maintenance of optimum digestion by 

thermophilic bacteria. Generally accepted as between 45 and 68 Celsius. 

 

Tilth-The physical condition of the soil as it relates to its ease of tillage and ease of plant growth. 

 

Tipping Fees-Fee charged for the privilege of unloading a waste at a disposal or recycling site. 

 

Toxicity-The adverse biological effect due to toxins and other compounds. 

 

Toxin- A compound that causes a reduction of viability or functionality in living organisms. 

 

Vector-Any organism capable of transmitting a pathogen to another organism, such as bacteria, 

mosquitoes, rats, etc. 

 

Vermicomposting-Mixture of partially decomposed organic waste, bedding, worm castings, cocoons, and 

worms. 

 

Vermiculture-The raising of earthworms under controlled conditions. 

 

Vermin-Noxious or objectionable animals, insects, or pests, especially those of small size. 

 

Volatilization-The gaseous loss of a substance from a mass to the atmosphere. 
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Volume Reduction- The processing of materials to decrease the amount of space they occupy. 

Compaction, shredding, composting, and burning, are all methods of volume reduction. 

 

Waters of the State- All accumulations of water, surface and underground, natural and artificial, public 

and private, or parts thereof, which are wholly or partially within, flow through, or border upon this state, 

but the term does not include any private pond, or any off-stream pond, reservoir or facility built for 

reduction or control of pollution or cooling of water prior to discharge unless the discharge therefrom 

causes or threatens to cause water pollution. 

 

Wetlands-Those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or groundwater at a frequency and 

duration sufficient to support, and that under normal circumstances, do support a prevalence of vegetation 

typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions. Wetlands generally include swamps, marshes, bogs, 

and similar areas. 

 

Windrow Composting-A method of composting in elongated piles. 

 

Worm Bedding-The medium, usually cellulose-based, in which worms are raised in culture, such as 

shredded, corrugated cartons, newspaper, or leaves. 

 

Worm Bin-Container designed to accommodate a vermicomposting system. 

 

Yard Waste- Leaves, grass clippings, yard trimmings, weeds, brush, and other organic garden debris. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix B 

Registered Indiana Yard Waste 

Composting Facilities 
 

 

The list on the following pages was last updated April 7, 2017. 
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You can check IDEM’s website at: 

https://www.in.gov/idem/landquality/files/sw_compost_facility_list.pdf to see updates to this list. 

 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix C 

Open Burning Prevention and 

Sample Open Burning Ordinances 
 

Appendix Includes: 

Types of Pollutants from open Burning and Health Effects 

Barriers to Backyard Burning Prevention 

Other Hazards of Open Burning 

Prevention: Education and Enforcement 

https://www.in.gov/idem/landquality/files/sw_compost_facility_list.pdf
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Indiana Open Burning Rules 

Sample Open Burning Ordinances 

 

 
Encouraging composting can go hand-in-hand with a campaign to prevent open burning. Indiana code 

specifically uses the term “open burning” in reference to the burning of yard waste and/or trash at one's 

home. The term open burning is often used interchangeably with terms such as “backyard burning,” “trash 

burning,” and “illegal burning.” Open burning is typically conducted using a burn barrel, pit, or just plain 

“piling up” the refuse or yard waste and burning it. Because most vegetative matter is banned from 

landfills in Indiana, some individuals feel they must open burn to be rid of these materials. Backyard or 

community composting provides an alternative to both landfill disposal and open burning. This appendix 

discusses strategies used by communities to help prevent, reduce, or outright ban open burning.  

 

Types of Pollutants from Open Burning and Health Effects 

Because leaves and yard waste are often moist and burn without proper air circulation, they often burn 

poorly, producing high levels of particulates, hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and ozone. According to 

the American Lung Association, on average one ton of burning leaves will product 38 pounds of fine 

particulate matter, 26 pounds of hydrocarbons, and 112 pounds of carbon monoxide. This finding is 

supported by EPA data.  

Particulate matter can be made up of extremely small solid particles or drops of liquid in the air. 

Approximately 85% of the particulate matter pollution given off by leaf burning is small enough to reach 

the deepest part of the human lungs and eventually be absorbed into the bloodstream. This has particularly 

severe effects on asthma sufferers, but impacts everyone breathing the particles to some degree.  

 

Hydrocarbons, such as aldehydes and ketones, cause irritation of the eyes, nose, throat, and lungs. In 

addition, many hydrocarbons contain cancer-causing compounds. There are both gaseous and solid 

particle hydrocarbons. 

 

Dioxins and furans, which are known carcinogens, are produced during the incomplete combustion of 

products with chlorine in them. Most bleached paper and some plastics contain the chlorine needed to 

product dioxin. Nationally, backyard burning is today the number one source of dioxin entering the 

atmosphere.  The graphic below is from an EPA presentation on backyard burning prevention. 
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What is dioxin? It is a group of 30+ chlorinated compounds that have been classified as either “human 

carcinogens” or likely human carcinogens” and are bioaccumulative. They have been shown to be highly 

toxic in animal studies. In addition to their cancer-causing effects they have been shown to suppress the 

immune system, and cause rashes and skin ailments. 

 

Carbon monoxide is an invisible gas that results from incomplete combustion-very common in 

smoldering burn piles. It is chemically incompatible with the human bloodstream. It is absorbed by the 

body in place of oxygen molecules in red blood cells and is very hard to dislodge from the blood once 

absorbed. Because of this, carbon monoxide poisoning results when so much of the blood’s oxygen 

supply has been replaced by carbon monoxide that the patient effectively suffocates. Even relatively low 

exposure to carbon monoxide can cause dizziness, headache, and fatigue. 

 

Ground level ozone, sometimes referred to as “bad” ozone is produced in the presence of volatile organic 

compounds, particulate matter, and sunlight. Open burning is a potential source for two of these 

precursors are needed for ground level ozone creation. Ozone is a lung and eye irritant and can be 

particularly debilitating to asthma sufferers and people with heart disease. It also deteriorates rubber, 

corrodes metal, and damages crops and forests.  

 

Other Hazards of Open Burning 
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Decreased visibility and obnoxious odors are the three most visible negative impacts of open burning. 

Even someone who questions the health impacts cannot deny these three immediate impacts of open 

burning. The other major hazard of illegal open burning is out-of-control fires. There are very real costs 

related to out-of-control fires such as personal injuries, property damage, fire runs by the local fire 

department, and insurance rates.  

 

Barriers to Backyard Burning Prevention 

 

There are a number of barriers to backyard burning prevention. These barriers should be looked at and not 

ignored as they will play a critical part in any strategy to reduce and prevent open burning: 

● Open burning is a traditional, convenient, and inexpensive practice 

● Many view open burning as a minor problem-especially in the context of just their own burn 

barrel. 

● Alternative disposal, recycling, or composting options may be viewed as expensive, inconvenient, 

or unavailable. 

● There is a presumption that other uncontrolled sources such as fireplaces and wood burning 

stoves are as bad or worse. 

● There is a presumption that traditional “big polluters” must be much worse for the environment 

than one burn barrel. 

 

Prevention: Education and Enforcement 

 

A successful prevention program should include both education and enforcement elements. Many people 

are simply not aware of the hazards and/or the true regulations about open burning. Simply raising 

awareness of these items will curb some burning. Beyond this, there needs to be an effort to shift the 

mindset. At the same time, making the alternative convenient is a key to success as well. Composting 

education and a community composting program, recycling services, and affordable trash collection 

services will all serve to reduce the “need” or “desire” to open burn. 

 

Open burning ordinances often have a delayed positive response. An open burning ordinance proposal is 

likely to bring out the folds who want to continue burning in opposition to the ordinance. However, there 

is often quiet support for ordinances. In talking with communities that have implemented bands, there is 
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often an after-the-fact series of thank you phone calls and letters in support of the now-passed ordinance. 

People see their air and health improve and are genuinely thankful.  

 

On the enforcement side there are some critical elements that should be in any ordinance designed to ban 

open burning: (1) a statement about why burning is bad, (2) clear guidance on what can NOT be burned, 

(3) clear guidance on what can be burned, (4) clear listing of special requirements, (5) clearly stated 

penalties and enforcement provisions.  

 

 

Indiana Open Burning Rules 

Indiana’s open burning rule is again printed below. It is reprinted because in the context of open burning 

prevention it is probably one of the most misunderstood rules in the state of Indiana. Two primary 

examples of misunderstanding: (1) under this statute is is illegal to burn trash, only a limited list of 

vegetative matter may be burnt; and (2) under most circumstances the only legal method to open burn is 

via a burn barrel with proper venting and mesh cover. In error, many Hoosiers open burn on the ground or 

burn trash along with yard waste believing they are in full compliance with the law. For these reasons it 

seems necessary to reprint the Indiana Open Burning Rules in the context of this appendix. 
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For more information on this rule visit the IDEM web page: http://www.in.gov/idem/airquality/2411.htm  

http://www.in.gov/idem/airquality/2411.htm
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Many communities, particularly urban and suburban areas, have banned the burning of yard debris 

because of health, fire, and air pollution concerns. As communities become more aware of the benefits of 

recovering organic materials from yard debris, the trend has been away from burning. However, limited 

burning is still practiced in some areas, where burning has not been completely banned. The main reasons 

people give for burning yard debris include: it is fast, inexpensive and some persons like the smell of 

burning leaves. If the ash only contains untreated wood products and untreated yard waste, the remaining 

ash may be beneficial to the soil. However, proper applications must be made.  

Open burning is defined under 326 IAC 4-1-0.5(6) as “the burning of any materials wherein air 

contaminants resulting from combustion are emitted directly into the air, without passing through a stack 

or chimney from an enclosed chamber.” In Indiana, open burning is generally prohibited, however, there 

are exceptions. 

The Indiana Air Pollution Control Board has adopted rules regarding the open burning of materials that 

result in emissions of regulated pollutants. These rules apply everywhere in the state, except in areas 

where other state of local laws, regulations or ordinances are more strict, or in areas which have applied 

for and have received a variance for the burning activity from the Indiana Department of Environmental 

Management. 

It is critical to check with state and local officials to make sure you are in full compliance with local open 

burning requirements. With that said, the following is a brief summary of the exemptions to the State 

open burning requirements, when not superseded by other local or federal requirements. 

The following types of fires are allowed: 

● Clean wood, charcoal, paper, or clean petroleum products 

● The local fire department was notified 24 hours in advance of the pile to be burned is more than 

125 cubic feet 

● The fire is not ignited more than 2 hours before the recreational activity is to take place and is 

extinguished upon the conclusion of the activity 

● The pile to be burned is less than 1000 cubic feet 

● The fire is not for disposal purposes  

● The fire is not within 500 feet of a pipeline or fuel storage area. 

Burning, for the purpose of heating, clean wood products or paper in a noncombustible container that is 

sufficiently vented to induce adequate combustion and has enclosed sides and a bottom; burning on the 

ground in this case is illegal. 
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Vegetation from a farm, nursery, orchard, tree farm, cemetery [see IC 13-17-9-1(a)(1)], or draining ditch. 

Vegetation from agricultural land if the open burn occurs in a n unincorporated area. Wood products 

derived from pruning or clearing a roadside by a county highway department. Wood products derived 

from the initial clearing of a public utility right-of-way in an unincorporated area.  

All of the various allowable open burning activities described above can only be performed under the 

following conditions: 

● Only paper or clean wood products may be burned 

● Burning must be done during safe weather conditions, not during high winds, temperature 

inversions, or on pollution alert days 

● Burning must be done during daylight hours 

● Fires must be attended until completely extinguished. 

● Fires must be extinguished if they create a hazard, nuisance, pollution problem or threat to public 

health 

● Fire fighting equipment adequate for the size of the fire must be nearby 

● Burning activities also must comply with all other federal, state , and local laws, rules and 

ordinances. 

Burning may also occur, with prior approval of the commissioner of the Indiana Department of 

Environmental Management or the commissioner’s designated agent in the following specific conditions: 

● Burning of refuse consisting of material resulting from a natural disaster 

● Burning of natural growth derived from a clearing operation 

● Burning not exempted may be permitted with prior receipt of a variance application and approval 

of the commissioner or the commissioner’s designated agent. 

There are also regulations in place specifying the use of air curtain destructors, which are forced air 

mobile incineration units that are typically utilized to burn wood debris from land clearing projects. These 

units are intended only for temporary usage, and as such, are not a long-term yard waste solution. Before 

an air curtain destructor can be operated, a letter of approval must be obtained from the Indiana 

Department of Environmental Management. For specific requirements on air curtain destructors, contact 

IDEM’s Office of Air Management.  

To conclude, it is important to note that any person who allows the accumulation or existence of 

combustible material, which constitutes or contributes to a fire causing air pollution, may not refute 

liability for violation of these rules on the basis that said vandals, set fire accidental, or an act of God. In 

plain English: if you accumulate large quantities of burnable materials, such as unmanaged yard waste, 
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and it catches fire and causes property damage, you cannot claim that this as an “accident” or an “act of 

God.” You will be held responsible for the fire. 

Sample Open Burning Ordinances 

This section includes several sample ordinances for the reader’s use. The sample ordinances provided 

included: 

● Example Ordinance written by the Indiana Department of Environmental Management 

● Burning Ban Ordinance for City of Knox, Indiana 

● Burning Ban for the City of Evansville, Indiana 
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How to Write a Better Grant 

Application 
 

“Indiana Recycling Grants are designed to help start or expand source reduction, recycling, and 

recycling education programs in Indiana. Funds are available for the costs associated with 

establishing curbside recycling, drop-off recycling, recycling processing, and yard waste collection 

and management. These grants are intended to create sustainable projects with no state funding for 

ongoing program costs. The Indiana Recycling Grant Program is established by IC 13-20-22-2.” 

 
 

The first step in an Indiana Recycling Grant Program application should be to either visit 

http://www.in.gov/recycle/funding/irg.html or call IDEM for a copy of the information contained on this 

webpage. Understanding the rules and requirements of this program is the very first step of a successful 

grant application. 

 

Step 1: Grant Policies 

First, determine your organization's eligibility for the grants. Solid waste management districts, counties, 

municipalities, townships, schools, and nonprofit organizations with 501(c) status are the only eligible 

applicants.  

Second, be aware that most grants require a matching contribution of 50% of the total project costs is 

required. For some, this match is 75%. For equipment, this match must always be in the form of cash 

match.  

Third, be aware that you are beginning a time intensive process. Be aware from the start what the ultimate 

grant deadlines are and then plan your time schedule accordingly so that you can meet the deadlines. 

Step 2: The Application Process 

A clear narrative and a clear budget page will be two key items toward a successful application. Bring 

your grant manager into the process earlier rather than later. Keep in mind that your grant manager will be 

your advocate before the grant review committee. The more familiar your grant manager is with your 

grant application the better an advocate they can be on your behalf.  

Be aware that in terms of deadlines to IDEM the application process has two steps. There is an initial 

“proposal” submission and then approximately six weeks later a “final application” submission. This two-

step process allows IDEM to provide you comments on the proposal so you can polish your submission 

http://www.in.gov/recycle/funding/irg.html
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for the final application. Take full advantage of this two-step process and know your deadlines. At this 

time, IDEM has two submission rounds annually for the recycling grants. 

If you are purchasing equipment, a key consideration in both this step and step 5 is making sure you meet 

the eligibility requirements and match requirements for the piece of equipment you are attempting to 

purchase via the grant. 

The ‘No’ List: IDEM does not fund permanent structures, leasing of equipment, ongoing programs, most 

personnel expenses, or computer hardware or software. Avoid making grant requests for these items.  

Step 3: 349 Policy-Solid Waste Management Districts 

The Indiana General Assembly placed a restriction on Solid Waste Management Districts that “no private 

sector services will be displaced” by services provided by the Districts. The 349 process is a mechanism 

for SWMDs to determined that this requirement is met. To put it more simply, the 349 process is designed 

to demonstrate that no private sector services will be displaced by the solid waste management district if 

the district provides a solid waste management service. Although this statutory requirement is 

independent of the grants program, SWMD applications must demonstrate that they have fulfilled this 

requirement in order to be eligible for grant funding. 

The 349 process is time consuming and requires a precise set of meetings, noticing of meetings, and 

resolution enactment procedures be followed. Budget plenty of time for this process and follow the 

required steps precisely. 

Step 4: 1339 Policy 

A requirement of the grant program is that “no private sector services will be displaced.” The 1339 

process is the determining mechanism by which this requirement is met for equipment purchases. Unlike 

349, which only applies to SWMDs, 1339 applies to all grants involving equipment purchases over 

$1,000.  

The 1339 process is time consuming and requires a precise set of meetings, noticing of meetings, and 

resolution enactment procedures be followed. Budget plenty of time for this process and follow the 

required steps precisely.  

Step 5: Grant Application and Questions 
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A clear narrative and a clear budget page will be two key items toward a successful application. IDEM 

states, “Your responses to the grant application questions are your opportunity to ‘sell’ your project to 

reviewers.” Making your narrative clear and concise will help your overall application greatly. 

A key item for the grant program is new or increased diversion. Be able to clearly demonstrate how your 

grant application will prevent waste from entering landfills. 

Step 6: Project Information and Documentation 

As an applicant, design your application to meet both your needs and the recycling grant program’s needs. 

IDEM states, “Recycling grants are intended to fund the startup or expansion of programs. IDEM seeks to 

insure that funded projects are sustainable and can be accomplished during the grant term. Local 

commitment and project management are key factors in program sustainability.” 

IDEM wants to fund only the startup or significant expansion of programs; they are not interested in 

funding existing ongoing operations. IDEM is also taking a hard look at your grant in terms of the 

program being designed for sustainability. They want to see grant applications for programs that will live 

on long beyond the term of the grant. In terms of equipment this means a game plan for the ultimate 

replacement of this equipment after its useful life. Capital improvement planning will help your 

application, but more importantly, it will provide your program a sustainable funding mechanism past the 

life of the initial grant and past the life of the initial equipment purchased via the grant. 

Follow IDEM’s requirements closely in terms of required resolutions, equipment quotes, and compost 

facility registration. Be especially careful of special requirements if you are considering used equipment. 

KNow the difference between a “Letter of Support” and a “Letter of Commitment.” “Commitment” has 

more weight with IDEM than “support.” A commitment letter states the clear commitments a third party 

is making in support of a project if the grant is funded. A support letter is merely a third party stating they 

think your grant application is a good idea. Always shoot for a commitment letter over a support letter 

whenever possible. 

Step 7: Final Application Checklist 

Go over the checklist with your grant manager and make sure they agree that all steps have been fully 

met. 

Step 8: The Final Application 
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Don’t miss the deadline! You will be bumped back to the next grant round if you do. IDEM accepts 

applications by hand delivery, by mail, by fax, and by email-be sure to get a confirmation of receipt. 

Your Next Grant Application 

Successful execution of a grant-funded project is the first step toward the successful funding of your next 

grant application. Proper reporting and timely completion of your paperwork demonstrates that you are a 

good manager of IDEM’s grant funds. To be eligible for future grants you must not have any unresolved 

monitoring and/or audit findings such as overdue grant reports, closeout documents, or reversions owed to 

the state. 

If you purchase equipment, be aware of IDEM’s requirement, “the equipment must be owned and utilized 

by the Grantee for its entire useful life.” Failure to comply with this requirement may result in IDEM 

attempting to get grant money back and will hurt your organization's likelihood of receiving future IDEM 

grants. 

 

Appendix D: Bibliography 

http://www.in.gov/recycle/funding/irg.html  
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Appendix E 

Model Composting Programs 
 

 

Model Community- Bartholomew County SWMD Yard Waste 

Operations 
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Contact Information 

Bartholomew County Solid Waste Management District (BCSWMD) 

720 South Mapleton Street 

Columbus, IN  47201-7353 

812-376-2614 

www.bcswmd.com 

Program History 

         Yard waste management activities were initiated in 1989 by the Bartholomew County 

Recycling Task Force.  This ad hoc group of interested citizens was formed to promote recycling 

in Bartholomew County.  Their investigation into a broad spectrum of waste reduction schemes 

led them to recommend the implementation of a leaf/grass composting operation for 

Bartholomew County.  

         Using property jointly owned by the City and County, the City of Columbus began this 

operation in the fall of 1990.  City crews collected the fall leaves, which were brought to the new 

composting facility located adjacent to the City Garage.  A private contractor was to operate the 

site in conjunction with the new City Garage Foundry Sand Site.  A total of just over 11,000 

cubic yards of leaves and some grass were placed into windrows.  During this same time, the 

District had applied to the Indiana Department of Environmental Management (IDEM) for their 

first round of recycling grants.  BCSWMD was successful in obtaining $100,000 from the State 

towards the purchase of a windrow-turning machine.  Cummins Engine Company donated a 

diesel engine for the compost turner.  Christmas 1990 also marked the inauguration of the 

Christmas tree collection program, "Bring One for the Chipper".  A total of 3,142 trees were 

diverted from the landfill and chipped into holiday mulch that first year. 

http://www.bcswmd.com/
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Since that first year, the City has continued to bring all city collected yard waste to the 

BCSWMD operated site. As well, private lawn care firms and residents have been encouraged to 

use our facility for their grass clippings.  All materials brought to the site MUST be debagged by 

the generator. In the fall of 1991, the SWMA purchased a brush chipper to gain experience with 

wood waste management.  In 1994, faced with an impending State Ban on yard waste at the 

Landfill, the SWMA decided to use a private contract provider for brush grinding services. 

         The District opted to continue the local ban on landfill disposal of yard waste even 

though the State repealed portions of the ban in 1995.  (In 1995, The Indiana General Assembly 

repealed a portion of the State’s Yard Waste Ban.) Commercial brush receiving at the yard waste 

site and loading of compost/mulch were discontinued in 1997 but due to public demand, 

commercial brush receiving was reinstated.  Residents may still self-load during regular 

Recycling Center business hours as supplies are available.  In 2000, the County Commissioners 

recommended that BCSWMD look into alternatives to landfilling of pallets. Since, a number of 

businesses also bring clean pallets and clean shipping boxes to the site. After through research, it 

was decided to add pallets to the menu of materials accepted at the Yard Waste site. The 

pallets/shipping boxes can be dropped off the site at a cost less per ton than the Landfill tipping 

fee. In the spring of 2000, the District took delivery of a new, self-contained windrow turner.  

This replaced the pull-type turner used since the inception of the yard waste program in 1990.  

The new turner, funded in part by a $100,000 Traditional Grant from IDEM, improved the 

efficiency of processing yard waste due to its single pass capability.  The machine also utilizes a 

high-speed drum, which helps break down the yard waste much quicker. 

         In the spring of 2001, the City of Columbus began accepting compost in Toter carts only.  

The new format meant cleaner compost, since plastic bags were omitted from the program.  The 

District Education Coordinator assisted the City in educating the public of its new collection 
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method at various Mayors’ Town Meetings.  As always, residents are encouraged to leave yard 

waste on the lawn.  The technique of mulching your grass and leaves returns valuable nutrients to 

the lawn, prevents weeds from seeding and helps keep moisture in during dry summer days. 

         In 2002, the District began selling its overstocked mulch as a means of recapturing 

grinding costs.  In 2004, BCSWMD began its Friday only loading program. Residents can get a 

pick-up truck of compost or mulch loaded for $10.00. Hours for the program are Friday’s only 

from 2:00pm – 4:30pm. In 2008, the District recovered $73,391.56 from the sale of mulch and 

compost, covering all costs of the grinding operation.  A supply is always available at no cost to 

local residents. In 2008, two days at the end of March were set aside to load compost and mulch 

for senior citizens. 

         A new loader was purchased for use in the yard waste site in 2016.  The total amount of 

revenue generated from the yard waste site in 2016 was $45,057.  5,067 tons of yard waste was 

taken in at the site in 2016, our highest diversion program. 
  

 Operations 

         The following materials are accepted at the Yard Waste Site; pallets/shipping crates, 

grass clippings, leaves, garden waste, flowers, weeds, brush/ tree trimmings/stumps (with size 

restrictions), shrubs, thatch and bushes. (See the site conditions required below) The following 

items are not accepted at the Yard Waste site; tree roots, bagged yard waste, lumber and trash. 

          Residents can drop off yard waste and self-load mulch or compost at any time. 

Commercial entities can utilize the site during normal business hours, Monday through Friday 

7:30 am to 4:30 pm, fees are charged according the fee schedule below. 
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         BCSWMD operates the site with two primary pieces of equipment; a Loader (used daily 

across the site) and a Window Turner (used on an as needed basis). The District operates a 

Windrow Composting Operation. The District DOES NOT own chipping, shredding or grinding 

equipment. They contract out this service with a private contractor that provides the services on 

an as needed basis for an hourly fee and setup charge. The hourly fee is dramatically less than it 

would cost to own, operate and maintain the equipment. Additionally, by cooperating with a 

third party, BCSWMD has access to much more heavy duty equipment than if they were to 

purchase on their own. The District also DOES NOT own screening equipment. BCSWMD tries 

its best to control the quality of materials coming to the site and since they provide mulch and 

compost to residents’ free-of-charge they do not feel the additional quality control step of 

screening to be necessary for a “free” item. 

 

 
    

         “As supplies last,” the District provides free self-load compost and mulch to all County 

residents. BCSWMD also offers a $10.00 per scoop (about a pick-up side load) loading service 

to all County residents on Fridays only, April through October, excluding Friday holidays. 

Because of the nutrient richness of the finished compost the District recommends residents apply 

the compost using the ratio of 1 part compost to 3 parts existing soil. In 2002, the District began 

selling its overstocked mulch as a means of recapturing grinding costs. 

  

Education Efforts 
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         The District provides education concerning Yard Waste topics such as mulch, compost, 

leave-it-lay grass-cycling, home composting and more via several methods. Public education is 

conducted via our website, Talkin’ Trash, Annual Report, Home Composting Demo Area and 

personal contact at our locations and public events. Our website, www.bcswmd.com, provides 

information concerning all of the above topics under the Yard header on our homepage. 

Additionally, our Talkin’ Trash informational brochure is distributed at our SWMD locations and 

public events with similar information. (This brochure also can be viewed on our website under 

the header About.) Adjacent to our Recycling Center we have a home composting demonstration 

area showing various methods to recycle in your backyard. 

         In addition, we offer Educational Programming on Yard Waste topics. We offer Adult 

Presentations on the topic of Yard Waste/Composting or tours of our Yard Waste facility. We offer 

Student Classroom presentations on the topic of Compost: Earth Recycles.  (Available via our 

Education Resources Guide) Finally, we participate in Touch-A-Truck utilizing our Window 

Turner fitted with a slide allowing preschoolers to explore our composting equipment. 

“Compost: Earth Recycles (Pre-K- 2nd) (45 min-1 hr.)- An introduction to Earth's natural 

method of waste disposal. Using a rhyming story and interactive activities, students are introduced 

to the concept of waste reduction through composting. “(Education Resources Guide 2016-2017 

http://www.bcswmd.com/pdf/EducationResourcesGuide2016-2017.pdf) 

http://www.bcswmd.com/pdf/EducationResourcesGuide2016-2017.pdf
http://www.bcswmd.com/pdf/EducationResourcesGuide2016-2017.pdf
http://www.bcswmd.com/pdf/EducationResourcesGuide2016-2017.pdf
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Lessons Learned 

         In the fall of 1991, the District purchased a brush chipper to gain experience with wood 

waste management. This chipping method was woefully inadequate for the volume of wood 

waste bring generated. In 1994, BCSWMD decided to contract the services of a private 

contractor for brush grinding services. This arrangement has been very successful. This 

contractor brings grinding equipment to the site on as needed basis and gives us the ability to 

provide woody waste management services without owning and operating expensive grinding 

equipment. 

         In the spring of 2001, The City of Columbus began accepting compost exclusively from 

Toter carts. The new format eliminated the problem presented by the previous bagging option- 

namely plastic bag contamination at the composting site. This change was particularly important 

to the composting site as the Bartholomew County operation does not employ a screen as a final 

step prior to providing their finished compost and mulch to the public. 

         In 2004, the District added on-site performance evaluation directly into their contracting 

bidding processing for mulch grinding. The top bidders on the contract were invited to bring their 

equipment to the site to demonstrate the performance of the equipment. BCSWMD Director 

reported that this is HIGHLY recommended to anyone considering a processing contract. It was 

reported the in-person test was much more enlightening than simply equipment specifications 

provided on a sheet of paper with a bid. 

  

Budget 

         The District’s overall budget (including Yard Waste operation) is primarily funded via 

Landfill tipping fees (approximately 60% of the overall budget) and a property tax levy (40% of 

budget). Between the sale of “excess” mulch to area businesses, Commercial fees for woody waste 

disposal and the $10 per scoop charge for loading a truckload of mulch/compost for residents the 

District is covering approximately half of their annual grinding costs. In 2006, the cost of brush 

grinding was $55,109.00 and revenue generated was $29,599; the contractor’s for these services 
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were Premier Scape and Greencycle. Ten years later in 2016, grinding expenses were $73,731 with 

revenue generated $44,859 from the sale of excess mulch, commercial haulers fees, Friday loading 

program; the contractors for these services were Greencycle and Tiffany. 

         The City of Columbus- Department of Public Works collects yard waste (both compost 

and brush materials) from its residents and delivers the material to the site. Their costs are 

internalized within their Department of Public Works Budget for sanitation services. 

                                               

Results 

         Grass and leaves are managed into compost to produce a rich, finished material. Brush, 

tree trimmings, pallets and shipping crates are managed to produce mulch. 

 

         The Diversion from Bartholomew County Yard Waste Site been steady since its 

inception in 1989. In 1996, diversion was just shy of 6,000 tons of yard waste. In 2002, diversion 

was 7,668 tons of yard waste. In 2005, diversion was 9,747 tons of material. In 2016, 5,067 tons 

of material was diverted. The pallet grinding program has diverted 3,325 tons of pallets since the 

program began in 2000.  This opportunity for Yard Waste continues to be our highest Landfill 

diversion program of the Solid Waste District. 

         Bartholomew County SWMD has a reported landfill waste diversion rate of just fewer 

than 20% for 2016, average rate is closer to 30%-40% (This is a conservative estimate due to the 
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difficulty in accounting for industrial diversion.) The Yard Waste program continues to be the 

highest diversion program of the District as a direct result of the Yard Waste program and 

Landfill ban at the Bartholomew County Landfill.                                                                    

             

  

Model Community- Northeast Indiana SWMD Yard Waste 

Operations 
 

 
 

 

Contact Information 

 

Northeast Indiana Solid Waste Management District 

2320 W 800 S 
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Ashley, IN 46705-0370 

260-587-3063 

www.niswmd.org 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Program History 

The mission statement of the Northeast Indiana Solid Waste Management District (NISWMD) is: 

“To assure uniform, efficient, cost effective solid waste services are available to the citizens of 

the District.” With this goal in mind, the district initiated a yard waste composting program in 

1991 as one of their earliest operations. Today the District operates four registered composting 

sites located in Steuben, Noble and DeKalb County with the newest site at our district office in 

Ashley. This District also provides grinding and screening for a registered county-site in 

LaGrange County and a registered city-site in Ligonier. In addition to these six registered sites, 

the District provides mulch grinding services for a number of municipalities within the District. 

All the District programs and the District’s composting operations are excellent examples of 

regional cooperation. The NISWMD is a joint solid waste management district comprised of 

DeKalb, LaGrange, Noble and Steuben Counties. It covers 1,468 square land miles; serving 

154,683 residents. The population mix for the district is 61% rural and 39% urban. The district 

has a total of 24 municipalities, 5 of which have curbside recycling programs. On the recycling 

side, the district operates a network of 17 drop-off recycling sites. 

The district’s composting program is a model of regional cooperation by how it is structured. The 

six registered sites provide residents within the four-county district readily available composting 

services. Basically, there is a site available in each of the district’s four counties. The district 

owns and operates equipment that is shared between these sites. The cost of a tub grinder and/or 

a screen would be prohibitive for any one of these sites individually, but combined it becomes an 

economical arrangement. 

All six registered sites operate on a “free coming in the door” basis. The district is funded 

primarily via a property tax levy. Finished and screened compost product is available for sale at a 

cost of $10.00 per cubic yard. 

District Overview 

http://www.niswmd.org/
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• Created in May of 1990 by the general assembly to reduce the municipal solid waste 

stream. 

• NISWMD Solid waste plan was approved by the Indiana Department of Environmental 

Management in December of 1992. 

• Governing Board of Directors of NISWMD is made up of local elected officials from 

each member county. Member counties are represented by one county commissioner, one 

county councilman and the mayor or town board president from the first and second 

largest city or town in each county. 

• The Board of Directors meets monthly on the second Tuesday. 

• NISWMD has six full time staff members: Executive Director, HHW Program 

Manager, Administrative Assistant, Mechanic/Supervisor, Mechanic Operator and Senior 

Operator. 

• NISWMD is subject to the same budgetary process, public meeting, public hearing, 

public bidding and accountability standards as all other local governmental units in 

Indiana. 

• Funding comes primarily from the property tax base and user fees. 
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Operations 

The NISWMD yard waste composting facilities are a suitable place to recover grass clippings, 

leaves, brush, and tree trimmings from the landscape. The District does not operate a collection 

program. Cities and towns, private contractors, and private individuals are responsible for 

transporting materials to the District operated sites. Material brought to these facilities is properly 

handled, composted, and turned into a usable commodity. Over a period of eight months, the 

grass and leaves are combined, repeatedly turned and converted into a black, crumbly finished 

compost. All brush such as tree limbs and shrubs are chipped into usable wood mulch. 
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Residents are asked to debag materials and take the bag with them. 

The District also has a “case-by-case” basis for special situations. An annual example is the 4-H 

Fair Animal Bedding. 

Part-time District staff members operate as gatekeepers for the DeKalb, Noble, and Steuben 

County sites during specified hours of operations. The Ligonier site is unstaffed, but open and 

closed by the city staff. The LaGrange compost site is unstaffed and basically open and available 

on a 24/7 basis. This site does suffer from some fly dumping, but the District reports that 

LaGrange does an excellent job at keeping the site clean. 

From The District Website: 

All yard waste facilities are open from mid- April through mid-November 

• DeKalb County – Take Indiana Avenue North through the blinking light at the intersection of 

Indiana Avenue and North Street. Immediately after the light, turn left at the T-road onto County 

Road 36A. Travel approximately two miles and the lot will be on the left. Lot is open Monday 

through Friday from 8:00 a.m.–7:00 p.m. and Saturdays from 8:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m. 

• Kendallville - On 450 W. Wayne Street across from the Waste Water Treatment Facility. Lot 

hours are Tuesdays 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.; Thursday and Friday from noon -7:00 p.m.; Saturday 

8:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m. 

• LaGrange – CR 75 N., east side of LaGrange Co. Fairgrounds. Lot is open daylight hours 

Monday through Friday and daylight hours on Saturday 
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• Ligonier – Gerber St., north of railroad tracks, west side. Lot is open 8:00 a.m.– 3:30 p.m. 

Monday through Friday and no Saturdays 

• Steuben County – CR 175 N., NW of Angola, adjacent to Steuben County 4H Fairgrounds. Lot 

is open Monday through Friday from 8:00 a.m.– 7:00 p.m. and Saturdays from 8:00 a.m.–3:00 

p.m. 

District Staff: 

The District has three full time staff members that are responsible for the day-to-day operations 

of the composting programs (and have additional District duties as well). These staff members 

are heavy equipment operators and oversee all grinding, turning, and transportation requirements. 

They split their time between the district office, the district satellite operation, and all other 

registered and unregistered compost sites across the district requiring their assistance. The 

District has an array of composting equipment, but the key component is everything about the 

program is designed for mobility. On the following page, you can see the District’s tub grinder, 

Komatsu loader, and windrow turner all ready for transportation. 

District Equipment: 

Mobark Tub Grinder 1200 

Trommel Power Screen 

Komptech Tract Straddle Type Windrow Turner 

5 Front End Loaders: Case, John Deer, and Komatsu models 

Composting Process 

          Grass, Leaves, and Brush        Komptech Tract Straddle Type 
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Windrow Turner 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            Finished Windrows 

                Screening Compost          Finished Compost – Ready for Sale 
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The district is sold on their tub grinder. Finding it “more forgiving of the worst waster” than 

horizontal grinders. 

    Mobark Tub Grinder 1200 

Program costs run between $24.00/ton to $45.00/ton depending on tons of yard waste handled 

per year. 

 

New Screening Program 

In 2005, the District began screening compost, producing an “added value” product. The 

screening process brought forth rich, nutrient filled compost that was offered to the public for a 
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small fee of $10.00 per cubic yard. In 2005, 792 cubic yards of screened compost was sold. In 

2016, this had grown to 1,115 cubic yards of screened compost sold. 

Compost is screened on-site at District operated and registered facilities for screening and 

processing. The screening process creates a much cleaner product. Compost can be purchased for 

$10.00 a cubic yard at the DeKalb Compost Lot, Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.- 7:00 p.m. and 

Saturday’s from 8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. We also have staff available at our district office on Friday 

mornings from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. to load compost. Composting is truly an “added value” 

science and operation that we are proud to add to our programs. 

What’s in a shape? The district has found their mulch is a higher quality when they use a 

hexagon shaped screen. The district is currently screening compost to a max. ½ inch screen on 

the trommel screen. 
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 Lessons Learned 

The NISWMD has both staffed and unstaffed sites within their District. They do not hesitate a 

second in recommending STAFFED sites. There is less contamination and less litter on the site. 

A site control makes for a safer workspace and prevents “fly dumping and/or abuse by 

contractors, which allows us to maintain compliance with state and local regulation. 

The NISWMD does not charge a tipping fee. If the program could begin again, Executive 

Director Steve Christman feels a tipping fee would have been beneficial to the program. It 

prevents a sense of “dumping entitlement” and provides some income and added degree of site 

control. 

One of NISWMD’s more unpleasant moments over the years was a mulch fire. Mulch pile fires 

are smoldering messes that are very difficult to put out. District says plainly, DON’T PILE THE 

MULCH TOO HIGH! It is the single most effective way to prevent a mulch pile fire, by 

understanding conditions that create spontaneous combustion. 
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        Trash material compost          Mulch Fire     

 Fly Dumping 

Education Efforts 

NISWMD has educational resources located on our website as well as a vast selection of 

material in our office for educators and parents to use. NISWMD has education programs for all 

age groups. A new effort with the district is to turn the district office into an environmental 

campus that will include a multi-media educational walkway, including a discussion of solid and 
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hazardous waste issues, wildlife, and storm water issues. Within the district office there is a 

backyard composting bin educational wall. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Results 

District-wide yard waste composting through operation of 6 registered yard waste compost sites. 

Grinding, screening, and support services are available for municipalities. The 2016 data are 

detailed below. 
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Compost Data-Example 
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PLEASE NOTE: The LaGrange and Noble yard waste lots are un-manned drop-off 

configurations. The data reported to NISWMD came from District field staff as they completed 

routine grinding and windrow turning activities. 

 

TOTAL TONS OF YARD WASTE MATERIALS HANDLED IN 2016 

19,208 TONS 

Note: All numbers rounded to the nearest whole number. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MULCH TO THIS:        FROM THIS: 
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COMPOST TO THIS:       FROM THIS: 

 

 

As the above section demonstrates, the Northeast 

Indiana Solid Waste Management District is a 

model in terms of the quality of their reporting. The 

last page of this document is a sample of one of the 

district’s “Composting Facility Annual Report”, 

which is required by the Indiana Department of 

Environmental Management for all registered 

composting facilities. This report is a good 

example of a well-written report that can be easily 

interpreted by IDEM 
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NISWMD Example Form – Composting Facility Annual Report 


